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Resource shortages and ecological degradation have drawn

attention to management systems, and th. scientific knowledge

on which they are based, that have failed. to provide

sustainable ecosysteD'lS. In the case of Newfoundland, fisheries

collapses baVt! stimulated discussions on the value and

potential of the ecological knowledge of local peoples in

teOllS of successful resource management. until recently,

Newfoundland women bave been left out of this lit.erature on

local ecological knowledge. In this thesis, I explore the

local ecological knowledge of WOlllI!!I1 fish and crab processing

workers. I work through the standpoint of women, as processing

workers, mothers, and wives, in search of clues

understanding what is necessary for sustainable fisheries and

sustainable communities in rural Newfoundland. Because women's

work and roles in their cozrrnunities and families are dif~erent

from men's, their knowledge about the fishery may be different

from men's.

Fish and crab processing workers experienced tensions in

their work as a consequence of such ecological chang~s as

resource shortages and changes in the size and texture of fish

in the 19105, 19805 and early 19905. Processing wo~!t is
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mediated by technologies, ownership, and managerial strategies

that are beyond the control of those employed at the plant,

but help to shape workers' relationships with nature and limit

sustainable practices. Women's labour process differs from

men's because of the sexual division of labour in households

and in fisb processing plants. Their knowledqe reflects their

experiences in the processing plants. in the bousebold and

community. I argue that women acquire extensive knowledge

about the fishery through their work, but also througb their

home and family lives. Working through the standpoint of women

and their local ecological knowledge indicates that women are

knowledgeable about fish quality. nutrition. capitalism and

patriarchy in terms of resource declines. If these types of

information have a gender-dimension. they would reflect the

division of labour in the home and processing plants.
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Women in Newfoundland fishing coamunities have been

involved in the fishery for centuries. They have worked as

processing workers, in inshore family-based operat.ions during

the era of the salt fisheries and, more recently, in modern

processing plant.s. They have also worked as managers of

fishing households, wives, mothers. aDd preparers of food.

However. their fisheries relat.ed work. their relat.ionships

with the environment, aod their knowledge about aDd derived

from their experiences with the fishery were, unt.il recent.ly,

ignored, devalued and misrepresented (Nadel-Klein and Davis,

1988; Neis, 1993; Porter, 1993).

This thesis is about knowledge. At present we are faced

with a resource crisis. Kany academics have quest.ioned the

present management regimes and the science upon which they are

based. Some researchers are look:i.Dg' to local ways of

understanding the environment in search of clues

sustainable pract.ices (SM! Pelt, 1993; Hutchings, Neis and

Ripley, 1995; Neis. 1992; Neis and Felt, 1995; Neis, Felt.

Haedricb. Hutchings and SChneider, 1995 for discussions on

fishers' local knowledge and resource management). Even within

t.bis cont.ext. however, whicb provides space for ma.rginAlized

voices, women's knowledges have not yet been documented. In

this thesis I explore women fishery workers' ecological

knowledge in search of clues to understand.i.ng what is



necessary for sustainable fisheries and sustainable

cOlmlunities in rural. outport Newfoundland. I draw on women's

definitions of qua.).ity, cbaoges in their work, and changes

t.bat they noticed in raw material as iDdicators of their

ecological awareness. I will argue that women in fishing

cOlTlllUn.ities have been very much aware of ecological change but

their awareness is somewhat different from men' s. Women

processing workers relate to fish not only as labour workers.

but also as mothers. wives, and preparers of food.

In discussing sustainable resource management. we must

consider not only direct human interaction with the

environment. but Also bUlllaIl interactions with one another. In

this way we avoid placing ourselves outside the environment.

Women's relationship to their environment and. their knowledge

about their enviroruaent are intimately connected to their

productive and reproductive work (Shiva, 19891. Processing

work is mediated by technologies. ownership, and management

that are beyond the control of workers but help to define

workers' relationships with nature and limit sustainable

practices. Because of the sexual division of labour in fish

processing plants and in households, women's labour process is

different from men's. IDmediate needs and household strategies

are constraints that limit and shape \Io'afteO' s ecological

knowledge. Women's knowledge is mediated by these different



experiences and the ideologies and structural constraints that

shape their lives (Qnosa. 1992; SUnny, 19921.

A number of themes are reiterated. throughout this

thesis. Firstly. processing workers, who have been and are

mostly WOlDen. transform raw materials into profitable

cotmlOdities. Their knowllldge about the fishery' reflects a

particular context, which is midway between baJ:vesting and

marketing. Interviews with these women indicate contradictions

and tensions at the processing level. such as mismatchES

between raw materia! and marketability. between raw material

and technology associated with resource decline fran the 1970s

to the early 1990s. Secondly, their perceptions of the fishery

a.lso reflect their eIIlbeddedness within their cOCl'lrlUnities and

families. This embeddedness causes them to experience tensions

between raw material supply. the organisation of work. and the

requirements of their home\cOlllDUnity lives. Le. the

connection between nature, household and community. The

marginalization of women and their knowledge has also meant

the marqinaliution of indicators of ecological problems at

the processing and home\cClIlIllWlity level. SUstainable resources

are linked to sustainable communities. Sustainable practices

must work in people'S everyday lives.

This thesis is divided into three sections. In the first

section r discuss the theoretical perspectives which have



informed my work, and I discuss my research methodology and

ics limitatioDS. secondly, I provide a historical look at

Newfoundl.and's fishery, its JDaDag'ement. and women's place

within fish.ing coanunities. I a1so explore women's work in

processing plants. which partly shapes women's relationships

with their environawnt and their knowledge about that

environment. Next, I provide a description and analysis of my

research findings. I investigate women's local knowledge by

exploring the ecological knowledge of women in the Bonavista

region who were involved in the salt fishery, followed by

those who work in modern fish processing plants, comparing

inshore plant workers' knowledge with offshore plant workers'

knowledge; I then look at crab plant workers' ecological

knowledge. Next, I link women's roles as IIlCltherS, wives and

preparers of food to processing work through a discussion of

nutrition and fish in people's diets. Finally, I discuss some

of the geoeral themes relating' to women's knowledge about the

fishe:ies that have emerged from rtrr research.



Fisheries collapses are one ex.aq>le of the global

ecological degradat.ion ~t is forcing us to question thE!

effectiveness of accept8d management reqimes and the

"scient.ific· Jc:novledg'e on which they are based. The fishing

industry has been an iq;Iortant source of food aDd income for

Newfoundlanders. According t.o Hut~s and Myers, the

Atlantic cod fishery -was once the largest and most productive

cod fishery in the world" (1995:39). However, by 1992 the

Northern cod faced coamercial extinction. In an effore to

rebuild the stocks, a cod. morat.orium was declared, displacing

approximat.ely 30000 fisheries workers. Newfoundlanders have

experienced the grave repercussions of fishf!ri~ policies that

have excluded i..I1put from fishers, processing workers, and

other local peoples (Hutchings and Myers, 1995: 39) .

This thesis is about knowledge, the ecological knowledge

of the women who processed fish during the salt fisheries and,

more recent.ly, in processing plants. This chapter is divided

into two parts, one is theoretical, the other discusses

methodology. In the first part of this chapter I explore some

of the theoretical. approaches that I bave used to develop a



conceptual framework for interpreting women' s knowledge and to

explain the relevance of this research. I first discuss

-normal science- and its critiques. secondly, I examine the

social constructivist perspective and fem.illist critiques of

science and development. fie. there I go to the literature on

traditional and local ecological knowledge (T£It\LEK) .

conclude with the main elements of a conceptual framework for

researching women.' s ecological knowledge and for interpreting

that knowledge. In the second part of this chapter, I describe

the methodology I usf!d to research women' s knowledge and the

limitations and problems I encountered durinq the research.

MY original intention was to look at particular

ecological questions and issues related to the health of fish

stocks and fishing communities from the standpoint of women in

these cotrmUnities.' Given their marginal status in both the

literature on ecological knowledge, and 00 fishing coamunities

in general. I hoped I might gain some further insight into the

prerequisites for sustainable resources from this research.

Some knowledge may be less distorted than other knowledge.

Hence. it is necessary to gather the perspectives of as many

groups as possible in order to develop a more holistic.

, I draw on K.arding'. (19911 Standpoint theory throughout thh ten and
I will <:1U:cus. it in detail utu in this c:hapter.



overall Utlderstandiog of our eco~t~, fisheries, and

fishing carwnmities.

Mucb of !:he pre.Mt: researcb on al.t:ernat:ive knowledges

focuses on indigenous. pre-indust:rial peoples and chis is t:rue

of most: of the literature that: looka at: women' s knowledge

systems. In addition, IDOst of t::hi.s literature deals with

resource users as opposed to processors. This project: is

important because it begins the task of includinq women and

processi.ng workers in the general literature on ecological

Jcnowledge in Newfoundland. I argue that women processing

workers' ecological knowledge is received. influenced and

constructed differently from that of fishers and other groups

in part because their paid and unpaid work experiences are

different. In addition, this knowledge differs amongst these

women according to job, age and marital status. The women I

interviewed not only provided insights on the resource, they

also identified iD:p:)rtant linkages between sustainable

resources, sustainable households aDd sustainable calIllWlities.

FrOJ1\ the time of the SCientific Revolution (1S00 - 1700)

to the 19705. -normal science-, as a discipline and • way of

knowing, has come to occupy • hegemonic position .vaong systems



of thought in the western world (Merchant. 19801, partly

because it claimed to discover ·truth" (JUoppenburq, 19911_

The normal view of science OOlds that science reliably

represents the natural world independently of social context

(Mulkay, 1979). SCientists were believed. to be able to do this

by using neutral tools and methodologies and detached.

observation. It was assumed that scientific research

corrmunities guaranteed the production of independent research.

which was not influanced by social or political power

relations, by virtue of their structure and methodologies.

This structure supposedly discouraged bias and any interests

other than the quest for "truth- from entering a scientist's

work (Mulkay. 19791. These characteristics were believed to be

fostered and protected. in industrial. capitalist and

democratic environments (Barnes, 1985).

since the 19708, researchers from various disciplines

have challenged. the validity of research practices. and the

production of scientific knowledge. Kuhn (1974) argues that

established theories, methodologies and tools perpetuate

scientific research practices. According to Kuhn (19741.

particular theories. principles. and methodologies are adopted



because they are established models and. in this way, the

production of scientific knowledge is the modification of

knowledge that is already accepted by a scientific discipline.

As well. the production of scientific knowledge is socially

influenced by scientists' education. Students accept

scientific practices and assumptions on the authority of these

sources of information. They conduct research within the

boundaries of existing research approaches.

Barnes (198S) argues that while "scientific· observation

is an active process. it cannot be separated from social

activity. According to Mulkay (1979), individual scientists

evaluate and interpret observations in terms of their own

research. theory, and methodology. In this way, new scientific

knowledge is a reflection of applied theoretical approaches

and methodologies more so than the natural world. In addition•

.. {slcientific knowledge ... offers an account of the physical

world which is mediated through available cultural resources;

and these resources are in no way definitive· (Mulkay,

1980;60-1 in Finlayson. 1994:12). Cultural resources include

symbolic resources. linguistic categories, and assumptions .

.. [T] he physical world could be analysed perfectly adequately

by means of language and presuppositions quite different from

those employed in the modern scientific community· (Mulkay,

1980;60-1 in Finlayson. 1994:13).
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Tbe scientific disciplines define what is and is

~scientifica based on the educatioo.a.l experiences of their

members. They discredit knowledge produced outside their

boundaries. restricting their data sources and maintaining

their powerful positions as the sole generators of ·truth~

(Kuhn. 1974). The publication efforts of scientists, like all

academics. are rewarded. usually in the form of financial

grants. Academics' research papers are reviewed. by colleagues

as a form of quali ty control. However. the power and

influence of an esteemed peer no doubt influences the

assessments of his or her colleagues (Finlayson. 19941. The

professiooalization of sciQllCe created jobs and social.

institutions for the preservation and transmission of its

knowledge. The incorporation of scientists into our dominant

social and political institutions has both strengthened the

position of science and furnished various institutions and

groups with varying degrees of influence over the direction of

science (Barnes, 19851.

Research in the area of the sociology of knowledge

examines how specialised knowledge systems are socially,

culturally, historically and contextually produced (Finlayson,
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1994; MUlkay. 19791. within the sociology of scientific

knowledge. the social constructivist perspective suggescs that

science. like any other form of knowledge production. is

socially produced (Mulkay. 1979). This approach maintains that

science is & construction rather than & direct representation

of reali!:y because b\JIIWI.D. activity is inevitably socially

presupposed. Human activities reproduce and alter established

knowledge. institutions aDd culture. Thus, scientific

interpretations are produced using pre-existing "scientific·

criteria (Barnes. 19851.

The scientific study of nature doas not necessarily

result in unique explanations of data. but rather there exists

.. interpretive flexibility.· meaning there exists a range of

possible interpretations for the same data (Finlayson, 1994).

Therefore, accepted explanacions of data are constructed

negotiations rather than "truth.· 'nle constructivist

perspective holds that the breadth of possible interpretations

of data is shaped by the context (Finlayson, 1994). As

resources. methodologies and tools of scientists change, so

too do their interpretations (Mulkay, 1979).

Cultural and social institutions and powerful interest

groups can influence the direction of scientific knowledqe and

encourage its acceptance (Barnes, 1985: Mulkay, 1979). The

private sector in particular directs science towards specific
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problems and technological solutions (Kloppenburg, 19911. In

addition. access to expert knowledge equips governments with

the power to form policies and to legitimate decisions_

SCientists are often eu;::tloyed by the state, or depend on the

state for financial rt!sources. This situation may int.ensify

the demand to sacrifice independent thought for polit.ically

motivated int.erpretations (Barnes. 1985; Pinlayson. 1994).

SOme critiques of -normal science" argue t.h&t because

science II!llIbraces reductienistie and posit.ivistic approaches. a

holistic understanding of the world is impossible. Instead,

"normal science" perpetuates "a hierarchical and li.nea.r rather

than interactive and ecological view of nature"

(IUo~. 1991:5301. These critiques have opened up

discussions concerning local and traditional knowledge and the

potent.ial iJDportance of this knowledge for successful resource

management.

In "l'lIOdern" times. the local knowledge of groups like

fishery workers has been "hidden from history" (Kloppenburg,

1991:538). scientists often deny the effectiveness of local

approaches to understanding our world because they are

restricted to local experiences aDd applications and cannot be



applied. genera.lly. SCience acquires power because of ehe

universaliSlll. of its laws. Its application across localities

often marginalizes both local knowledges and local ecological

rbytbms (Hurdocb and Clark, 19941. f{c)w@Ver, because science

has failed. to provide ua with sustainable resource management.

some argue we lIlUSt look to other knowledge systems, including

those which are locally produced, to provide alternative

interpretations of nature and our place in it (Kloppenburg,

1991) .

since the mid-1980s. there bas been a growing body of

literature on Traditional Ecoloqical 1CnoW1edge (TEk) (Berkes.

1981; Felt, 1993; Freeman, 1992; Gadgil. Berkes and Polke.

1993; Kloppenburg, 1991; Neis, 1992). Traditional Ecological

Knowledge has been defined by Madhav Gadgil, Fikret Berkes and

Carl Folke as a -cumulative body of Jcnowledge beliefs banded

down through generations by cultural transmission about the

relationship of living beings (1DclllllliDg .....) with one

another and their environment- (l993:1S1. a1Phasis my own).

Another definition describes TEX as the -sum of the data and

ideas acquired by a human group on its environment as a result

of the group's use and occupation of a reqion over many

generations- (Mailhot, 1993:11). However, there is no

universally accepted definition of TEk in the literature.
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According to lleis and Pelt: (1995). TEK attempts to link

etbnoscience and cultural ecology. They descri.bc!t ethnoscience

as the "'description of cultures 'fraa the inside'.· and the

construction of etbnotaxonoati.es in order to classify

knowledge. Cultural ecology. on the other hand. is ·premised

on the asswrption that modes of production are essentially

adaptations eo the physical environJllf!l1t- (1995:4).

According to Neis and Felt (1995). TEl{ literature bas

dealt mostly ....ith indigenous peoples in societies where people

have an historica.l association with. particular area, little

class differentiation. limited technologies and limited

western industrial contact. Ttt literature suggests that local

and traditional ways of knowing the world are based on

experience. are orally transmitted over generations.

intuitive, qualitative. and holistic. In addition, like

science. TE:K changes in response to social. economic.

political and technological factors (Neis and Pelt, 1995).

Local peoples often have their own vocabJ.laries and systems of

classificat.ion t.o describe their environment.s. They oft.en

experiment. wit.h pract.ices and t.ools in their day t.o day

interaction with nature (Kloppenburg, 1991). Fishers, fa.r1Ders

and other resource users possess considerable information

about the local environments within which they work and. live

(Kloppenburg, 1991; Neis. 1992). Tbis knowledge is different.
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from scientific knowledge because it is local. in nature

{Murdoch and Clark, 1994.}. TEk authors argue that it is a

valuable source of knowledge which should be used as a

supplement or alternative to -normal science.· Most of these

authors argue for the inclusion of traditional ecological

knowledge in resource manag-.ent decisions (see Felt. 1993;

Felt.. Neis and KcCay. forthcoming; Hutchings, Neis and Ripley,

1995; Neis and. Felt, 1995 for discussions about the value of

local knowledge).

Newfoundland fishery workers work in a cOIlIIlercial

industry and "differ from indigenous peoples in that they bave

been more affected by western scientific and management

techniques· (Neis and Pelt. 1995:4). Por Newfound1anders. -the

transmissioc. of traditional knowledge between generations is

often mediated by formal. education. periods of out:lll.igration

and technological and industrial change- (Neis and Felt.

1995:4,). Thus. the tem. Local Ecological Knowledge (LEK) seems

more appropriate t.ban TEK to describe their knowledge.

Kloppenburg describes -local knowledge- in the following way:

It is tile loca1itJ' of such knowledge product.ion
which moat c~letely intimates the many di.mensions
of its character. Such knowledge is 10Gal in the
sense that it is derived frail. the direct experience
of a labour process which is itself shaped and
delimited by the distinctive characteristics of a
particular place with a unique social and physical
environment (1991:528, ~is in origi..ba.ll.
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This knowledge is practical and is acquired through

direct experience from day to day. All groups of peopl@.

includinq scientists. learn through praxis and use it to

manage their lives (Palsson. 1995). Normal science and LEK\TEK

differ in -the organisation of the observations and the

physical recording of them which for the scientists usually

has to be sufficiently detailed to be repeatable or

comparable· (Gwm _t d .• 1988:25. in Nets and Felt. 1995:4

5) _ They do not necessarily differ in the type of observation.

LEI< has been marqinalized by scientists who maintain that

local knowledge b anecdotal and unreliable (Fin1ayson,

1994:1801. Accepting LE1C as a legitimate way of k:nowi.ng would

also mean a lessening of the unique prestige of the scientific

disciplines (lUoppenburg. 1991). In making the argument for

the inclusion and legitimisation of local knowledges. Murdocb

and Clark (19941 argue that authors risk romanticising local

knowledge as a superior and more holistic way of understanding

the envirocment than science. 'n1ey arvue that local knowledge

is not inherently preservationist. Rather. local knowledge"may

sometimes hinder suseainability and even contribute to

ecological crisis (Murdoch and Clark, 1994).
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SUccessful sustainable developDeI1t must consider the

socia.! and the natural worlds and the interaction between both

worlds .

(5J cientific solutions which focus solely upon the
"natural" world and social scientific solutions
which focus solely upon the ·social" world will
both fall short of requirements . . . [T] he
difference between W$scern scientific knowledqe and
the (local I knowledge of other cultures lies not. in
the supposed "universality" of the former but.
rather in the way that it allows the construction
of networks, ·c~s8d of certain Cypes of bumans
and non-humans, which ca.rzy scientific facts and
laws across ever greater distances (Murdoch and
Clark. 1994: 130) .

Redclift (19921 considers sustainable development using

three dimensions. Firstly, the economic dimension questions

placing nature outside of economics and encourages protecting

the environment from populat.ion demands. secondly. there is it

political d.i.men.sion. Management and development schemes

reflect the ways groups of people try to control each other

and nature. The type of knowledge chosen eo be the foundaeion

and justification for development projects is linked to power.

The last dimension of sustainability is the epistemological.

In this way scieneific knowledge and traditional knowledge are

identified as ways of knowing that have varying degrees of
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power and legitimacy (Redelilt. 1992. in Mu.r:doch and Clark,

1994:116).

The definition of ecology should not place the social

world outside of the ca.tura.l world. It entails human

interaction with the environIDeD.t but also huIll&n interactions

with each other. SOCial bllrrius between local peoples and

scientists or policy makers have prevented ecologically sound

decisions and practices and these bave to be addressed in

conjunction with questions about sustainability and ecology

(Murdoch and Clark, 1994: Shiva. 19891.

2.7 r..1..bt~.....

Feminist authors are connitted to legitimising women' s

voices. In recent years. feminist authors have developed

critiques of science and development. connelly, Murray Lt.

MaCOOna..ld and parpart (1995). Pevato 119941. Shiva (1989). and

Paul (1989) argue for the integration of gender into

environmental issues. Eichler (1987). Hard.i.ng (1991). Merchant

(1980). and Messing 11987.) argue that science as presently

constructed is gendered. Below I develop further the

theoretical framework I use to analyse fishery workers' local

ecological. knowledge and provide theoretical just.ification for

the inclusion of WOIIll!D. in research of this 1ti.Dd. I begin by
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exploring eco-feminism as outlined by Shiva (1989) and

Merchant. (l980J. followed by critiques of this perspective.

Next, I discuss Hardi.ng's (1991) standpoint theory. Finally. I

discuss bow this theoretical web is used to aD41yse women' s

local. ~ologica.l 1alowledge.

2.' we.- ...s aaC1lre

2.1.1 kO-f~.t tbeozy

£Co-feminist approaches suggest t.bat modern science

empowers and legitimises industrialism. capitalism. masculine

ideolO9Y. and development schemes. These approacbes blame

development projects based on 'progressive" and "modern'

science for both ecological degradation and the

marginalization of women's productive and reproductive roles

(Merchant. 1980; Shiva. 1989). According to Shiva (19891.

scientific solutions and technoloqical applications have often

meant great 108ses and sacrifices on the part of ·other"

races. classes and. the ·Other" gender as well as nature.

Reductionist and fragmented approaches embraced by "normal

science" devalue the productivity ot the 'Other" (Merchant.

1980; Shiva. 1989).

During the SCientific Revolution bet.ween 1500 and 1700.

western. modern. dallinant and ·progressive" ideology emerged.
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According to Merchant (1980). during this time the metaphor

used to describe the natural world. including humans. shifted

from that of an organism to a lIlAChine. In Europe this was

encouraged by laws. technologies. and political and social

institutions which expunged all animistic assumptions about

nature to create a predictable environment. legitimising the

manipulation and "rape" of nature. rn addition. people'S day

to day relationship with nature changed with new technologies

and resource depletion (Merchant, 1980).

Shiva (19891 argues t:hat westenl science a.od coamercial

interest decaeb a resource from the rest of nature. ignoring

the multi-purpose utilisation inberent in resources while

capitalising on mono-cultures and single resources. Shiva

argues that these approaches are poli tical and based on power.

This approach has led to ecological and economic

vulnerabilities due to lack of diversity &nd. resource-wasteful

methodologies and technologies. Shiva argues t.bat western

science, based on reductionism. is -violent" in that it

defines one way of knowing. She emphasises the -lite-

destroying" view of nature associated with western science:

The dualism between man and nature has allowed the
subjugation of the latter by man and given rise to
a new world-view in which nature is (a) inert and
passive; (bl uniform aDd. mechanistic; (cl separable
and fragmented within itself; (dl separate from
man; and (e) inferior. to be dominated and
exploited by man (Shiva. 1989:40-11.



From Shiva's (19891 perspective, ecological degradation

and the marqinalization of local knovledges results in

violence against women, nature, cOlIII'lUnities and knowledge. It

converts women into non-knowers and nature into an object to

be manipulated. It robs people and coamunities of their

productive ability and sustenance. It lIlAkes productive and

reproductive work increasingly difficult. damaging the health

of women workers and increasing the likelihood of food

shortages and hunger. In addition, it silences and distorts

the ~truth,·

Accordi.ng to Shiva (1989). productivity should be

defined in terms of producing life and sustenance. 'l'bis kind

of productivity has been ignored by western, scientific

approaches despite its survival value. She advocates defining

·productivity, - -yield- and -economic value" in terms of

survival value and coamunal and diverse use of resources.

Future definitions of economics and ecology must incorporate

the production of sustenance and needs fulfilment.

According to Shiva (19891. women and nature ~ve been

historically linked across cultures, In the twentieth century.

the women' s and ecological movements have developed similar

critiques of science, capitalism. ·progressive" ideology and

dOlllination. Recently. the ecology movement has reconstructed
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the image of an organic earth which sees the world as

unpredictable, interconnected. non-linear livi.Dg' unit

(Merchant. 19801 _ Thi.s image was largely accepted by the

Western world before the 1500s. The RotDantics. in the early

nineteenth century. also embraced this image in reaction to

the Scientific Revolution and its mechanism. The image of a

living cosmos rejects the machine metaphor used to justify the

manipulation of nature. In this way. the recent ecology

movement constructs alternative. but Dot necessarily new.

philosophies to understand nature (Merchant. 1980; Shiva,

19891. Shiva (19891 argues that as long as the ecological and

women' 5 movements remain separated. we have little hope of

rescuing nature and overcoming the barriers to sustainability.

Women's struggles against subordinaeion and marginalization

must be integrated into discussions concerning the destruction

of Mother earth to prevent the natural world from being

separated frOlll the social world when discussing ecology.

Shiva argues that sWiltainability will be achieved by

embracing the feminine principle. as practised. by Indian

women. which is

characterised by la) creativity, activity. and
productivity; (b) diversity in fol.1ll and aspect; (c)
connectedness and inter-relationship of all beings.
including man; ld) continuity between the human and
natural; and Ie) sanctity of life in nature
(1989:401.
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The eco-feminist perspective bas been criticised for

assuming that all women have A more intimate relationship with

the enviromnent and are thus more conservationist than men.

However. women do not &1ways have a more intimate and holistic

understaDdi..ng of aature. Research on African WCIIDen (Haile.

1989; Mackenzie. 1993; amos•• 1992; Rathgeber. 1995; Sunny.

1992) demonstrates that. may knowingly hinder

sustainAbility through their daily activities. In order to

understand. women's decisions. their relationship with and.

knowledge about and frOlll the environment. we need to take into

Account the sexual division of labour. the capitalist division

of labour. household economic constraints and other i..rlIllediate

interests and needs that are linked to their productive and

reproductive roles, including responsibilities the

household. family. and carmunities.

Work on wc:men and the enviromaent in Africa highlights

t-he connection between women's ecological knoIortledge, their

direct and daily engagement with natural resources. and their

productive and reproductive labour (Rathgeber. 1995). women's

knowledge is gained througb their domestic and caring duties,

their engagement in corrmunity work, and experiences in paid



work which together create a special knowledga which may help

in terms of sustainabili ty. Because this work is different

frOlll the work men do, their ecological 1cnowledge and.

relationship with nature is different from men's. Like

everyone, women have a long-term vested interest in the

preservation of nature. Their incomes and. the health and.

nutrition of their families depend on resources. However,

short-term and inmediate interests and needs of the family may

pressure them to c~romise this (Rathgeber, 1995).

According to Haile (19891, women's relationships with

the environment are lftediated by means of support. Haile

sugqests that when no other means of employment is available,

women, like men, may willingly participate in environmenta.lly

unsustainable practices even though they are aware that

resource depletion threatens their survival and income. Sunny

(1992) argues that rural people rarely consider resource

depletion independently from household economics. W<Den who

are aware that their work is furthering resource depletion may

be acting out of necessity. This behaviour may be a ~rational~

attempt to overcome i.trIMd.iate economic constraints. curing

ecological and economic crises, the responsibilities and.

unpaid work of women are intensified (Mackenzie, 1993; amosa,

1992) .



Critiques of Eco-f-u..nist. approaches &rque that.

researchers must. avoid assuming that. woam, by virt.ue of their

sex. have an int.imate relationship with nat.ure. ~. this

literature also points out. that. wo-en and. men do have

different relationships with nature because of the different

work they do and the sexual division of labour At work and in

the household. Hardinq (1991) suggests that starting from the

perspectives of marginalized groups. like women. provides a

lIlOre reliable understanding of reality than working from

conventional approaches.

Harding (19911 arques that the production of scientific

"facts· is directed by social groups. SCientific knowledge is

socially constructed, gendered, and embraces a western,

patriarcbal, i.mperialist.ic ideology (Harding, 1991). There is

no true objectivity as "normal science" assumes. Even furt:ber,

theories about nature somet.imes reflect. intl!q)retations about

society -and. may izlply bow people should behave. Harding argues

that a stronger science takes into account the social

production of societies' beliefs and knowledge.

_.. {Tlhe sciences need to legit.imate within
scientific research, a. part of practising science.
critical examination of historical values and
interests that may be so shared wit:hin the
scientific COIIIlIUnity, so invested in by the very
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constitution of this or that field of study, that
they will not. show up as a cultural. bias between
experimenters or betvlM!ll research coaaunities
(Harding, 1991:146-7).

Barding argues that working through the standpoint of

the ·Other~ can reveal hidden socio-cultural biases embraced

by dominant Knowledges and beliefs and create a less distorted

understanding' of our world. Feminist staDdpoint theory draws

on women' 5 knovledge that bas been shaped by their distinctive

experiences in a. gendered society in order to understand our

world. Experience alone, however, is not enough to ensure the

production of reliable knowledge. Women do not hold a more

objective view of the world by virtue of their biological sex.

but rather by virtue of their struggles to overcome oppression

(Harding. 1991).

Insofar as women and men are assigned different
kinds of activities. they lead lives that have
significantly different contours and patterns.
Starting thought fran the historical. details of
W'C:lm8Q's lives in order to evaluate eritieuly the
dominant knowledge claims that have been generated
primarily frOlll the live. of men ... can decrease
the partialities and diaeortions in ehe pictures of
nature and. social life that are provided. by the
natural and social sciences (Hardi.ng, 1991: 141 in
Langlois, 1996).

Harding (1991) states thae local and distinceive

experiences, especially disregarded and depreciated ones, are

valuable resources for research. However, experiences in
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themselves do not directly reflect realities. Women

heterogeneous in terms of class. race. sexuality and culture

and their experiences and. knowledges are often contradictory,

making it difficult t.o make generalisations. Eichler {19S7j

argues that because we live in a geodered society, a women

centred approach to research is necessary in order to produce

reliable knowledge. At the same time though, researchers must

take into account that wamen do not live independently from

men. Non-sexist research constructs the world around both men

and women and. for Eichler. is the ultimate aspiration of

research. A non-sexist world would end the need for feminist

research. Work on women and nature suggests that. WE! need to

look for definitions of ecology and sustainability that

include not only nature, but also !:he social world. because

each responds to changes in the other.

2.10 --"'. local ~lq.

Feminist theory arque. that women's knowledge is

acquired through their distinctive praxis and. experiences_

More specifically women's knowledge is gained through day to

day interaction with their socia.l and na.tura.l environment.

Women acquire knowledg'e about t.be!ir environment through

experience and oral history, and in formal. and informal,
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academic and lOCAl settings. A process-oriented perspective

appreciates that -actors act in different roles depending on

their definition of the situation~ (Gerrard. 1995:594). In

this way. bow a person UDderseands the world is defined. in

part by the limitatioa. and possibilities by which she defines

herself. Some feminist literature suggests that women's

know-ledge is more inteqrated than men' s about some things and

less integrated about others because of their distinctive

roles and experiences. It points to the miSll\lltches between

dominant knowledqes and W'OCDeI1' s knowledge, revealing the link

between knowledge and power (Gerrard. 1995; Rathqeber, 1995).

The lieerature on women and nature suggests that women

actively learn from t:heir roles as mothers, wives. paid and

unpaid workers (Ling, 1989; Rathgeber, 19951. Women's local

ecologicAl knowledg"e is partly shaped by individuAl

differences in the cirCWftStanees of each wosnan and is embedded

in their underseand.i.ngs of science, day to day decision making

knowledge, domestic duties. paid and. unpaid work. the sexual

division of labour, and relationship with a resource that

changes over time (Gerrard, 1995). In considering women's

knowledge we must be aware of the particularities of their

work experience. as paid and unpaid workers. since work and

work environments partly help to shape their knowledge.

women's paid and. unpaid work is different from. men' 5 and is
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mediated by dcminant ideologies (Armstrong and Armstrong,

1990) _ WorDen are disproportionately concentrated in poorly

paid and dead-end. jobs. WOI'Den have been excluded and

discouraged from entering traditionally "male- jobs. which are

usually IDOre prestigious. higher paid and entail higher levels

of control. DomiDant ideologies attempt co justify sex

segregation in the workplace eD;lbasising biological

di.fferences between the sexes (Duffy and Pupo, 1992; Kessing,

1987bl . Women' s knowledge is different fran that of men and

takes into aCcoWlt different things. It can provide the

'other" side of the story (Harding, 1991).

Authors who have studied women's knowledges (Gerrard,

1995; Harding, 1991; Rathgeber, 1995; Shiva, 1989) argue that

they are often different from dominant, capitalist,

scientific. bureaucratic. developmental. knowledges. The

scientific cClGDl11O.ity sees the environment as its realm of

expertise. discouraging input from locals (Rathgeber. 1995).

Literature on waaen in India (Shiva. 1989). Africa (Haile,

1989; Mackenzie, 1993; OIllosa. 1992; SUnny. 19921. and women

plant workers in fishing coamrunities in Norway tGerrard.

1995) • suggests that woman' s knowledge is integrated and

holistic about. certain issues but less so about others because

of the work they do and the roles ehey fill. Because women

processing workers are expected to meet. particular performance
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standards. they acqu.ire knowledge about the raw material with

which they work. Keeping their jobs depends OIl using this

knowledge. In order to .lDl!et managerial requirements, these

women must know details ab:>ut the quality of the fisb. the

effects of machinery on fish and work, and how to successfully

negotiate an incentive system and changes in the raw materiAl.

Likewise, women draw on their constructed definitions of

quality when preparing meals for their families. Mothers have

ideas about the nutri tional value of fish and fish parts. When

I asked women about their ecological knowledge. women I spoke

with simply answered my questions by drawing on their work

experiences at horDie and at. work. The division of knowledge

among groups, such AS men and waDeD. fisbers and scientists.

reflects the division of labour and the division of power.

Policies that. are based on domiDant knowledge affect the men

and women in fishery households differently. Government

policies have been gendered and chese policies may affect

women' 5 perceptions of what is happening ecoloqically (Wright.

1994; Neis. 1993).
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2.11 .~ of ~ procee.iJ:Icr ~. ecological.

I have chosen to deal specifically wieb. women for a

nUlllbe.r of reasons. I conducted my resl!arch while working

....ithin a larger group, the Eco-Research Program. A sub-section

of this group researched. fishers' ecological knowledge and we

recoqnised. a gap in the research, in that plant workers and

women' 5 insights were not being used as sources of

information. This thesis should be seen as a. point of

departure for an investigation of the ecological knowledge of

women in Newfoundland fishing coanunities. By focusing on

women I recognise that wallen' 5 and J;Ren' s relationships with

nature are different and are mediated by policies (Connelly

and MacDonald. 1991-2) and work experiences {Armstrong and

Armstrong, 1990. 19841 that affect IDlIlD. and. WClIIlIUl differently

and. thus produce sanewhat different understal:ldi.nqs of their

environment. Women processing workers with whom I spoke

recognised that their paid work in the plant was not given the

same attention by the flledia and the government as that of

fishers' and thus their work was somehow devalued. One woman

fish plant worker said:

. .. plant workers should be trea.t.ed like fishermen
as far as I'm. concerned. I mean what. would t.he
fishermen do with their fish if the fish plant.
workers weren't. working. you 1cnow.



Below I look at the strengths of women processing workers'

ecological knowledge.

The social constructivist perspective and feminist

critiques of science provide theoretical justification for the

inclusion of women in the literature on ecological knowledge.

In my own work. that means exploring the ecological knowledge

of women in fishing cClll:lllLl.nities who processed fish as part of

family-based operations, -making fish- during the salt

fishery, and the knowledge of women who work in modern fish

plants.

Fisheries science and management have been largely the

preserve of men. Women fishery workers have had relatively

little access to formal scientific understandings about

fisheries resources. Their knowledge about fisheries is

largely a product of their work experience, as well as their

changing roles in the household, at work. in the cClClllllJOit:y and

with gove.rmnent. As a form of -vernacular- knowledg'e. like the

women worues themselves, it has been marginalized within

industrial fisheries (Franklin, 19901. Workinq through the

position of these women is important for a clearer

understanding of Newt:oundland' s people and their environment.

By doing -gender neutral- analysis of the environment. we fail

to gain an accurate picture of human interaction with the

environment (Rathgeber, 19951. By denying women's roles as
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processors of raw material and managers of fishery dependent

households. we mask the responsibilities and constraints faced

by rural women. Standpoint theory is useful in interpreting

women's position as ·outsiders~ and how this position can be

useful in understanding women's knowledge and how they

articulate it. as well as understanding how social and

oppressive institutions and ideologies work in their lives

(Harding. 19911_

Secondly. research on women's knowledge bas shown that

women' s knowledge is acquired through praxis and through their

day to day experience and. interaction with others and nature

at hoa1e and in their cccmunities (Gtu'rard. 1995; Rathgeber.

1995 I. The division of labour in the household often means

that \oIOfll8I] are primarily responsible for bookke.ping in

fishery-dependent homes. Women tend to know more about the

financial aspects of their households. Without understanding

this division of labour. researchers may not know who bolds

particular information and thus. ma.y not get the full picture

(Neis. personal cClftlllUni.cation).

Thirdly. women plant workers' positions in the plant and

in the home allow us to see the world not just in terms of the

natural barriers to sustainability. but also to identify

social and economic barriers to Bustainability. In a

discussion on sustainable resource manag.aent. we must



consider not only hUlMnS' interactions with the environment

but also humans' intezactions with one another (Gadgil, Berkes

and Polke, 1993). Fish processing workers transform the

products of fishing, lIledi.ated by relationships of ownership,

technologies and govermMnt management over which they have

little control (Fishery Research Group, 1986; Rowe, 1991).

They must meet the requ.i.rements of the market place in a work

environment where they hAve varying degrees of control over

the organisation and content of production (Neis and williams,

1993) and where their perceptions of what is happening and why

might be quite different from those of management (Fishery

Research Group. 1986; Neis and Williams, 1993; Rowe, 19911.

People's work experience and day to day experience of

and ways of knowing nature are constantly changing because of

technological innovation and resource depletion (Merchant,

1980). Changes in women's work envirocment often indicate

economic and ecological changes. In addition, the definition

of ecology can be extended to include the work environaent. In

this way. occupational health issues can be linked to

ecological knowledge. Treating people like machines. damaging

them physically, and the effect this has on processing fish

resources are all part of the ecological experience of

processing workers (Neis and. Williams. 1993). Resource

degradation. nutrition and hunger are ecological issues.
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FiDa.lly, theoretica.1 literature on women and nature

demonstrat.es that sustainable fisheries have to work in

people's lives (MUrdoch and Clark, 19941. There are many

things on the social\human side. such as patriarchy and

capitalism. that oppress women and limit sustainability, both

in the household and in the larger scheme of things. These

socia1. economic and political barriers lIlUSt be addressed

before we achieve susta.in&ble ecosystems. Ecological knowledge

is shaped by interaction ",ith both the natural and the social.

just as ecology includes both human and non-human realms

(Murdoch and Clark. 1994; Shives.. 1989).

In the 19105, overfishinq. resource shortages and

changing markets intensified the contradiction between nature

and the fishi.ng indust.ry. Companies responded to this

contradiction by making a wider variety of products, and ....ith

new technologies and management strategi@s (Neis. 1991. 1988).

Aquaculture is • recent capitalistic response to resource

decline. Look.i.ng at the market place. one would never say

there was a shortage of fish. Because women work in the

planes. and prepare and eat fish. they can tell us something

about what is happening. how capi talism is responding to

resource shortages and decline. and whether or not those

changes are SWltainable. The lDar9in&lization of women and.

their knowledge bas limited researchers' understandi..ngs ab:>ut



knowledge and about bow capitalism and patriarchy respond to

resource shortages. This bas li.m.i.~ the extent to which we

can fully understand resource decline, sustainability and

I have chosen to conduct research with women in

discussing local ways of knowing the environment because their

voices have been largely neglected. They represent II large

section of the processing sector and they are directly

affected by resource decline. I interviewed three men. but

for a number of reasons. I did not interview others who worked

in the processing sector. Firstly. time constraints meant I

had to prioritise. Secondly, I wanted to send the message

throughout the local cODlllUnities that my main objective was to

talk with \frtOClll!n and to give priority to their knowledge. Given

women' s uncertainty about the adequacy of their knowledge in

comparison to that of their husbands. I decided that this

would be the best approach. Women bad a difficult time

ccmmunicatinq their ecological knowledge. This is

understandable considering their llIIlX"g'inal status in fishing

cozrmunities {Sinclair and Felt, 1992}. Tbeoretica11y. a women

centred approach to research recognillas that policies affect
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women and men differently and that women's work processes and

general. experiences are different fraD those of men (Armstrong

and Armstrong. 1990 I .

I used. a qualitative, open-ended interview approach to

my research because I felt that I could achieve a more relaxed

&t..rnosphere with open-ecded questions. where the respondents

could lead the intarview and do most of the ta.l.ki.ng. I a1sa

thought this would be less intimidating. Open-ended questions

rely on people's words and recollections. and their active

involvement in the transmission of their knowledge (Ferquson.

1996; Judd. smith and Kidder. 1991). I use excerpts from

interview transcripts throughout this thesis. some of which

have been. edited for style. lDeaZling I have omitted pauses,

some repetition and sigas which are found in conversational

speech. I have not attached. names nor descriptions of t.he

people to the transcript excerpts because I did not want to

compromise anonymiey. In addition, because this is the first

attempt. at gatheri.nQ' women's local ecological k:nowledge in

Newfoundland fisb.ing coamunities. the entire interview proCess

was a learning experience. This method made it easy to make

such alterations to my interview schedule as including issues

which were brought to rIrY attention by the respondents but

which I had failed to incorporate. One example of this is the

addition of questions concerning retraining and other
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educational programs offered eo fisheries workers since the

moratorium.

This work is part of a. larger interdisciplinary and

interinstitutional project, the £Co-Research Program. that has

focused its research in a particular region of Newfoundland.

Its goal is to research ecosystem sust.ainability. including

both the natural and social realms, over time in order to

identify the prerequisites for sustaiDable cocrm.mities and

resource management. My work falls within a sub-section of

this larger proj~t that looks at the local ecological

knowledge of fishery workers. My own research ene-ailed

interviews with processing workers from the communities of

Bonavista. Catalina. Spillar's Cove. Melrose. Elliston. Port

Union and Little Catalina. I began interviewing people in this

area during the SUIlIller of 1995. I arriV@d in the area at the

end of June and stayed until late July living with a team of

researchers in one of the cOClllXW1i ties. During this time I

gathered a list of names of plant worltl!rs by asking local

people and researchers who bad previously done work in the

area. I telephoned some of the wanen whose names were on my

list to set up interviews. Most of the women I contacted were

more than happy to give freely of their time and knowledge,

and often referred me to other women they thought I should

interview. In this way I developed a snowball sample of



informants. I tbought that this approach would be best because

this work is largely exploratory. Besides the problem of not

having a randall salIIPle, my method. could have created another

problem. '!'be information retrieved from people willing to

speak to me could have been quite different from those who

refused to be interviewed. Luckily, only one person refused.

I formally interviewed. 26 plant workers in total. 3 of

whom were men. Of the 26 respondents. 3 women bad also been

involved in ~making fish~ during the salt fishery. of the 23

women interviewed, 19 worked in fisb plants, 6 in the

Bonavista inshore fish plant and 15 in the Catalina offshore

fish plant. In addition, of the 23 wtmen with whom I spoke,

11 bad spent at least some time at the BoDavista crab plant.

At least 4 of these 11 women had spent IDOst or all of their

working career at the crab plant in Bonavista.

Nearly all of the respondents grew up within fishery

dependent households, meaning that either their fathers fisbed

or worked in the fisb plant for a living, their mothers worked.

in the fisb plant or made fish, or botb. Even when a

respondent's family of origin was not directly dependent on

the fishery, the fishery was recognised. as an ~rtant part

of the community's economic base. The respondents ranged. from

age 30 to 88 years old, most of them were in their 30s and

405. This is i.l!p>rtant because most of the women who work in
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fish plants tend to be within this age range (Rowe, 1991).

some had DO children. oebus bad 12 and 13. and the average

number of children per respondent va.s 2. The marital status of

the respondents varied: two were single. twenty-one married.

one separated. and two widowed. Most of those women who worked

in the inshore Bonavista plant were married t.o inshore

fishers, while the majority of the married WCIlIleO who worked at.

the cacalina plant were married to plant workers.

The women with whom I spoke who worked at the Bonavista

fish plant worked mostly at. packing the fish for sale.

However. these women suggested that they did a variety of

other jobs over the years and throughout the working day if

necessary. The women with whom I spoke who worked at. the

Bonavista crab plant did a variety of jobs: removing the meat

from the crab. tending roller machines, picking shells from

the meat under blacklight, cleaning crab. packing crab, and

service work. These WClfDen also suggested that they did a

variety of jobs throughout their careers at the plant and

during the average day. WolDen with wbaD. I spoke who worked at

the Catalina offshore plant worked at. various jobs including:

boning, packing, quality control, service work, janitorial



work, weighing fish, grading, triJrming, and machine tending.

One woman acted as a t~rary supervisor when needed.'

People with whan I spoke were both kind and generous

with their time, knowledge and. tood. I think that this

generous response was partly due to the fact that I was a

student and. was also a "native" Newfoundlander from Trinity

Bay; perhaps people felt I was an "insider" (Ferguson, 1996;

Harding, 19911. In addition, I think thAt because I was

younger than the people I spoke with. perhaps I was not.

intimidating. However, the fact that. I come from rural

Newfoundland also creat.ed some problems. Coming from rural

Newfound1and, I am equipped with my own biases and assumpt.ions

about. "our" way of life. Par ~le. my own experience of

life in a small, outport cClCllllWrity was shaped and restricted

by patriarchal ass~tiomll. I assumed that other women would

readily eJCPress this sentiment of "oppression.· However, this

was not always the case. I sometimes struggle with

interpretations and the issues involved in representing

Newfoundlanders and tbf!ir corrmunities both positively and

~~.re detailed description of proeusing jobs is found later in thh



negatively to readers. In fact. feminist literature on fishing

communities and some of the women I spoke with. pointed to

women's independence and mostly positive experience in outport

Newfoundland (Porter. 199)}. This is not my experience of

rural Newfoundland.

The interview method also posed some problems. Despite

my "insider- status. I bad not worked in or visited a fish or

crab plant and I bad to rely on the transcripts of the

interviews and secondary literature to acqui..rf!

understanding of the work. These problems. combined ....ith my

short period of field work. may mean thf!re are such potential

shortcomings with the thesis as misinterpretations and

misunderstandings on my part. Maybe because I was identified

as another rural Newfoundlander. some of the people I spoke

....ith assutDed I knew IIlIOre than I actually did. Despite this

problem. the women and men I spoke with described their work

and work place.

In c~ison to the IDeO with whom I spoke. the wallen

were more difficult to interview. 'nJA \rICII!len were generally

shy and unsure that they could offer appropriate or accurate

infonnation. Some women said that their husbands could

probably provide more accurate information. These types of

responses were especially apparent among older women.

However. all of the wallen were very receptive to me and I



think !:hey were happy to be given an opportunity to have their

opinions beard. When I interviewed WOIIIIeD. with their husbands

near. the husband would usually ·correct" their responses and

add to the information that the women ga.ve. One husband even

stated that I should interview hi.Jl'I because his wife did not

know how the plant operated. Because the questions were open

ended. I encouraged women to lead the interview as much as

possible without getting too far away from the task at haneL

They usually provided the information I was looking for even

when I did not ask specific questions.

I believe that many women found the tape recorder

inti.m.idatinq and intrUSive (Judd, smith and JUdder, 1991). In

fact two WCIIleO refused to be taped. They may have questioned

ray motives for asld..nq questions about their work. A couple of

women asked. if I was working with the government or the media

and may bave feared. losing TAGs' benefits if they presented

themselves or their family or friends in a. negative light.

Others voiced concerns about being portrayed negatively. Le.

as uneducated a.'1d la%y.

Women often used band gestures. Body language and facial

expressions are not captured. on tape (Judd., smith and Kidder.

'Since the dec:l&ratiOl1 of the eocI .aratorlua ill. 1.992. t.he stat. ~
ill.t.roduced UZlAnCi-.! pac:b~ .. part of the U.heri.s a4jus~t.
procus. The first. __ NCARP (Northern Cod Mjuae.ent ~ Recovery
Prcqr_'. Thh was lAt.er repae.d by TAGS (The Atluttic Groundfhh
St.rAt.egy).
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1991). When I first started interviewing I also took notes on

these and other impressions during the interview but I found

that this made women feel somewhat uncomfortable. Eventually.

through trial and error. I stopped takiDq notes during the

interviews and started to wait until after the interviev to

record any additional ~re8sions that I lDight have. No doubt

I lost some information by doing this. but I think I gained

the trust of the respondents more easily. I could devote more

energy to showing my interest in what they were saying instead

of anxiously writing notes. As well. during some ineerviews

women were busy cooking meals and t.ending to children. This

sometimes distracted them and myself from the issues at hamL

I think it is ~rtant to recognise that in speaking to

mostly women and given the sexual division of labour in

processing plants. I am covering only a limited number of jobs

at the plant and thus may be offering limited information and

know-ledge about resource and work cbaDges. In addition, I bave

covered only part of the variety of jobs that women do at the

plant. These problems were partly due to lIlY short period of

fieldwork.

An interview schedule. no matter how flexible. carries

assumptions (Judd. smith and Kidder. 1991). My own interview

schedule changed over time. I added issues that were raised by

people and were of obvious relevance to their lives and. how
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they saw their world. Women I interviewed eagerly spoke about

retraining options. the problems with the existing design of

educational programs. and the li.u\itations that face women in

terms of retraining. These issues eventually became a part. of

my research. I tried, however. to lllAint4in the original

st.ructure of thf! int.erview schedule tor comparison purposes.

The Bonavista region bas been the focus of much academic

research in recent years and sometimes I got the impression

that people were tired of answering questions. sometimes

personal o~s. especially when they saw no positive results in

terms of their lives aDd their cOllllll.Jnities. One interviewing

difficulty was connected with the time of year. People were

sometimes difficult to contact because they were working. or

off doing SUDDer activities.

In general. I found the interview experience to be both

enjoyable and a uemendous learning experience. People gave

freely of their time and knowledge in fo:r:mal interviews.

also tmjoyed talking to people CASually at the local stores

and other gathering places. This work would not be possible

were it not for people's generosity.
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3.1~iaa

For centuries, the Atlantic cod has been an important

source of protein and income for Newfoundlanders (Hutchings

and Myers, 1995). In this chapter. I swrrnarise historical and

contemporary literature on social &!pendence on, and

interaction with, this resource fran the late nineceenth

century to the twentieth century. I begin with an historical

look at t.he salt fishery, in particular at wallen'S involveznent

in this fishery. This is followed by a description of the

transition from the salt fishery to the fresh\frozen fish

industry and what this has meant for women. Next. I explore

the fisheries crisis in Newfoundland and critique fisheries

-noonal" science. This is followed by an examination of

women's processing work and their roles in recent years. Then.

I move to a general description of the TElt\LEIt. research in

Newfoundland's context. I conclude by arguing that because of

women's position. historically and more recently, they should

be included in the analysis of fishery workers' ecological

knowledge.



3.3 tiRQ¥y of tbe riaIIez7

3.3.1'l'be 8alt: riabNi._

European migratory fishers probably fished off the coast

of NewfoUIldland since the late fifteenth century. In the

nineteenth century Newfoundland.' s llliqratory fishery developed

into a settled fishery (Hutchings and Myers. 19951 that was

primarily dependent on family labour. Families hired help when

necessary (Neis. 1993). Harvesting and processing work were

decentralised. operations until 1949 (ADtll!!%" and Faris. 19791_

Productive. subsistence and. reproductive work were combined

and based on a relatively inflexible sexual and generational

division of labour (Neis. 1993; Porter. 1993). According to

Hutchings and Myers (1995), Newfoundlanders reaped much of the

wealth of the inshore fishery in the nineteenth and twentieth

centuries and Newfoundland' s inshore catches surpassed

offshore catches until the late 1950s.

Merchants largely controlled. the fishery through the

truck or credit system. Merchants bought the fish from

fishers, selected markets, and set the price and cull. of fish

and thus the incomes of fishers. Producing the best quality

fish and obtaining the beat price from the merchant was of the

utmost importance for the successful reproduction of fishing

families and households from year to year. Merchants Elq)loyed
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men to grade fish. accord.ing to its look and. qual.ity. People

generally considered the culling process to be exploitative

because merchants controlled the prices and the transactions.

Fishers rarely received cash for their product because they

were often in debt to the merchant (FerljJU.fJon. 1996:31; Neis.

1993; Porter. 19931.

The decline of the Newfoundland salt cod fishery in the

twentieth century has been partly blamed on a decline in

curing skills (Alexander, 1977). According to this argument.

che introduction of women and children. with supposedly

inferior curing skills. in the production of salt fish reduced.

its quality in the late 19th and early 20th centuries

(Ferguson. 1996) _ Ferguson argues that it is questionable that

curing skills declined. since waDl!!n had an historical

involvement in the production of salt fish since the 18th

century and the sltills. techniques. and knowledge they used

were the same as those historically used to produce salt fish.

Reductions in the quality of the product may. instead, have

been the result of new harvesting technologies. such as the

cod trap (1996:263-5).

Ferguson suggests that for a number of reasons a

calculated decision was made to shift from light salting to

heavier salting. First. the introduction of the cod trap

resulted in gluts. second. heavier sa.lting decreased such
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risks as unfavourable weather conditions associated. with the

lighter saltinq techniques; heavy salting techniques involved

less time and less labour. Finally, shifting prices fot" fish

encouraged heavy salting techniques {1996:162-41. In addition.

Ferguson argues. the decline of the salt fishery was

encouraged. by corporate and political interest groups. They

encouraged the shift from ligbt to heavier salting techniques

and created a discourse t..ba.t ~basised the negative aspects

of life during the salt fishery in order to control the

directions the fis~ery would take (U96 :277). Antler and Faris

(1979) argue that policies and development schemes were part

of a plan to replace decentralised family-based fishing

operations with an industry controlled by plant owners and

companies. Ferguson suggests that with more financial and

long-term. support from the governments. the salt fishery migbt.

have survived the 1960. (1996 :278).

It is difficult to make generalisations about malting

fish. Techniques and quality varied with types and classes of

fish and across and within cottmunities.· In addition, who

act.ually participated in the shore crew and the ext.ent of the

'See F~on (19961 fOI" an 1n depth 4iseu..ion of m&Jti.ng' fbh.
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division of labour varied AIIOngst operacions. depending on the

gear used by the fishing crew (Ferguson. 1996; Porter.

1993: 48). However. from the late eighteenth century to the

19505, fishers in many areas. particularly on the north east

coast of Newfoundland, deopended primarily on women family

members to produce light-salted, sun--dri@<l cod fish on shore

(Porter, 1993). wemen gained access to some of the economic

benefits of the fishery by ma.rryi..nq a fisher or work.ing for a

merchant or a family-based fishing operation. WaDeD were

denied. direct access to the fishery by male heads of

households who controlled the transmission of fishery

knowledge. houses. land and equipment (Neis, 1993: 191. 193).

Women's access was further restricted by state laws that

reflected patriarchal ideology. making women and children

economic dependents. During times of economic slUDlP. women

often ceased doing shore work (Neis. 1993:191-2).

PauilineaHam and a sexual division of labour cCIEOelled

unmarried women, widows and daughters in poor families to

locate work outside the coamuniey. Nonetheless. the identity

of women from fishing families was linked to their work in the

fishery (Neis, 1993:194: Porter, 1993).

Women played an indispensable role in the household

family-based production of salt fish. They did most of the

shore work. especially the drying work. in many ca:tlllWlities.
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along with reproductive work. including subsistence activities

and domestic and child care duties (Ferguson, 1996; Porter.

1993). Fishers' wives did not get paid for their work; nor did

women bave a formal say in the transactions between fishers

and merchants. Accounts were in the names of men. Women were

only rarely involved in these transactions; but some women

gained economic control from time to time (Neis, 1993:190-1;

Porter. 1993). Antler and Faris suggest that in the salt

fishery women's processing labour increased the value of the

final product by about forty percent. Tbese profits were

possible only because of the direct labour of women or hired

help. The fishers did not have the time to do both the

harvesting and shore work (1979:30). The saying that women

were -more than 50'· recognised the importance of women's

contribution and the family'S dependence women's

processing, domestic and caring \oiIOrk for survival (Porter,

1993:92) .

During the SUDmer monchs. families were consumed with

harvesting. processing and selling. All family members did

their part in the operation. Young girls cared for younger

children and helped wi th domestic work to free the women for

•shore work.· Sometimes children would also help in the

processing (Ferguson. 1996; Porter. 19931. It. was within this



context that familial patriarchy" existed. and was maincained

by husbands. fathers and the state (Neb, 1993).

Between the 1950s and the 1970s. Newfoundland's salt

fishery was gradually replaced by a frozen\ fresh fish

industzY. The provincial and federal governments encouraged

this transition both financially. in the form of loans.

subsidies and transfer payments. and through the dissemination

of a modernisation ideology (Antler and Faris. 1979; Wright.

1995a). The frozen\fresh fish industry was weak because it

relied on the mass production of a single cOJmlOdity for the

u.s. market (Neis, 1991; Wright. 1995b, 1995c). The provincial

and fed8ral governments extended their control over the

fisheries through increased requlation (Sinclair, 1987) and

secured the shift from the salt fishery to a fresh\frozen fish

industry through educational progrlUl'lS (Wright. 1995a).

household resettlement (Antler and Faris, 1979), and welfare

transfer payments (Neis. 1993).

'Fa:nilill1 patri~chy is • t~ lae4 to descritM • sywt_ -in which power
and authority over women arw:l children __ largely exarc:ised in the bolDe·
(Onel. 1992:21.
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The sexual division of labour at work and at home.

constrUcted by both patriarchy and capitalism, shapes women's

labour process. women's work is depreciated withi.n the wage

system.. Women' s domestic and caring labour is devalued because

it is not paid. while women's paid work is devalued because it

is paid less than men's labour (Porter. 1993).

The state encouraged the process of modernising and

rAtional ising the fishery through the expansion of social

welfare programs that were shaped by assumptions about the

ideal family and gender ideologies. These ideologies denied

women's traditional roles in the fishery and within fisbing

families (Neis. 1993: Wright. 1995&1. wright (l995a) found

gender ideoloqies embedded in the fishery planning literature

generated by the Federal Fisheries bureaucracy and the

Department of Fisheries in the first couple of decades after

Confederation. The message was that fishery-work was the

preserve of men. perpetuating the ideology of separate spheres

that allocates men to the public realm and women to the

private. In this way, women's processing and reproductive work

is and has been dehistoricized and concealed. The Newfoundland

fishery bas been characterized by a strict division of labour.
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but the public and private worlds were not clearly separated

{l99Sa.:208-9J.

Traini.ng and educational proql.'UlS related to the fishery

were aimed at IDiI!n so they could adopt IIK)dern values and bece:me

the major players in the future fishery. It was assumed that

women's role in the fishery woul.d be minimal and restricted to

·suitable- jobs. Women's most ~rtant roles were to be those

of housewife and mother (Wright, 1995a.:213-6).

3.3.2~ the a.aaitioa. frca dae II&1t ~ t!Ie trull\

fro..-. flabuy

The extension of the welfare state and the construction

of processing plants strengthened social patriarchy' in the

long run (Nets, 1993:196). Initially, these developments

increased the economic icdependence of households.

strengthening familial patriarchy. Por a number of reasons.

women were encouraged to vithdraw from the salt fishery which

in turn undermined familial patriarchy. First, the social

\tiel fare programs. especially transfer payments, ofj:set the

lost economic value of women's shore work {Antler and Faris.

1979:19}. second, women were eligible for ut when working in

'Soc::ial p&tri~ i. a tara Wled. to deJlcrib8 cbe IIlOdern _lfare state
'"in which support for and control over~ and ehildren resides in
1a_. instituHons and the suee- 100rsel. 19U:ll.
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fisb plants but not malting fish (McCay, 1988:1141. Third.

transfer payments, such as family allowances. reduced ~e

costs of reproducing the household. Women. not men. received

family allowance payments. While this meant increased

financial independence from the male head. and the weakening

of familial. patriarchy. women became increasingly dependent on

the stilte (Neis. 1993:196, 2021.

Resettlement was part of the plan to "modernise"

Newfoundland's fishery. remove women from fishery work. and

weaken household-based operations. This development scheme

removed people from land and ocean resources that tiley

depended on for survival and that provided materials for

subsistence activities. Families replaced traditional

subsistence activities with ~uqht goods (Antler and Faris.

1979; Neis, 1993). Families needed more and more money to live

and often found themselves in a worse economic:: position than

during the salt fishery. Fishing households responded by

investing lIIOre tiDe and money into harvesting and technologies

(Neis, 1993:2011. While processing planes provided

opportunities for women to increase cash income, child care

and domestic duties restricted women's choices, strengthening

familial patriarchy (Antler and Paris, 1979; Neis, 1993).

Familial patriarchy both reduced the cost of reproduction ami

ensured that women supplied cheap labour (Neis, 1993 :202).
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The welfare state perpetuated gender ideologies rooted

in familial patriarchy through it.s laws and polieies in the

post-war period. Por ~le. mi.ni..mum wages applied to men.

not women. until 1955 ita Newfoundland and separate m.inimum

wages (with W'ClIheD.' s being lower) for men and women eodured

until 1974 (Neis, 1993:1981. With -modernisation- came a home

economics curriculUll\ that ~sised gender roles and the

ideology of separate spheres. However, by the 19705. the idea

of being paid for one's work was widely accept.ed (McCay.

1988:1131.

3.40 riMerl_ Crl.d.

3. &.1 capitali_ UId eco1og1cal crl.a1a i.D. ~ 1110.

According to Hutchings and Hyers. the period between the

19505 and 1990. was the most destructive time for the

Newfoundland fishery • {iln terms of ba.rvests. spatial. and

temporal variation in effort. technological advances in

fishing equipment. and c(lIIlpetition among fishing nations"

(1995:57) .

Plant workers have information about changes in

fisheries resources and ways such changes have been masked. by

market and technology shifts. Incorporating plant workers into
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the research will show us ways in which capitalist industries

have responded to ecological crisis.

According to Nels (1991) capitalism was in crisis in the

1970s, in part because of ecological changes. In the case of

the Newfoundland fisheries:

... both ecological and political forces limited
capital' 5 access to cheap, hornoqeneous raw
materials. This helped to unde.rmine the
profitability of fordist technologies and labour
processes and to increase the cClq)etitiveness of
aleernatives that were more flexible. less wasteful
and more reliant on skilled workers (Nels.
1991:154)

In the 1950s. the fresh\frozen factory-based industry

produced. mostly semi-processed blocks of fish fillets for US

markets (Nels. 1991; wright. 1995b). This production did not

require either skilled labour intense manageriAl

surveillance because consistency in size and QU41ity of fillet

were not required. aDd because labour was not highly

fragmented. After the block markets weakened in the 19605,

companies started relying on both inshore and offshore

harvesting technologies. in order to have more dependable and

year-round supplies of raw material. and building fish plants

around the island which had access to flexible community-based

supplies of labour. Because plants were scattered. throughout
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the island. workers bad little bargaining power (Neis.

1991:161-3) .

As women' s unpaid 'coOBtJq:)tion work' was lllOVed out of

the home and was replaced by workers in the fonnal economy.

companies discontinued mass production and. began specialised

produce-ion. In addition. coqJan.ies responded to the increased

harvesting regulations in the 1970s by relying lDOre heavily on

the more flex:ible inshore fishery and by processing a broader

range of species. Protit loss due to resource scarcities

forced c~es • to reorganize production and rely lllOre on

skilled workers in order to reduce waste and produce higber

quality products~ (Neis. 1991:165J. Some plants introduced

incentive systems and individual work stations and

discontinued using machines associated with wastage and poor

quality output. By the late 1970s, the position of fisheries

workers bad ~roved because of cbanqing markets and the

increased demand for particular species and high quality.

specia.lized products (Neis, 1991).

During the 19705 and 19805 many plants were restructured

in response to market changes. Restructuring meant searching

for new supplies of raw material and either substantial

financial investment into technologies and the

reorganization of production labour or the implementation of

labour intensive strategies. The 200-mile limit provided
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access to new supplies of raw material and increased numbers

of women workers. the sexual division of labour and incentive

syseems kept costs down. The shift to specialized. production

created such problems as increased ~loy!Dmt and labour

costs, and a need for increased managerial surveillance of

workers' produceion and quality (Neb, 19911. According to

Neis (1991). changes in the labour structure. managerial

strategies, and in products produced for market. within the

processing sector. were in part a result of ecological changes

in the resource. They were a capitAlist response to ecological

change.

In the 1980s, the inshore catches of Northern cod

decreased. while the offshore catches remained high. This can

be attributed to the high mobility of gear used in the

offshore fishery and the increased knowledge of fishers who

caught northern cod (Hutchings and Myers. 19951. The 200-mile

limit established in the late 1970$ gave fishers access to new

supplies of raw material. This meant that processing plants

that relied on material from the offshore fishery experienced

expanded ~loyment. Women filled DlOst of these jobs (Fishery

Research Group, 1986; Rowe, 1991). The inshore fishery workers
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felt the effects of decreases in supplies of raw material

before the offshore fishery workers. Inshore fishers noticed

changes in fish size. suqgeseinq that the older fish bad

decreased in numbers due to overfisbinq. In addition. inshore

fishers experienced increased effort while catch rates

remained low {Hutchings and Myers, 1995; Nels. 1992}.

According to Neis and Felt (1995). until the 20th

century, fisheries science played a minor role in informing

fisheries policy within the Newfoundland government. Prom the

late 1970., however, inshore fishers' fisheries knowledge and

data from the inshore were m&rg'ina1ized in the stock

assessment process at the Department of Fisheries and OCean.

Knowledge about and data from the inshore fishezy were

regarded as unreliable and anecdotal by fisheries scientists.

They justified ignoring data froID. the inshore fishery and

inshore fishers' knowledge for a nUlllber of reasons:

the large number of fishers in the inshore; the
cornpl@xity of the inshore fishery in terms of gear.
local oceanographic variations. and climate; and
the absence of any measurement. of cat.ch per unit. of
effort for the inshore (Department of Fisheries and
OCeans in Neis, 1992:162).



Following the declaration of the 200-mile exclusive economic

zone in 1911, the relationship between scientists and inshore

fishers deteriorated for many reasons. First, the federal

department employed more and more professional fisheries

scientists. most of whoIll were non-Newfoundlanders. Second, the

state increased. and stiffened the fisheries requlations. Also.

oro introduced assessment methodologies based on quantitative

population estimating models (Neis and Felt, 1995:12). Data

retrievf!d from the offshore coG'IDercial. fishery were considered

rational and ccxrparable to the data obtained. from the offshore

research vessel surveys (Finlayson, 1994; Neis and Felt,

1995) .

According to Finlayson {19941. this fisheries science

has been governed by a techno-utopian approach. This

mechanistic approach a..l1owed fisheries scientists to assume

that sustainable manag«Dllnt was possible through the

manipu.1ation of knowable wriables such as natural mortality

and fisb.ing mortality (Finlayson, 1994:24-5). From the 1910s,

fisheries scientists relied on a flawed scientific assessment

method, partially based. on catch and effort data. Unt;il 1988,

this assessment consistently resultf!d in excessive Total

Allowable Catches (TACs) because of overly optimistic

estimates of the biomass of fish stocks obtained from

ccmmercial catch rate data and research vessel surveys.



Fisheries science did not consider shifting effort from areas

of low co high catch rates, the efficiency of new gear

technologies, or unreported catches and other unreported

activity (Hutc!tings and Myers, 1995; Nels and Pelt, 1995).

According to Hutchings and Myers (1995). fisheries

scientists tried t.o balance the variabilicy of research survey

vessel data by using commercial trawler data. However, chis is

problematic because coumercial fishers do not randomly sample

che fish population. Increases in their catch rate can be

attributed to increases in harvesting efficiency rather t..ban

increases in stock abundance. According to Finlayson {19941.

chis approach reflected fisheries scientists' belief that

stocks could be controlled by direct manipulation.

3,5 --.a.'. Work 111 tM h'CICea.iJIg~

Women gained access to jobs in the harvesting sector in

the 19805, although their number is significantly less than in

the processing sector. :In addition. IIIOSt of these jobs have

been lost in the 1990s (Rowe, 1991: 1). In the late 1970s and

early 19809 women entered fishery-jobs in greater numbers.

most of which are located in the processing sector. Women

held approximately 60 parcent of Newfoundland's processing

jobs (Rowe, 1991:18). In particular, women filled an
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increasing number of irreqular jobs including part-t.ime,

seasonal and casual work. An expansion in irregular work may

reflect an increase in production in the late 19705 and 1980s

in response to IIlllrket demands, recent reductions in supplies

of raw material and the introduction of new technologies. or

efforts to diversify production by processing flew species.

like crab and shr~. which might be masking or balancing the

unstable supplies of groundfish (Rowe, 1991:21). When plants

concentrate on producing one species. workers experience

fluctuations in work levels and plant closures due to resource

shortages and llI&rket changes {Neis. 1991J. women's increased

participation in the processing sector means that warlel1

collect the financial and social rewards of plant work but

also that they experiencl! direct financial losses in times of

resource and market crisis (Fishery Research Group, 1986;

Rowe, 1991:1).

Ken's and WClllen'S jobs differ wit:.hi.n processing. Women's

work at the plant is less varied than men's. According eo Rowe

(1991). women who work at. processing plants usually hold

direct. fish processing jobs whereas men hold indirect.

processing jobs and a wider range of positions. rn comparison

to indirect. processing jobs. direct. processing jobs are

cba.ract.erized by lower pay. shorter working periods. shift

work. and are associated with less job satisfaction. As well.
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the skills acquired in direct processing jobs are less

transferable to other jobs both inside and outside the plant

than the skills developed in indirect jobs (Rowe, 1991:6-7).

Women remain working &t the fish plant for longer periods than

men. More women than men work at the plant as they approach

their middle workinq years (Rowe, 1991:7). Despite ehis fact,

women are less likely to have full-ti..ml! and regular work.

Instead, they predcainate in part-time. casua.1 and seasonal

jobs (Rowe. 1991:11).

Women's attachment to work in the processing sector and

the kind of jobs they hold mean that women plant workers are

vulnerable in times of rll!source shortages and market changes

(Rowe, 1991). Plants that depend on the inshore fishery

operate on a seasonal basis, making it difficult to obtain

regul.ar positions. The supply of raw lI'l&terial for these plants

is dependent on seasonal weather conditions and the seasonal

availability of certain species to inshore fishers {Nets.

19911.

Research on women and their work in processing plants

suggests that as more women acquired. employment in the plants

during the 1970s and early 19805, the sax\gender segregation

of work intensified (fishery Research Group, 1986; Rowe,

1991; 15). women worked as packers and triJrmers and performed

ligbt labour tasks. women were underrepresented in management
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positions. in the IDOse skilled and highly paid jobs such u

cutting aDd splitting. and in the trade or technical areas.

Positions on discbarqe. in the holding rocm. freezer jobs.

service. transportation and maintenance occupations, office

work and most band filletecs (cutters). and filleting machine

operator positions were generally filled by men. women who

worked in seasonal plants were more likely to work on machines

or be band cutters (Fishery Research Group, 1986; Rowe,

1991:181

A number of factors encouraged sex/gender segreqation

within the processing sector after the 19805. First. laws

prohibited employu-s fran paying men and women different wages

for the same work. This meant that women were hired for jobs

paying lower wages than the jobs filled by men (Rowe.

1991: 151. Second, the introduction of an incentive system and

individualized work stations discouraged movement between jobs

(Rowe. 1991:151. Third. the plants lacked training programs.

This meant that waDeD. did not have an opponuniey to obtain

work in jobs requiring more skill and paying higher wages

{Rowe, 1991:161. Fourth. women were not encouraged to enter

non-traditional jobs which were usually paid higher wages than

traditional jobs filled by women (Rowe. 1991:481. Fifth.

inadequate child care facilities &1so facilitated the sexual

division of labour (Rowe. 1991: 19). Sixth. different seniority
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lists tor day and night. shift workers in some plants made it

difficult for night shift workers to accumulate seniority that.

would make them less vulnerable during downtimes. In addition,

women filled most of the night shift. jobs (Fishery Research

Group, 1986; Rowe. 1991:17).

Women have been underrepresented in SuperVisory and

managerial roles in the offshore plants (Rowe. 19911. This

trend bas not been documented in the inshore fisb plants_

However. in the inshore processing plant that I studied, women

were underrepresented in managerial and supervisory roles in

the inshore fish processing plants as well. While expansion,

automation and technological changes have somewhat eroded sex:

segregation, these changes have also encouraged deskilling and

an increase in part-time work.

The sex/gender segregation and income gaps at. work

between men and women help to maintain the traditional sexual

division of labour in the home. When domestic responsibilities

require attention. wcmen. rather than men. generally respond

by leaving work. This patt-ern is encourag-ed by traditional

roles and gender ideologies. In addition, women' s work is

often paid less chan men' s. Therefore, when women leave work.

it is less of an economic loss for the household than if their

husbands leave work. Women workers often lose seniority during

maternity leave and t.i..me off for child and elder care,
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perpetuating unequal incomes and seniority between aod

women workers (Neis, 1993; Porter. 1993; Rowe, 1991).

Nels and williams {1993} have found evidence of a number

of work-related health problems, stressors and injuries

associated with plant work in the 19805. Plant workers

experience stress at work due to shift work. intense and

unsafe working conditions. lack of control. managerial

surveillance. intermittent and accidental releases of

hazardous fumes, a fast pace. monotonous and repetitive work.

and social isolation. Repetitive strain injuries IRSI) caused

by repetitive wrist and band IlIOYements are experienced by

plant workers. especially where there is little job rotation.

Incentive systems lllAke workers vulnerable to stress and

injury. Chronic health problems. RSI and back problems are

cOllIl'lOn health problems that limit job alternatives for fish

plant workers (Neis and the Fishery Research Group. 1988).

Women's work related injuries and stress are exacerbated

by the sexual division of labour and their unpaid. informal

work at home and in the cOImIUllity. Women experience stress at

work due to the limited &Vllilability of child care. fewer job

alternatives than men at the plant, lower status and lower
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paid jobs than men. the burden of the double day. less

seniority, and harassment. Women experience a lack of mobility

within the plant, especially during times of resource

shortages. which leaves them vulnerable to unsafe environments

or dangerous jobs. Crab plane workers, who are mostly women,

sometimes experience allervic reactions to crab (Rowe, 1991).

Women moving to "male- jobs experience stress because they are

not familiar with the machines and have to use tools that have

been designed for men (Nels and williams, 1993). The sexual

division of labour has meant that women in traditional female

jobs are more vulnerable than men to work related injuries and

stress. This explains the fact that there is a gender

difference in reported stress. However. when men and women do

the same work this difference disappears. Women report health

problems more often and different symptoms than men because

the work they do is different from that of men and many have

worked at the plant for longer periods than men (Fishery

Research Group. 1986; Neis and Williams. 1993).

Women continue to be primarily responsible for caring

and domestic responsibilities whether or not they work for pay

in the fonnal economy (Gerrard, 1995; Porter, 1993). These
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responsibilities limit women' s mobility in looking for and

participating in paid work. They often have little choice but

eo take jobs that are readily available (Porter. 1993) _ Some

women find the part-time and seasonal. work available at the

local plant accOftlnOdating, even if tiring and unsatisfying, in

terms of their household and child care duties. The double day

is exacerbated by low earnings, limiting women workers'

resources to hire child care (Nels and Williams. 1993; Rowe,

1991). Many women prefer night shift so they can do housework

and look after the children during the day. with resource

shortages. night shift work becomes more WlliiItable (Rowe.

1991:19) .

Research has shown that women's decision-making often

cakes into consideration household survival. They accept poor

jobs because there are few other opportunities to earn cash in

many coamunities. particularly for woraen. and. they are

committed to the survival of their households. Women and men

may be willing to work in unheal thy and unsafe work places.

especially when jobs are scarce and when the plant is -the

major employer in the area (Neis and williADIS, 1993; Porter,

1993) .

Community ideologies influence women's work. Fish plant.

managers may reflect corrmunity ideologies in their hiring

policies. Managers may hire only one mernb&r per household,
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usua~ly the man, especially when work is scarce. Some managers

may prefer to employ family members with the iUsumption that

they have some understanding about plant. work. Other managers

may not hire women whose husbands have good jobs or jobs

outside the fishery (McCay. 1988; Rowe, 1991). In fact. Porter

(1993, 1990) found t.bat in catalina women's access to work was

linked to patriarchal ideologies in the conmmity.

unemployment insurance regulation changes that include

longer qualifying periods and sborter periods of eligibility

make it more difficult for seasonal and part-time plant

workers to draw UI, especially in times of resource decline

(Rowe, 1991) . Unemployment insurance is an important

contribution to Newfoundlanders' incomes which are often close

to or below the poverty line. Women' 5 work decisions may be

related to or benefits. Women plant workers have particular

difficulty qualifying for UI because they often hold irreqular

positions with low seniority. Many women have to leave work in

the fall, whether or not they have their ~stamps.· because

their younq babysitters return to school (McCay, 1988; Porter,

1993). Because of the importance of unemployment insurance to

the incomes of rural Newfoundlanders, the issue of whether or

not a person needs to qualify for UI often becomes an

important factor in management's hiring and layoff policies

{McCay, 1988; Porter, 1993J.
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Local and eradieional ecological knowledge. and "normal"

fisheries science are different knowledge systems. A

"knowledge system" includes "the taxonomic classifications.

eypes and varieties of •evidence'. the interpretive rules

utilized to draw inferences from evidence. as well as the

content and social relationships" that help explain our

envirocment (Pinch. 1986. in Neis and. Felt. 1995:5). LEK. and

fisheries scientific knowledge. are often applied in different

spa~ial and temporal. scales. use different methodologies and

are produced in different social and C\lltural cont.exts (Neis.

19'93; Neis and Felt. 1995:21.

Authors who have researched fishers' TEK\LEK argue that

because locating fish is necessary eo their survival. fishers

possess extensive knowledge about this resource and tile ocean

environment. LEX literature suggests that fisbers' eaxonomies

include caeegories of fish. as well as information about

"behaviour, annual cycles. winds, tides. and references to

time and space that often differ from those recognized by

fisheries science- {Nets. 1992; Nels and Felt. 1995:51. Such

local knowledge might identify barriers to sustainable

fisheries. The data colle<:t.ed by fisheries scientists either

do not include this type of information or it is ignored or
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unavailable because of the type of assumptions and

methodologies employed by scientists (Neis. 1992).

Fisheries scientists have relied on catch and effort

dau free the various harvesting groups in their st.ock

Harvesters have helped generat.e scientific

uncertainty and thwarted the effectiveness of management

strategies. • [M] isreported catches of juvenile fish. the

selective retention of larger fish (highlining). and illicit.

'under the table' fisb sales· are factors that have distorted

scientific assessments and fACilitated overfisMnq (Neis and

Felt. 1995 :2) .

Some of the goals of TEK\LEK research include

identifying the prerequisites for A sustainable fishing

industry and recommendin9 management policies based on both

local knowledge and fisheries science. In addition, TEK\LEK

Authors advocate the active participation of locAl people in

this process (See Berkes. 1987; Felt. 1993; Freeman. 1992.

Gadgil. Berkes and Folke. 1993; Kloppenburg, 1991; Neis, 1992

for such arguments I .

Traditional or indigenous knowledge has gained

attention in the literature in current years. In the

Newfoundland context auehors have focused for the most part on
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the ecological knowledge of mal.e fishers' (see Felt. 1993;

Hutchings, Neis, and Ripley, 1995; Neis, 1992; Neis and Pelt.

1995; Neis, Felt. Ha.edricb.. Hutchings and SChneider. 1995 for

detailed discussions on fishers' loca.1 ecological knowledge).

However. fish processing' workers. like fisbers, depend on

fisheries resources tor their livelihoods. women possess

insights that can supplement or provide an alternative to

fisheries science and the ecological knowledge of fishers

concerning the health of the ecosyseem. and that can indicate

shortcom.ing's with management. understanding processing

workers' experiences on the job. and the contradictions that

they meet on the job, can contribute to ident.ifying the

barriers to sustainable fisheries.

The TEK\LEK literature on fishers provides some initial

insight into the local ecological knowledge of plant workers

and women who made fish. Literature on the TEX\LElt of fishers

bas recorded opposing opinions conce.tni..ng. for example. the

health of the fish stocks (Felt. 1993) and I found the same

variety of opinions from plant workers. We need to take into

account factors that help shape perceptions of the resource in

order to make infonned judgements about the accuracy of

'I use the term "fishar" with .ome ambivalence. F1r.tly, because it i ...
tenD without gender. it denies the fact that: fishin'1 1s an occupation
that remains doodnate4 by men. Stlcond.ly, SOIM -.an with whoal I have
spoken who fish tor a living al.o ~1 th_elves fishermen. However,
the term fisher provides conceptual 'l)ace for the _11 nUlllber of women
who do fish for .. living.



particular ways of knowing. For example. according to TEK\LEK

literature and my own research the following factors help

delimit fishery workers' knowledge: age, gender. geography,

technology. ties to other social groups, length of employment.

employment histories. the patrilineal transmission of certain

kno\otledge. and spousal or household relations _ Older residents

have memories of abundance of currently depleted resources and

can provide insight. Whether or DOt .. fishery worker deals

with the offshore or inshore fishery shapes his or her

assessment of the stocks. The extent to which coamunities

still have the same values as traditional fishing conmunities

shapes the quality and quantity of the LEK of the residents.

Finally, increased effort and competition. smaller fish,

longer fishi.ng days. reduction in the length of the season.

changes in effort to make poundage and difficulty in

qualifying for unemployment insurance are factors influencing

the LEK of men and women fishery workers (Felt. 1993; Neis.

1992) _

Women have been responsible for managing fishery

dependent households and women plant workers have ideas about

sustainable resources and cClllllW1ities derived from these roles
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(Gerrard. 1995; Porter. 1993). WorDen in fishing ccxrmunities

derive knowledge about and from their environment through day

to day experience and local interaction with nature and people

(Gerrard. 1995). The concept. local ecological knowledge (LEKI.

while still retaining the: importance of intergenerational

tranSlllission. does not ~ize it. Rather it emphAsizes

knowledge derived through experience. rn fact, cider workers

may have reeeived information in the way referred to by the

-definition- of 'I'EK. whereas both the younger and older plant

workers received knowledge by many different means of

transmission in recent years. Because processing workers

depend on the fishery for paid employment and food, they have

some understa.ndi..ng of changes in fisheries resources and ways

such changes have been masked by market and technological

shifts. By drawing on women's experiences, roles and work; the

knowledge they use to deal. with da.ily problems at work and ae

home; and the knowledge derived from these new and changing

experiences. may identify prerequisites for

sustainable fisheries and reach a fuller understanding of the

link. betWflln the social and natural worlds.



".1 %:atrOdIIctioo

In this chapter, I explore the knowledge of women salt

fish makers in Newfoundland \rIho made fish in the first half of

the twentieth century. Because I spoke in depth with only

three waaen fish makers, I rely on other sources for

additional information, especially Ferquson's (1996) work on

salt fish making in the Bonavista region. I begin with a

description of eM typical seasonal work involved during the

salt fisbe%y in eM early &Dd lDid 19005. I proceed then to

outline the process of, and techniques elt\'loyed in the

successful production of salt fish. Next, I describe the roles

that men, women and children played in these fishing

households. I describe vomen' s ecological knowledge derived

from their work experience and from their social

relationships, particularly within the household. Finally, I

conclude wi th an analysis of these women's local ecological

lmowledge.
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During the fishing season, families would migrate from

their winter to their swrmer homes, usually located within a

few miles of each other. These sUlIIlM!r homes were locat.ed near

fishing stages where the fishers brought in the fish, and near

the flue.-' where the fish' was dried. It. was necessary for

families to be close to the flakes and the stages in order t.o

protect these st:.ructures and the fish in the event of bad

weather. As well. women bad t.o be Dt!ar both the flakes to do

their shore work and the home to perform their domestic and

child caring responsibilit.ies (Ferguson. 1996:59).

During the swrmer fishing season. the women I spoke with

and their families moved to summer hollies where the f4llli.ly

based production of salt fish t.ook place. Two of the women I

spoke with lived in Bonavista and would IIIOve t.o Lance Cove

each year durinq the fishing' season. The other wamac. lived in

Spillar's Cove and would lIlOVe to her SU!NDer home near Elliston

each spring.

According to these women. the wives of a fishing crew

shared a house during the sumner while they made fish.

··f'lakell _re largoe wooden pl.r;.lor1llll bu.ilt. frOlll POllts and shores,
covered with lODg narrow logs ••• aDd on top of these, ,8prw:e bougta on
cop of which fbh was 1.14" (Puvu-OIl.. 1996:191_
'NewfoUDdl4U1de.u u.sU&lly r.f~ to cod fish dlllPly _ -fish· (F~gw:on.
1996:1J_
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According to oo.e waaan. each had her own separate space in the

house and her own Idt:chen. Stu!! remem.bers the work. and the

W'OOl!n with wboIll she .....-orked. fondly. She enjoyed the social

work on the flakes. The women in a shore cr@'W' talked with and

helped each other. A shore crew would help the WClII'Ien in other

family operations. especially when it waa not busy. One woman

explained: "Everybody was the same you Jcnow •.• if you had

your flake of fish out and your next door neighbour had theirs

put under ... you know they would help you.·

According to these women, the fishing season might run

from May to september. OCtober or November depending OD the

weather. In the spring, the men jigged fish. Around June 21st.

schools of cod fish followed the caplin inshore. once the

caplin arrived, the fistLers put out the cod craps". A breeze

brought in the caplin and when the breeze settled, the fisbers

put out their traps.

The trap season. usually in the IDOOths of June and July.

was the b.1siest time of the year for these families; it.

required. intense and exhausting work and long work:.i.D.g days

(Ferguson, 1996). Women I spoke with recalled days during the

cod trap season when the small open boats would come in loaded

'"Ferguson describes the cod trap .s .• type of fishing g.ar -
baaically a very l~ box co~tructed fZ'Ollll nets and with a one-fathocD.
wid. doorway_ Another net callec:l a 'l_der' __ run frolll the land or a
shoal out through the doorway, lea4ing fish into the tr.p~ (1996:101.



with fish. These women worked OD the flakes iDto the night,

sometimes until after midnight, especially during peak or

·scullin,·11 season, when the traps were out in the water. WOrk

became more relaxed after the caplin scull (Ferguson, 19961.

One woman stated that work during the latter part of August,

when fishers harvested squid, was slower.

In general. WOClleD organized and directed the making of

fisb and were especially inteqral to the drying work

(Ferguson, 1996; Porter, 1993). In the BonAvista region from

the 19205 to the 19505. women played a particularly large role

in the production of pickled fish (Ferguson, 1996: 1281. The

women I spoke rith said processiDq work started early in the

morning and depended on weather cooditions. Fishers brought in

a load of fresh round fish and hoisted it frc:c the boat, over

the cliff, to the stage head in big boxes with a cable. Once

the fish were on the stage, the thr:o&t of each was cut, the

guts and head were removed, the fish was split. and. the sound

bone removed. Each split fish was then washed and salted.

''The ClLplin .cull i. a !;erlIl chat refers to the time when cod U.b.
arrive i!abore following scboo18 of caplin. Dud.ng scullin' seaSOR. eod
!;rap Ilear -.. elIIPloyed an4 IlIOSt efficiltnl; (lP'ergu.on, 1996,55. 711.
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Both men and women split and salted the fish. These

women sometimes helped the men on the stage by putting the

fish on the table, taJtiDg the guts out. and cutting off the

heads _ Women's primary responsibility. hO'We'V'@r. lay in the

drying phase. After the fish bad been salted. each fish was

washed. and lay to dry in the wind and sun (Ferquson. 1996).

These women laid. the fish face up to dry for a period, then

face down. This was repeated over the course of time. Below I

give a brief dE!scription of "making fish" as described by

Ferguson (19961. This swtmarY describes the production of

light-salted fish in NewfoUDdland before the 195Os . Pickled

fish, a sub-class of light-salted fisb. was produced in the

Bonavista reqioD.

Making fish began at the point when cod was forked
up from the boats at the stage head and. went
through the inhial phases of clea.ni.ng and salting.
This was carried out as quickly as possible in
order to IllAintain good. quality. In the cleaning
phase. three or more people stood. around what was
known as a splitting table. usually in a splitting
stage. The first person, called a cut-throat.
literally cut the throat of the fish and then made
a second cut down its belly. The second person,
known as a header, hauled out the fish's guts, tore
its head off and passed it to the splitter. The
splitter quick1y and skilfully split the fish open
to its tail along its sound.- or back- bone. laying
it open, and then cut out the majority of that
bone. Fish was usually washed quickly and then
carried to a salter whose job was to cast salt on
each and every split fish, laid open on its back.

After it sat in salt for a prescribed period
depending on the type of salting employed, the last
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phase - dryinq - began. The fish was taken from
the salt. scrubbed clean with wat.er and clothes or
brushes. then usually left in a pile called a
waterhorse to drain for a. time. Pollowing that, it
....as carried outdoors and up onto flakes where it
was laid out to dry. With light-salted fish ...
this drying period could last anywhere from twe!ve
days up to six weeks depending on the wea.ther. the
size of the fish, and the curinq method used t.o
salt it. ... Over & period of days. the: final drying
phase occurred. with fish becaali.Dg iocrea.si.ngly
bard and dry, as it was spread, piled. re-spread.
and re-piled (Ferguson, 1996: 17-19) .

The number of women split.ters declined after the 19305

(Ferguson, 1996:104). According to Ferquson (1996). splitt.ing

required skill, accuracy and speed. The splitt.er ensured high

quality fish and a profit.able ret.urn by doing a. number of

things. First. the splitter could DOt wast.e fish part.s.

second, she or he ensured that the fish bad a particular

appearance (t.oo much meat removed lowered the value of the

fish). Th1rd. she or be prevented. the formation of and removed

all existing blood spots. Fourth. the splitter removed the

sound bone a certain way to get top price. Finally, she or he

ensured knives were sharp (dull knives llIade for untidy cuts

and lowered. the cull and the price ot' the fish) (Ferguson.

1996:97-101) .
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Saltinq techniqu.. vari@d amongst fishing families

around the island. One WCIIDll.ft I spoke with explained that -her

crowd- salted and pickled the fish in puncheon tubs for three

days, then washed the fish on the stage. Both men and women

were salters. However. from the 19005 to the 1930s in

Bonavista. it appears that sal.ting was done by women. Wcmen

salters were especially Cc.DOn in book and line fishing

households (Ferguson. 1996:106-7). WOlDen I spoke with stressed.

the importance of an effective salter to the quality of the

final product. SUCcessful salting techniques were passed down

over generations. frOlll senior salters to the younger men or

women (Ferguson. 1996:116") •

••3.3~~

Once the fisb was removed fran the salt, it WAS washed.

The women I spolce with said that after the salt was cleaned

from the fish. they carried it up onto the flakes. which were

buil t up on the banks. The ~ fish were piled so as to let

the water and pickle drain out. EAch fish was sPread on its

back. When the fish dried and hardened, the backs were turned

up to the sun. At nigbt the fish were turned over. face down,
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in case the weather turned bad (Ferguson. 1996;156). The women

spread and piled the fish over a number of days. The wind and

the sun dried the fish as women turned each fish again and

again. one woman said that her mother-in-law. the director of

the sbore crew. would say: -You handle those fish now. the

great big ones. like you bandle your baby.•

After it dried. these women piled the fish on top of one

another into high faggots'" in the evening. Faggots were

gradually built higher and. higher by placing fish on top of

one another. day after day, as it dried. These faggots allowed.

the water to drain frem the fish. weather pe.rmhting. the fish

were spread again in the morning (FergusoD. 1996:156).

Before the fish was gutted. the liver was removed

(Ferguson, 1996: 96). According to the women I spoke with,

fisbers sold cod. fisb livers to merchants. These livers were

stored in a cut-off barrel and rendered into cod liver oil by

ehe fishers or sold to merchants with liver factories. This

job was sometimes done by children (Ferquson. 1996:961. The

''Fao;nou were pil•• of fish. They '"were eo¥UU'Ucted wit.h their first
tier bAd:~ and the rest of the: tiers ba=:k-up and. fish. -. l.id h.••da
and uils on _dl tier _ "l"be pile tapered up to a singl. fish as it rose
and. t.his last fish. was generally a larver one and fo~ the top
overlapping sb.ingla of t.he fa\J9ot- (F~on. U",1561.
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women I interviewed said the livers varied in size and

quality, but they all went into the same barrel. These women

recall that trucks collected the liver and. in exchange,

issued a "liver note" which could be taken to the store to

exchange for money or gooch. When the Bonavista Cold Storage

plant was established in 1939 (Wright, 1995bl. their husbands

ceased selling cod livers to the merchant. Livers were then

discarded, or used for personal consumption .

•• 3.5 ott.~ of ....a.. I'i.U.

When the fish was "made" it bad a white, floury

appearance and was dry and bard. Women I spoke with often

described this fish as "beautiful" : ·Oh the fisb looked

beautiful, you know. clean. 'CAuse you had to know how to salt

fish to have it good. some people have theirs slimy, they

didn't know how to salt it see.- Women I spoke with said they

could tell if a salt fish was good quality by looking at it.

When the fisb was made it was placed in the store, located on

the flakes. until it was shipped. They said that fish had to

be the best quality possible when it was sold. If shipping was

delayed for a few days, the crew might spread the fish again

to dry outside once more and ·colour them up. before grading

(Fe.J:9USon, 1996:159). 'Ibe entire process of malting' fish was a
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lengthy one and l:hese families depended on their fisb to be of

excellent quality in order to get the best price.

The dried fish walIII brought to the local stores where it

graded or culled in the fall of the year. The women I

spoke with said culling took into account the appearance of

the fish. such as whether or not Ule fish was split properly_

One woman said that she personally could not tell the

difference between the grades, only whether the made fisb was

poor or high quality. This point suggests that grades were not

a direct:. reflection of quality but rather a reflection of the

power relations within the mercantile system. Fishers'

suspicions about ebe fairness of the culling process support

t:h.i.s claim (Ferguson. 1996). Women I spoke with also suggested

that salting masked the quality of the original fish. Once

fisb was properly made, it was all the same quality and taste.

The cull the fish received determined where the fish would go

and how much the fisher would receive for his and his wife's

labour. Fishers might or might not have cash to spare once

they paid their debts to the merchants and the stores

(Ferguson, 1996; Neis, 1993; Porter. 1993). One woman

commented. that maybe those families with their children raised
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bad some money left over. but younger families had no money.

She says that she and. her husband bad no substantial money

until she went to work in the fish plant.

According to these women. their families rarely bad any

money. One woman recollects times when ber parents gave dry

fish. to her to exchange for biscuits or money at the local

However. Perguson reports that people were careful

about exchanging fish for items that were not necessities

(1996:135).

One weman I spok@ with explained the iJnportance of

working so bard during trap season:

. .. try to get what you could then, that was our
livin·. nothing else. there was no UD4!lllPloyment
[insurance] then first when I got married. no there
was nothing for tt. f~. only what they made.
that's what they bad to live on (emphasis
added) •

Interestingly. she did not mention her own economic role in

the family operation. Wceen were not paid for their processing

efforts during the sa.lt fishery; -no, never got a cene.· as

ODe woman put it.. The work s~ly had to be done in order to

survive. One woman said she did not gat paid for her ~rk but

hinted that she had some ec:oncxa.ic control at the household

level:
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No pay... you just share what be got in the fall,
that's all right ... I didn't get paid in such a
way that no woman I guess gets paid as a housewife.
in a sense of getting paid. But again you know, if
you're looking after things and he brings home a
check and gives it to you and you know you look
after the bills and .... you' re paid.

Women often handled money within a household suggesting

an equal and reciprocal economic relationship between husband

and wife. However, "much evidence in the handling of family

budgets suggests that while WCIlDeD. often 'manage' money, it

need not necessarily imply rea.! control- (Porter, 1993:49J.

Researchers'depictions of the sexual division of labour and

the econcmic: role of WCIllel1 in fishing cccm.mities bave

reflected androcentric ass~tions (Porter. 1993). "The

economic unit was the family. and the head of that unit was

the fisherman. Combined with ideological pre-eminence of the

fisherman as a catcher of fish,- {Porter, 1993:481 researchers

have misrepresented WCIDl!D.' s economic contributions aDd. roles.

Some authors have examined the economic role waDen played. in

the salt fisheries (Antler and Faris, 1979; Ferguson, 19~61.

The work of wallen substantially increased the economic va1.ue

of the fish. Their work, done correctly, was critical to

making a living and because of this fish maki.ng was allocated

status within connunities (Ferguson, 1996). In fact,
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Newfoundland men unhesitati.Dgly credit WQlDIm with least

half the work of the family'" (Porter, 1993:4.8).

'I'be traditional and practical knowledge. skills and

intensive physical labour Allowed the workers to effectively

avoid producing poor quality fish (Ferguson, 1996:125). There

was a general consensus among the women I talked with that the

quality of the ~t dried fish depended largely on weather

conditions and the workers' skill and ability. They skilfully

averted problems which reduced the quality. and thus the

price. of the final product.

women mentioned a variety of barriers to IlWlking good

fish. First. damp weather prevented fish frem dryinq properly.

Damp fish was also vulnerable to fungus and slime (Ferguson,

1996: 161). Women I spoke with scrubbed the fish to ensure that

it would not get mouldy in~ weather. A wcman c<:cpared fish

developing mould to wet clothes developing mou1d when they

were not dried fully. One woman explained that oS "good wind.·

like the wind that was needed to dry clothes on the line, was

needed in order to make high quality sAlt dried fish. Second.

flies spitting on the fish could result in magqoty fish

(Ferguson. 1996). The WCIDeO I spoke with constantly washed the
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fish to prevent spoilage caused by flies ·spitt.ing" on it_

Women cleaned the fisb with pickle and salt when flies ·spit"

or laid eqgs in it. A good salter was extrerrtely ~rtant in

these circumstances. Finally. in hot weather fish sometimes

got sunburnt (Ferquson. 1996: 1611. SuDburnt fish was edible if

it had been sa.lted properly. However. it would fetch a low

price and so was usually reserved for personal consumption

(Ferguson. 1996:168). According to the women I spoke with,

they had to prevent fish from getting sunburned aod from

splitting in the heat. OOe woman described bow her ·crowd"

placed a quilt over the fish to protect it fran nature's

elements. on a hot 5U1l11ler'S day the fish was in danger of

spoiling. salt could be applied to the fisb but it would melt

on the fish. aDd so \«IGlE!D. bAd to salt it and wash it. re-salt

it and re-wash it.

There was a consensus among these women that the weather

had changed in their lifetimes. They said that the sunmer

months were IllUcb hotter in the past when they made fish. They

stated that it would not be possible to make fish in the mild

and damp weather of recent years. These women concluded that A

good year. in terms of fishers' harvesting efficiency and the

quality of the processed fish, depended on the: weather.
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According to the women I spoke with. women generally

began making fish when they married. Ferguson (1996) says

these waDeD. were apprenticed by the senior fish II'Iilker of their

shore crew. usually their IIlOthers-in-law. However. this trend

may be more typical in cod trap operations than in smaller

hook and line operations (Ferquson. 1996: 1251. In a cod trap

operation. the shore crew consisted of two or ehree wt:aen.

related by marriage. usual.ly under the direction of the most

senior woman. In a smaller hook and. line operation, the shore

crew often consisted of one woman. accompanied at times by her

husband and children. A wife in this situation would be the

splitter and salter. in addition to her drying

responsibilities (Ferguson, 1996:131-21. The husbands of the

women I spoke wi th were part of trap crews usua11y cOCIpOsed. of

male relatives. brothers. the father and SClDetimeS friends.

Tbe composition of the crews changed as IDl!IIIlbers left. to start

fishing crews with their sons. According to the women I spoke

with. when men llIOVed from. one fishing' crew to ano~r. their

wives also moved from one sbore crew to another. following

their husbands.

Making fish was tile duty of • fisher's wife. an

obligation to the husband. One woman explained:



· .. you would never talk very IllUch .cause you was
expected to do it. you Icnow it was just a man's
world I think and you was expected to. SocDe people
dido' t do it I suppos.. l:lut you know if you married
a fishenrlan you expected to do it ... now today
it's different you know.

This same woman suggested that she did not feel oppressed by

these circumstances, rather it was part of a. traditional way

of life. She continued: •... You grew up. you sa.w your parents

do it .. . now when you start to work and then you got

independent then I guess you see the difference. but I never

felt that way.·

According to the women I spoke with. the men of their

fishing households were on the water and bad no ti.me to

process t:he fish. However. it they were not otherwise busy, it

was not uncocmon for men to be involved in the process of

making dried salt fish. If the men could not fish due to poor

weather conditions. they helped with the shore work and women

might be temporarily relieved of some processing work.

Accordi.ng to Ferguson. men and children helped with shore work

when such conditions as the weather threatened the quality of

the fish, and thus their potential earnings and quality of

life for the year to come (1996:165). Rain could be

potentially deva.st.a.ting for the production of high quality

made fish. 'ftl.us. when it rained, everyone helped move the fish

out of the rain.
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Women spoke with said that. under normal

circumstances, children did not make fish. One

remembered helping her father with tM fish as & child but

added that this contribution was DOt expected. However.

another woman said that children never made nsh. especially

young boys. • . .. we wouldn' t let little bOys out there.·

According to Ferguson (l996). children were not allowed to do

much of the work because they were not careful enough.

In addition to shore work, wanen were responsible for

domestic work. gardeniDg and child care (Ferguson, 1996;

Porter. 1993). Some IIleD recognized t.hat women worked harder

than men because they performed dcaestic and carinq duties

along with fishery work (Ferguson. 1996:121; Porter, 19931.

According to the women :r spoke with. older daughters cared for

the younger children. When this help was not available. women

had to care for small children while they worked on the

flakes. One WClllllUl remembers maJci.ng a baDe-made play-pen fran

a sawed-off puncheon" tub and placing her babies in the tub

while she worked.

While men fished, _ these women prepared meals for the

family, did the housework. and tended gardens and animals.

Women bad ~piles of gardens- as one woman put; it. Women's

"A puncheon tub is • 1&:'9. _tertight ba.rrel u.ed for .hipping
JlIQ1••••••



involvement with fish extended beyQnd the flakes to the

gardens. Women said they provided the gardens with sustenance

in the form of fish fertilizer. They spread cods' beads, guts

and caplin on cabbage. turnip and other vegetables to ensure

the best qualitY vegetables. Sometimes fish discards were also

used for animal feed (Ferguson, 1996: 109) .

Children helped in the family operation by doing chores

that the mother and father did not have time to do during the

fishing season. Girls usually performed some of the domestic

and caring work. Children were expected to partake in various

chores in order to get l'llOre work done and to learn the skills

they would need later in life (Ferquson. 1996:27).

Because of the intensity of the fisheries-related and

gardening work during the sl.Ul:Iner months and its importance to

their survival, this work sometimes took precedence over

children'S inmediate needs. -'I'his was not overly harsh and it

was for these children' s long term welfare that the fish and

gardens had to take this precedence" (Ferguson. 1996:27).

'.7 Ieaacaal Diffenac.- iA ... ateria1

According to these women. the size. quality and texture

of cod fish were directly linked to the season it was

harvested. weather conditions and the gear type. The women I
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spoke with described. the la1I cod fish as a tougher, harder.

bigger, heavier fish. one woman said it was -nice fish".

According to these women. fall fish WilS a better fish to eat

and received the best price when sold. Three reasons were

given to explain this. First, fall fish was a better fish in

part. because it was harvested t7r trawls and hook and line.

Second. the fall. cool. dry weather was lllOre conducive to

making high quality fish. Third. fishers may have received a

higher price for fall fish because fish was scarcer in the

fall.

These women indicated that the sUIlIJIer cod fish. that

which was caught using trap gear in June and July after the

caplin had arrived. was a thick fish, and sometimes full of

caplin. Swrmer trap fish bad a softer texture than fall fish.

Three lDllin reasons were given to QXplai.n this difference in

texture. Pirst. wcmen voiced concerns about cod fish confined

and piled in traps, SCQ8times for an extended period of time.

if the fishers were not. able to haul the trap for a day or two

due to weather conditions. They linked this to soft textUre.

One woman stated that some trap fiah would have to be

discarded because it was too soft to work with. However. she

said trap fish was still -good" fish. but then again it was

-all good fish then. beautiful fish. - second. the size of the

fish depended OD. the gear used and traps harvested smaller
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fish than the book and line or trawls used in the fall ot the

year. The trap fish was between 16 and 20 inches in length.

Finally. women said the hot weather made the texture of swrmer

fish softer.

In the 19405 and 19505, these women's husbands starting

selling" their book and line fish before and after trap season

to the Bonavista c.01d Storage plant. With the establisbment

of this plant in 1939 (Wright, 1995bl. these women spent less

time maJti.ng fisb. women continued to make fish during trap

season. According to one \oi/OIlI&n. selling the fish caught in the

spring and fall to the Bonavista Cold Storage plant was

wonderful because it meant less work for the worDen. Before the

establishment of the Cold Storage, all fish besides that

i..mmediately eaten had to be salted. At first the Cold Storage

plant. could not. handle a.ll of the fish that the local fishers

caught. so these women still made fish, tut not as much. It

appears that in the late 19508 fisbers started to sell all or

most of their trap fish fresh. According to one woman. some

families later salted fish in salt bulk and sold it.

These women who worked on the shore later moved into the

processing plants. According to one woman. families continued
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to make fish: •... until the plant came into effect and then

they started ta.kinq the fish fresh ... and t.ben the women was

not involved as lIIlJ.ch as they used to be.· This VOIMll described

her move frail the flakes to t:be fish processing' plant as a

removU from the fishery.

Women collectE!d information about fishing from their

husbands through discussions ab:Iut household finances,

unemployment insurance. and fisb.ing effort (Gerrard. 1995;

Porter. 1993). These wcmen bad some idea about where their

husbands caught fish. Tbey knew the locations of trap berths

and used land marks to describe the locations. One woman

explained. that in a bad year gear might be moved. Another

woman said, however. that she did not take an interest in

knowing the location of her husband's trap berths because she

was you.oger than the others when she made fish.

T'hese women recalled years when their husbands caught

little or no fish. One woman cited 1931 as a particularly bad

year for fishing families in the are.. She remembers that

people could not pay their bills because of poor catches.

Another wanan said that in 1968 the fisbing results were so

poor that her husband joined. a fishing' crew on lmOther boat.



According to one woman, there is a difference betwe4!D. poor

fishing years then and the current situation. In the past,

fish was scarce in particular bays. whereas today fish is

scarce on a larger. even global, scale.

The women whose hWlbands continued to fish until the

moratoriUlll noticed a decrease in the size and the amount of

fish caught in the late 1980s and early 1990s. One woman

maintained. that. trap fish had always been SlIl&11er than

longlineru fish, so it was difficult to tell whether changes

in the size of the fish were a result of changes in the gear

her husband used or actual decreases in the size of the fish.

In the late 19805 and early 19905, despite increased fishing

effort, their husbands caught less fish and found it

increasingly difficult to qualify for un~loyment insurance

benefits. Fishers discussed with their wives their

difficulties in catching fish in the last few years. Women

noticed cbanqes in the fish when they prepared. fish for family

meals. In comparing today'. fish to ehe fish they worked with

on the flakes and ate, they noticed differences. As one woman

put it.• [You] can't get fish like you got then.·

'''Longlinera _re introducecS to the 8on&villtA ania in the 19S0.
(Sinclair. 19117,461.
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The making of salt fish required the careful
application of a t:reIDendous body of traditional
knowledg'e. It required a continual usessment of
the following variables: weather patterns. the
amount of fish at various dryi..ng Bl:ages. the state
and quality of that fish, and. the people available
to carry out the various tasks involved in the
extended drying process (Budgell. 1979:11 in
Ferguson, 1996:124).

Women involved in the home-based production of salt. fish

offered detailed knowledge about the seasonal differences in

raw material. These wromen knew how gear types. weather

conditions and seasonal rhythms of nat.ure affected the

text.ure. size and quality of fish. A cOIIII'lOn theme reiterated

by women who worked on the flakes was that the fisb they made

and ate was always a ~hea.lthy. mixture of sizes, texture and

colour _ 'l'bese women remembered the ·wonderful·. big. and fat.

fish of cbe past and sadly noted their disappearance. Despite

this. women said that they did not. really consciously take

notice of the seasonal particularities of the fish because

they were young and .....re not concerned about them.

Women fish makers of this era held extensive knowledge

about the techniques and processes involved in the successful

production of salt fish. The more knowledg'eable, skilled.

experienced and attentive the shore crew, the higher the

quality of the salt fish they produced (Fervuson. 1996:126).
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Drying entai.led traditional practices. expert knowledge, and

difficult physical labour (Ferguson. 19961. For example, speed

was regarded highly, when caabined. with quality worlc:a:lanship.

because it meant the production of more high quality fish

which yielded high prices. This meant a relatively cCCllfortable

year for fishing families.

Exactly how • person aquires knowledge is cOOlPlex. Women

I spoke with acquired some knowledge directly, through their

involvement in che processing of fiah, and some in more

indirect ways through discussions with their husbands and

through doing the books. The wc:aen I spoke with bad aquired a

vast amount of ecological knowledge through their processing

work on shore and. their reproductive work within the

household. This knowledge was essential for the successful

reproduction of the bousel:lold. These wemen's knowledge

included not only information about the raw material and its

production, but a1sa about household and cOllmUIlity

relationships. They knew what was necessary to survive in

outport Newfoundland before Confederation. WaDeD fish makers'

ecological knowledge was intimately tied to their roles within

and dependence on the inshore fishery. Their knowledge

reflected the importance of the inshore fishery and the

production of salt fish for reproducing households. People' 5
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lives and work were intimately guided by the rhythms of

According to Ferguson (l9961. men and \llIClIllen. who

participated in the salt fishery. remember the bard work. the

poverty. the uncertainty inherent in any dependence on

nature's elements and resources, and the lack of education and

ertq;)loyment opportunities associated with life during the era

of the salt fishery. However. these people also remember the

positive side to this life when the fishery did provide a

comfortable living (Ferguson. 1996: 183). The WOIII8O I spoke

with remembered. the social work involved in the production of

salt fish, the independence in living' off the land. and the

status and satisfaction derived from their work. In order to

ensure the survival and the reproduction of their households.

these women bad to be knowledgeable about nature. They knew

how' to successfully produce salt fish. how to fertilize and

successfully grow gardens. and teach their children the

necessary survival skills.
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5.1~0Il

The 'ftOrk, cOD'IIlWlicy and family lives of fisheries

workers have been greatly affected by the shift from the salt

fishery to the frozen fish industry. Women salt fish makers

worked intimately with Dature. Their lives and lo/Ork were

defined by the seasons. weather. &nd the natural migratory

patterns of fish. Fish plant labourers, aspecial.ly those

work.ing in an offshore plant. work in environments that are

mediated by technologies and managerial strategies over which

they have little control. Technologies. especially those used

in the offshore fishery, sometimes marginalize nature with

locating technologies. and sophisticated boats and gear_

However. women engaged in processing work. both on the flakes

and in the plants. connect their work to the survival of their

households .

Part of my research has focused on using women' 5

definitions of quality and perceiVed changes in work and raw

material as indicators of ecological awareness. The discussion

and analysis that follows is based on interviews with women

processing workers. I evaluate the data retrieved from these
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interviews by lookiDq for general thenes and consensus and by

using secondary sources. Below. I explore some of these

indicators. as articulated by WClIrIiI!n who worked in fish

processing plants. I discuss contradictions in WOlllen' s work at

the processing level created by mismatches between, for

example, raw material and market demand, and raw material and

technologies. Women pointed to a variety of experiences and

tensions at work related to practices that encouraged wastage.

In times of resource declin., plant workers noticed changes in

ehe quality and ~tity of fish. women fish processing

workers noticed changes in raw mat.erial. fisb quaJ.ity. and

their work over the years. I must qualify my discussion by

stating tbat I will be presenting saaewbat general and

consensual themes but consensus did not always exist.

Ie. the 1970. and 1980.. processinq plants were

restructured and expanded, and lDllDagement introduced new

eechnologies and strat.egies in an effort to make a wider

variety of products and. eliminate resource-wasteful

technologies and products. These changes were in response to

the extension of the 200-l'l'lile limit, changing markets and

resource shortages (Neis. 1991; Rowe, 1991). Plant workers'

knowledge is acquired. through their direct engagement in a

labour process. which is shap@d by these technological changes

and managerial strategies (Itloppenburq, 19911. Because plant
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workers experienced changes in their labour process. they were

made aware of changes in the resource. Below. I describe

women's knowledge which was mediated by these changes. First.

I provide a description of the processing plants aDd the

sexual division of labour where the W'CIIlen worked. NE!Xt.. I

describe indicators of ecological awareness and knowledge:

changes in hours of work. ecological knowledge as indicated

through technology, tensions in work performance, changes in

other species AS indicators of ecological awareness.

mismatches between products and. raw material \ marketability.

and their definitions of qua.l.ity of raw material. Finally, I

swrmarize some of the themes found in this analysis on women' s

ecological knowledge.

The Bonavista. fish plant was an inshore. sea.sonal plant

that processed cod fish, other groundfish and crab. Hazen

Russell.· a director at Job Brothers, established the Bonavista.

Cold Storage in 1939. Job Brothers was the pioneer company

that led Newfoundland into the era of the frozen fish industry

(Facey, 1976; Wright, 1995b:3-4). Bonavista Cold Storage

received government financial assistance during the Coamission
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of Goverl1tfl8ll.t period" {wright. 1995b:41. Th6 crab processing

area was added to the plant in 1969. In recent years. this

plant eq)loyed up to 400 people when operating at full

capacity with two shifts working at the fish. and two at the

crab. The plant workers are unionized with Fish, Food and

A11ied WOrkers union (PFAN/CAN) and Fishery Products

International owns and operates the plant. Since the Northern

cod IIIOratorium in 1992. the plant processes only crab.

The cat4lina plant is a larg-e. IllOdern plant located. not

in Catalina but within a neighbouring coaaunity, Port union.

It is also owned and operated by Fishery Products

International. When the plant opened in 1957. it operated. on a

seasonal basis and was supplied with DlOsely inshore fish.

After 1973, Fishery Products, its former owner. began to

develop II trawler fleet at this plant. 'l'be plant th&Q shifted

to year-round production. The plant and production floor were

reorganiZed. expanded and restructured (Fishery Research

Group. 1986:289). The Caulina plant processed other species

of ground-fish on a much smaller scale than cod." During the

"Commi8lion of Government wa. e.tablished by the British parli.-nt
frolll 1934 to 1969 to replace Newtoundl~'. R..po~ibl. Gove~t
(Wriqht, 1995bl.
" Fish qoe. throuqh a nUlllber ot ban.u and _chin.. f%'<* !:leqinninq to
end. once on the proctuetion floor, fhh h lilleted either by hand or by
machine. Machine cut cod is Urst put tbrouqb • ..chanical header. The!.
fish is sk.Ulnad by _chine. rhh cut by _ehine goes to the ·bonu.;- Who
r~ the v-bone and other bone. aDd defects. Kan4 cut cod. ~s DOt qo
to the boDft"s but ueber directly to thlI! ~s and _ti-.ll. the
qraders. Tr~rs r~ any defects and sort out different eut•.
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late 19705 and 19805, both day and night shifts were in full

producc.ion for most of the year and additional seasonal.

workers were hired for the processing of northern cod., usually

from January to May. This was the busiest time at the plant.

From all accounts it seeu around 1000 to 1200 people were

employed. includi..nq inside and outside workers and staff, when

the plant operated at fu11 capacity. The workers at the plant

were unionized with the PFAW {Fisb, Food and Allied WOrkers

Union I . 'I'be plant closed in 1992. after the declaration of the

northern cod moratoriUll'l.

Just as in the inshore salt fishery. the sexual division

of labour in a plant influences workers' perceptions of

changes in the heal.th of fish and crab stocks by creating

different work experiences for male and female workers. Women

and men at the Bonavista and catAlina fish plants held

different jobs. The waDeD. held mostly traditional female jobs.

such AS packing. Men worked outside and inside the plant.

Graders sort fillet.s by .1%. and separate Hlletll wich defects which
then g'O t.o the t.ru-nl. Fisb 1. eben packed according t.o orders and
frozen. The frozen fillet.. are st.ored in cold. stora..,e. Any partS that.
are not. used ax. aiJ:leed and sold as block•• l_r qwL1icy and 10WU'
priced product.. Any unedible pa.rt.. lea..... t.be production floor and go t.o
the fish med plant. to be used for fertilizer and aniJIIal fMd (Fishery
Research Group, 19815:301-3J_
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whereas WCXlllIm were limit.ad to inside work, usu.a.lly on the

production floor. For this reason. most women did not see the

fish when it came into the plant. This may explain why most

of the women felt comfortable speoJd..nq only about their

particular job and not about other areas of the plant. What

women saw at work was limited and defined in part by the

sexual and industrial divisions of labour. For example. one

woman stated that the size of the fish that she worked with

over the years seemed to change. However. she also pointed out

that other sizes of fish may have gone to other areas of the

plant for different produces or cuts. She could not be

certain.

Cutting was, and still is. a prestigious job that is

dominated by men in both the Catalina and Bona.vista plants. In

the mid-1980s. ehe catalina management hired a couple ot women

for cutting positions. but most women never applied. in part

because they said they feared working with knives. Wcmen also

hinted at. social pressure and. noons that discouraged women

from applying for cutting positions. After the expansion of

the plant in 1980-81, there was an increase in positions at

the plant and not enough men to fill them.. Women were hired

for trirmling, Coning, service and grading jobs (Fishery

Research Group, 1986:408). The increase in jobs was the result

of restruceuring and reorganizing labour in order to meet
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market demand for specialized products. Women were hired to

fill these jobs. even those which were previously considered

male jobs. women tended. machines, such as the IQF tunnel," but

they never operated machines. Ken worked with the plate

freezers. Women also tilled boning and weighing posieions in

the Booavista plant. Packing r_ined a fem&l.e preserve in

both plants. One woman said: ~ ... it. didn't seem right tor a

man to be packinq. I don't know why. but that was always my

opinion .•

Fran all accounts it appears that there were roughly the

same number of men and women working at both the Booavista and

the Catalina plants in recent years. Yet:, WOII\ell were

underrepresented in supervisory positions. A couple of women

were hired as forewomen at the catalinA plant. However, one

woman suggested that these women appeared uncomfortable

supervising women with wbaD they had previously worked. The

same waaan also claimed that wocoen SQlDetimes applied for

supervisory positions, never intending to cake the positions.

They applied just to see it they would get the job. Forewomen

tend to feel "alienated and isolated.· Forewomen str;uggle to

negotiate their roles as supervisors and their understanding

"This is • IMthod for fr_zing cod. flounder uils and fisb nuggets at
the caulina pl~t. Fbb h laid on • conveyor MIt and it fr_ze. _ it
.lowly .-o~. along the length of the tunnel (Fislwry Resea.reb Group.
1986:31:8).
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of women' s positions and work ilt the plant (Fishery Research

Group, 1986:4121.

5.'~ ill Iaoara of .mr.

Women's hours of work c:baDged over tillle. sugqeseinq that

something was bappeni.nq either ecologica1.1y or economically or

both. SUch changes in work bad an ~ct on their income.

their occupational beal.th. and so forth. Shorter fishing

seasons translated into earlier plant closures. Both fisbers

and plant workers found it difficult to qualify for

unemployment insurance. especially those depending on the

inshore fishery, and new casuals" in the CAtalina plant.

Women at the Bonavista plant experienced changes in

their hours of work due to resource shortages. Hours of work

at the Bonavista fish plant depeaded on the amoune of fish the

inshore fishers harvested to be processed at the plant. Trap

season furnished the BonavistA plant with the la.rg'est amount

of fish. Elllployees worked more hours and overtime during' this

season and oil second shift was added. The second shift became a

'0" C:a51.Ial worker -.. not • regular worker at t:h4I plant. The cOlllpAny wa.
not oblig-aeed to ensure tul.l tu. hours t:o c...ual•. Rather. cbe:y ~e
asked to work .... needed. HOW'IVlIr. wbI!rl tbIIII pl~t operated at tu.ll
capacity during' peak aeason .... ~ua.l worker 1IU9ht work tu.ll tu. hours.
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more permanent featur"!! probably due to increased machinery and

greater effort on the part of the fishermen.

In the main season, like the trap seaSOD. you'd get
night shift in. probably they get four or five
weeks and that was .it. well I mean the goal was
with the fish thAt was it and when that was
finished they was let go.

However. overtime and hours of work decreased from the mid

19805 to the closure of the plant in 1992. Because the

Bonavista. plant was Almost entirely dependent on the inshore

fishers and tbe ~easonal migratory patterns of fish. the

inshore workers found it more difficult to qualify for tn: than

workers in the offshore fishery. and they felt these effects

earlier.

The Bonavista plant operated on a seasonal basis.

usually starting no earlier than Karch and lasting as long as

December. However. the operating season of the Booavista. fish

plant decreased in length due to shortages in raw material in

the 19805 and 1990s. This situation combined with changes in

U1 regulaeions made it more difficult tor workers to qualify

for UI, especially those with less seniority. When work was

scarce the 'older hands- or those with most seniority would be

the ones to get the work. Oft-en even the most senior workers

barely qualified for UI in the 1990.. Bonavista workers
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sometimes took a layoff when they got their stamps" in order

t.o give ot:her workers an opportunity to qualify for 01. It. was

a way of accommodating more workers at the pLant. This type of

work sharing became less COI'lIDOD in the late 19808 and the

early 19905 when work became scarce.

The catalina offsbore plant operated almost year-round.

usua11y 40 to 48 weeks il year in the late 1970s and the early

1980s. Whether or not il worker experienced difficulty getting

work, or qualifying for uneqtloyment depended. on his\her job

at the plant and on seniority. The season was grAduAlly cut

down by 2.) and 4 months starting in the late 19805. The

offshore pLant's busiest season. the Northern Cod season. was

cut back first by il few weeks. While it originally ran from

October or NoveIIlJ:ler to May. sometimes even June\JuLy. it was

cut back to April. Karch and then February. In addition. there

were more lay offs. one woman said: -At the end of it you

didn't try to put in for any holidays because of course you

were off, you bad time off.·

Most. of the workers in the offshore pLant. including the

seasonal workers, had never had il problem qualifying for

unemployment insurance because there was plenty of work due to

its year-round operation. However. as work became more

''unempl~t imluram:e benefit. are detlU1llined -on the ~h of the
average of inIIurable _ltly ~s· CllcCay. 1988: 116). A stiUIP is an
insurable week.
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uncertain. workers, especially seasonal" and casual workers.

and those with low seniority, experienced layoffs and reduced

hours. Management called fewer and fewer people back to work:

You'd notice that it wouldn't be so many workers
there. you go into the lunch room at times and the
lunch room be filled. but right at the end of it
you could. I mean. there' S ~ty spaces allover
the place. right?

Women bad particular about qualifyiDq for

unemployment insurance benefits when they were pregnant".

OCcasiona.l delays and uncertainty in hours were always a

feature of work at the Catalina plant, but it appears that

work hours became more uncertain in the late 19805 and early

19905. From. the late 19805, work was slower and there were

later starting and earlier finishing times especially at the

end of the work week. Originally, workers were able to get

plenty of overtime either on Friday or SAturday, especially on

night shift and holidays. By the early 1990s. overtime was DO

longer available. The female CAtalina plant workers

experienced cuts in hours and days per week. Six-daY weeks

"'When seasonal workers _re laid off after the Northern Cod ....lIon.
they sometime. stayed back all c..ual. to CQI1tinue working. There wall.
however. an iDfo~l, wtwrit.tan rule that if you already had your
stamps, you went home t.o let. other casual. v-t their II~•. There _.
social presllure to abide by thi. rule, upecially in time. of resource
and work 1Ic:aTe1ty.
''women required. IIIOre weeks of paid ~loylM!l1t. when pregrw.nt to be
eligible for til: when off on _ternity leave.
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were reduced to five- or four-day weeks. Work on Saturday

became less coamoo. casuals. many of whom are women. found the

bours especially uncertain. As work became scarce. they bad to

give up their employment to regular workers. whereas in the

past there was enough work for both the reguJ.ar and casual

workers. OOe CataliDa worker noticed a decrease in her hours

from about. 40 to SO hours t.o the· 33 paid hours a week, which

the company was obligated by contract to provide to regular

workers.

Women related these ehanges in their work to a decrease

in t.he amount of fish coming into the plant. due to quou cuts.

actual declines in the fish st.ocks. and a decrease in the size

of fish. Although there were no inshore quotas and no cuts

were made to the inshorl! allocation after 1982, women at t.he

Bonavist.a plant suggested that they were finding it difficult

to qualify for UI because boats brought in less fish and thus

there was less work. A woman Cc:mllented: "People that. got. a lot

of fish was cCllll.i.ng in with none. ~ Another woman si.q)ly said

"the fish was not so plentiful- over the years.

5.5 Tb ~1:. of ~logy

The chanqing technology in the planes and increased

automation :influenced fish processing workers' perceptions
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about mistreatment. quality and wastage of the

Women' 5 perceptions varied according to bow mucb technology

was put in place at the plant where they worked and the

particular machinery with which they were in contact.

Reorganizations in the division of labour in a plant may bave

been a result of IllA%"lcat change, technological change and/or

ecological change.

FPI introduced new set-ups and more machinery and

equipment over the years at both the Bonavista and Catalina

plants in response to resource shortages and market demands.

The machines quickened the pace of work and increased

production. The genera.! trend seemed to be towards replacing

hand work with machine.tY and. technology. There was tremendous

financial effort put into expa.nding and modernizing the

cal:alina plant. in particular in the early 19805. and the

company purchased additional draggers. The C(lIIlpan¥ looked

forward to -bigger and better" things, as one woman put it.

This expansion created llIUch additiona.l work and made it.

possible for many casual workers to gain regular ~loyment

and opened. up nontraditional areas of work for W'Clttlen (Fishery

Researcb Group, 1986).

There a general cons8IlSUS among the women

interviewed that because mac:hi.nes processed D:lre fish at a

faster pace. an increase in the amount of INlchinery at the
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plants meant more fish was: needed to keep the planes

operating"'. Machinery pushed the fish through the plant

fueer. and when this wa.s coupled with resource scarcities. it

translated into less work. Some workers felt pressured by

Mchines. WOrkers found it difficult to discern whether the

machines or the incentive system (discussed below) or

performance requirements had more effect on the pace of work.

The difficulty of keeping up with the pace of the machines

varied from job to job and from species to species.

The introduction of technology was an att..-.pt to improve

yields and produce specialized products due to market demands

and resource shortages (Neis. 1991). Workers suqqested that

the company gradually brought new macbi.nery into the plant to

replace labour and lower production costs. CUtting machines

were not new at the catalina plant. However. after removing

its filleting machines around 1970, management reintroduced

them after the expansion in 1981 (Fishery Research Group,

1986:312-3).u These macbi.nes pushed. through more fish,

requiring displaced cutters to fill positions further down the

"For example. even in the 19501\601 when the Bonavilta plant introduc:ed
uc:hine skinners to replace .~ of !:he ba.n4 .kinntlrl. workerll notieed
an increase in the paee of work. Thi. did not. however. rellUle in
layoffs. Rathel:". manag~t IIlOved the.e worker. to other -.rea. of the
plant .inee additional worker. _re needed further down !:he a••eIllbly
line to keep up with the UIOUl1t of fish that the new _chines were
p,roeessin!l.
"rhe company. Fhh<lry Proo:luet. International. a ••ured the W'l.ion that

workerl would not be laid off.
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line. Boning machines were also introduced at the catalina

plant after the plant expansion in 1980-1. The boning

department was formed because of the extra work created by new

filleting machines. Machine-cut cod. went to boners to remove

the v-bone and other bones and defects that the machine missed

{Fishery Research GrouP. 1986:3211.

Sometimes the introduction of new machinery did displace

workers. especially those with less seniority. During the

expansion years at the Catalina plant. displaced workers were

simply moved to other areas of the plant (Fishery Research

Group. 1986). As ODe woman claimed. "machinery (was) taking

the place of people.· Other new machines were introduced at

the plant, but failed to work properly. Women voiced concerns

about losing jobs if some of these machines bad. in fact.

worked. The introduction of machines sometimes meant that

workers were reorganized, either to work on these machines. or

to replace those hired to attend to the machines.

Workers reported that particular machines improved. the

quali ty of the final product, while others decreased· the

quali ty. Some said machines may have reduced the quali ty of

the fish because of the way the machines handled the fish.

They said machine processed cod bad a softer texture than hand

processed. cod. In this way machinery sometimes reduced the

quality of the meat. WOmen at the Catalina plant perceived the
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"vacuum pack·" machine as ~roving the quality of products

because it packed faster and provided & long shelf life.

Machines were a source of wastage. Some machines damaged

and mangled fish. This. in turn. lialited the products that

could be produced from. the fillets. Machine-damaged fish was

usually used to produce block, an inferior product in terms of

quality and revenue. ~ caapany introduced a nugget machine

to the Caeal.i.na plant in 1984. which workers felt produced an

inferior quality product when compared to baI1d cut nuggets and

wasted a lot of fish. A new v-boning machine was also

introduced but it was inefficient and wasteful in that it left

too much meat on the bone that it removed from the fish. This

machine was not used. Boners worked on machine cod and

trinmers worked on b&nd. cut cod, hand cutters effectively

removed all of the bone and trimmers simply triDmed the fish.

For many workers. the introduction of some machines

improved the worki.ng coaditions at the plant. They meant less

strenuous hand work. Machines could not always eliminate

manual work because they were designed to operate on fish of

particular sizes, usually average sized fish, and were unable

to deal with other sizes. One worker said that the vacuum pack

machine, introduced around 1990, could only handle small fish.

"PJ:"oduet.. ebAt. are vaeuua-paeked are .e.aled in ~ekalplS wit.h lIIUeh of
the air reraoved_
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smaller prime cuts. but. by then. the fish were smaller and

workers could not get the larger cuts anyway. The introduction

of a machine designed to process certain size of fish may

indicate that man&g't!Illent and owners were aware of what was

ba.ppening ecoloqical.ly. Three cod cutting 1Il&chines introduced

around 1981 were designed to take three different sizes of

fish, but these machines, like many more at the plant, were

unable to take fish if it was either smaller or larger than

this. So very small or very large fish still bad to be cut and

processed ".:ry banci. According to one woman. the machine for

processing' small cod was kept particularly busy in the early

19905. WomelI. I spoke vieb. linked the introduction of

technologies to market demand. As changes in the raw material

made it more difficult to llleet orders of specialized products.

they became aware of changes in the resource.

Many of the workers at the Cata.lina plant held incentive

paying jobs. Working under An incentive system meant. that you

had to cut. bone. and pack a cereain amount ot fish in a

certain time period. while retaining quality workmanship.

Workers set their pace accordingly and were paid according to

how much they produced. after they had met the minimum
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requ.irement.s set by ma.nagement. This was considered A 100

performance; 133 was top performance. In addition. any fish

defects were tallied and taken into account when dete.rm.i..oi.ng

the requirements. If an individual's work was sloppy, then the

worker responsible would lose so much bonus pay for that day.

Each incentive paying job bad separate counts and requirements

according to fish quality, size. defects and so forth.

Workers each bad a number. which was placed in each pan of

fisb sent down the line. The weight. defects. and time taken

to produce that pan were recorded to determine if the

requirements were met and how much bonus pay. if any. a worker

would receive (Fishery Research Group. 1986).

Accordi.nq to the workers. the incentive system took into

account speed, the quality of the fisb and the quality of the

work. If the fish coming into the plant ....-as good quality. then

workers bad to produce more to meet their minimum performance

requirements. In addition. if the fish were small, more was

needed to fill a pan, meaning not as many pans were required.

However. management required more pans if the fish were large.

The design of the incentive system also included which

products were produced in the equation and time requirements

were determined. accordingly.

At first. the incentive system applied to all of the

jobs at the catalina plant. Even the foremen would get extra
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managemene ae the Catalina plane st.areed eo phase oue

inceneive paid jobs in the mid-1geOs. Whether or noe you held

an inceneive paying job came eo depend on the job ieself and

on when a worker Coa!lenced the parCicular job. This meane chae

workers performing the same job could earn. subscaneially

differene incc:aes. A worker recenely hired for one posieion

mighe noe receive iJ:Lceneive pay whereas the "older bands" who

bad worked ae the job longer would. Workers such as cueeers,

erinmers, boners and packers seill received bonus, whereas

workers supplying Chese jobs with fish did noe gee bonus bue

.....ere forced eo maineain the same pace. Workers regarded t.he

partial phasing oue of the inceneive system as unfair.

It appears that the mose recent incentive system at the

CAtalina plant was impl-.ented at the same time the trawler

fleet developed, although it may have been modified somewhat

over tiJ:ne (Fishery Research Group. 1986:351). OVer the years,

workers found it increa8ingly difficult or easier, depending

on their job, to get the bonuses they had received in the

past. They related this to changes in the raw material. Boring

jobs made them want to work faster because it passed the time,
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but they also made it difficult for some workers

concentrate on doing their job. Interruptions to their work

and difficulties meeting the minimums set by management made

them aware of changes in the raw material. Many women stated

that the incentive system influenced their pace of work but

that they were concerned about the effects on the quality of

the raw material. recognizing it as a food product. Some women

noted that in the late 19808 and early 19905 the work pace

slowed down at ebe CAtalina plant and the nature of the work

changed sOll'lll!What.

The incentive syst.m and the new technology increased

the pace of work and the amount of fish being processed but it

affected jobs different.ly. The pace of work and requirements

varied from job to job and with the species being processed."

Swrmer IIIOnths were always slower than the winter months. due

in part to the processing of such species as flounder. redfish

and turbot. one wanan mentioned that she did not have to pack

as II'JUch flounder to get top performance. She did not remember

the exact amount. probably because the plant did not process

as much flounder as it did cod..

"Kany WOlMn thougbt in tezma ot ge:ttUlq top pu-torDWlnce and could DOt
remeDlber what -.II needed. to --.en the Illini..- requ.i:r-.nt.. Aceording- to
a packer. in order to get -t~· .be. bad to pack 55 five-pound boxe. of
codanbo\J.r.
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w~ noticed increasing aJIIOUnts of smaller fish at the

plant because this a.t:feet.ed their work in the late 1980s and

early 1990.. For some i0b8. smaller fish and smaller catches

meant it took longer to meet tt.e requirements set by

management. For example. smaller fish made a packer' s work

more arduous because smaller fish meant more cues and portions

to pack. However. SIIl&11er fisb made it easier to make poundage

for other workers. such as boners. OJtte.rs usc calPlained

about reductions in the size and the texture as earning bonus

pay became more difficult.

Many workers did not see a whole fish but rather ..

particular cut or portiOD. However. they noticed. differences

in the size and tll!lXture of these portions. A -pan." of fish

probably held 12 fillets in 1985. whereas it held 30 in 1990

and 1991. WOJnen st.ated that large fish still came into the

plant over the years but therf! were fewer of them. In the

early 1980., an average cod fillet. was about four feet long.

In the last couple of years. the fish were probably, on

average. 12 inches long. women generally agreed that fish

about 18 inches long was perhaps the idea.l size to "'fOrk with

in terms of degree of difficulty and meeting pt!rformance

requiremencs.

'''Workers pl_c::ed fish in 15 pouncl pAns that; ~. c::arried t.o various
dePArtmenu tor further proce••ing (Fishery Re.earch Group. US61.
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Women voiced often coneradiceory concerns about the

incentive systelll And it.s ~cts on the quality of the fish.

Women spoke, as consumers, about the quality of the food with

which they worked and the way in which it was handled.

According to many of the women with whom I spoke, workers

sacrificed the quality of the fish in pursuit of the bonus

pay _ Trimners and boners left blood spots on the fish. because

removing them required more time. Because the incentive system

necessitated speed, people did not spend any extra time with a

piece of fish to make sure they cut, trimmed. or boned it to

the best of their ability. According to many workers at the

plant. the corapany no doubt prospered. because of the incentive

system in terms of getting more fish processed but the qua.lity

of its products declined.

Some workers felt that not as much fish would go through

the plant without an incentive system, but that the quality of

the fish might have improved.

. .. the way I look at something is you can rush
through it and it won' t be perfect or you can take
your time and you know you've done your best and
you got the best quality.

Given the opportuni ty to earn extra money. workers were

encouraged to rush. sacrificing qualit.y and creAting wutage.

This is not. to deny workers' skills and quali ty workmanship.
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WOrkers pointed. out that they were also resporwible for

quality. -It's getting done faster but you still bad to think

about how you're packing.· Some women insisted. that despite

problems with the incentive system, the plant produced top

qual.ity products. spot quality checks were routinely done to

check work performance. includi.nq both the speed and quality_

When an incentive syst.. is implemented. monitoring is

inevitable. WOrkers' start and finish times were recorded.

Each worker' s poundage and work performance was tallied and

recorded. If work performance dropped. workers might be

r@pri.manded. In addition. the piant was routinely inspected

for sanitation and quality. Many of the women agreed that

these measures were subatantia.l improvements and sa.... these as

reasons why the high qualil:y product was maintained. despite

the incentive system.

People looked at packing fisb and '" [theyJ said
anyone could do that but really you got to know"
wbat you're doing you know because I mean you' re
handling food and you got to have good quality
fish, and you got to make sure your packaging is
good.

Some of these contradictions might be explained in two ways.

First, women often took pride in their work and did not wish

to imply they performed poorly. Second, given the scarcity of

work in the area since the declaration of the moratorium,
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these women My Dot wish to portray the company or its workers

in a. negative light for fear of losing their jobs or not being

hired in the future.

Some catalina workers voiced. concerns about the

incentive system and w;u:tage. There was disagre4!lCleD.t alxNt the

extent of individual wasuge at the plant. The incentive

system no doubt generated. sane waste. CUtters and boners left

more meat on the bones they removed because they rushed to get

the work done. Some women considered it waste 1f good quality

meat went into products such as block when workers could have

got-ten good cuts from it. If the cod were small, workers would

not wast-e time trying to cut a high qual.it;y portion, such as a

mini cut. Rather workers used fish unnecessarily for block

because it was quicker. Packers sometimes packed fish into

block because it was the least time consuming pack. despite

the fact that better quality packs could bave been produced.

Workers did not a.lways take the time to remove all defects.

As a result. fish was sceetiJDes unnecessarily used for block.

The incentive system encouraged the production of particular

products of which management wanted. less, such as block. pish

accidently dropped on the floor was left to flow dO\lI'D the

drain. The odd worker duIIIped or dropped fish in the drain it

it was particularly difficult and time consU:Dli.ng to work with.

especially if the fish was soft. One worker saw this first
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hand when she stayed behind after night shift to clean up the

plant. Some workers in both the Catalina and Bonavista plants

said that workers were monitored and reprimaDded if they did

not try to use as much of the fillet as possible. For example.

if boners left too much meat on the bone, they wou1d lose $0

much of their bonus pay for that day. Managara occasionally

closed lines of workers because draggers did not bring in

enough fish to keep the eD';)loyees working.

Management at the Bonavista fisb plant did not implement.

incentive system. However workers still had to reach the

minimwn requirements set by management. • [we] had to do our

day'S work,· as one woman put it. Management recorded

individual work performance.:n If a worker at the Bonavista

plant did not consistently reach his or ber one hundred

performance. be or she would be notified by the supervisor.

According to the waDeD who worked at the Banavista fish

plant. workers did not spread out or slow down work because

managerial monitoring made this i.q)ossible. When there was

only one shift working, workers tried to get the work done as

n In t.be 1.950s &n4 1960•• mana~t. ranked indivi&la.l workar.... t.op.
seeocuS. t.hird &tid so on in t~ of work perfo~tI. This encouraged
cCIIIlII:)etit.ion lUOOI'i9st. the 1IIQrker•.
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quickly as possible because they remained at the plant until

the fish was processed.. One WCCI'IaD. coamented. however. that.

work had gottiRD. slower in the last few years before the.

moratorium because less fish was C<lIILi.ng into the plant. She

hinted that workers tried to slow down the pace to get a few

extra hours employment.. WOIa8n at the Bonllvista fish plant.

noticed the size of the cod fish entering the plant. had gotten

smaller the last few years before the moratorium: -The last

couple of years we wer@ working that's all we seen was small

fish from the traps.· The size of the fish affected some

workers' ability to meet the minimum requirements. some

claimed that larger fish were harder to bandle. for example,

harder to bone. In some ways then. work got easier in the late

19805 and early 1990. with an increase in the number of

smaller fish processed at the plant.

5.7 ~ iJ:a ~~ _ lIIdicat:ora of .co1ogica.l

.-
Both the catalina and Bonavista fisb plants processed.

other species of groundfish besides cod, such as catfish.

turbot and flounder. Processing of these species could have

masked or balanced the impacts on employment of a decline in

cod. Catalina workers observed increased attention to
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processing other species. such as flounder and turbot. at the

same time as they noticed changes in tb8 size and amount of

cod entering their plants. One VCllDan who worked at the

Bonavista fish plant COllIIleI1ted that in the late 19808 the

longli.oers brougbt in IIOre and larger turbot. It appears that

work on these species also declined. however. in the late

1980a and early 19905 perhaps due to a shift in harvesting

effort and related decline in these species as well. Trawlers

and boats brought in less flounder and turbot than they had

before the 19805.

Usually only the llIOst senior workers worked in the

swrmer lllOnths because the C&tal.ina plant. processed less of

these other species and produced a narrower range of products.

Nevertbeless. workers noticed that sWlIller work got even slower

in the late 19808 and early 19908. According to one woman

plane worker. for the first time in al.l her years at the plant

sbe was laid off in the S1.UIID8.r months in 1990 and. 1991 because

the other species were scarce and thus there was not enougb

work. Because of changes in the pace of work and the amount. of

fish entering" the plant, the workers recognized tensions

between market demand and the health of the resource.

In g"eneral it seems that most of the species that

entered the catalina plant decreased in size over the years.

Flounder processed in the early 1990s were smaller than in
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previous years. Packers DOticed this ~use it meant more

pieces to pack in order to meet DIlltlaguial. performance

requirements. The average turbot that the plant processed. vas

once so large that one had to bold it with two hands. It

gradually decreased. in size to about five or six inches in

1992. AJ.l of these change. meant less work during the SUIlIIll!r

months. The plant did. however. introduce some new species in

the couple of years before it closed down. tor example monk

fish. This did not increase. however. the UIOunt of work to

any considerable degree.

The catalina and Bonavista plants produced a variety of

products over the years such as nugqets. block, and fillets.

Women linked changes in products largely to marnt demand. For

example. a woman who worked in the Bonavista fish plant in the

19505 and 1960s seated that the CCIq)4ny produced most.ly cod

block for fish sticks and fisb cakes to meet the market demand

in the United States. When the markets and prices changed. so

did the products. The company required 1.8. block. but more

cuts and portions. The cOIfIPaIlY filled orders which determined,

in part. which products the workers had to produce each day.

These products _re difficult to produce after changes
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occurred in the raw lll&terial durinl; the 19805 and 1990s. FPI

wanted less block over the years because it generated less

profit and it wanted more prime cuts and mini-cuts instead.

Production of new products such as nuggets and strips was also

determined. at least in part. by market demand. In addition.

FPI wanted to look for ways to reduce wastage at the

processing level in response to declines in raw material.

Different products demanded different grades of fish quality.

In the later years. when the fish that entered. the plant were

small and softer. it became increasingly difficult to generate

particulaz products that demanded high quality fillet or a

large size fish. However. it was easier for workers to get

their incentive by producing block. So while the company

wanted less block over the years its formal policies did not

encourage workers to produce less. An increase in smaJ.ler

fish and fish with a softer texture encouraged workers to

produce block when worlting with an incentive syst:eID. In ehis

way there was a mismatch between the incentive system, raw

material. production, and market demand.

Women at the plant recognized the mismatch between

market demand. and the produets produced. SUCh mismatches can

be used as indicators of ecologica.l and economic chang'es and

reveal how capita.list industries respond to these chang'es.

Women often used size and texture as indicators of decreased.
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quality over the years. Oft.en workers were unable to produce

the produces that the cCllJlP&l1Y wanted because of the increase

in lesser quality fish that went through the plant in the

19805 and 19905. Prime cuts were scarcer over the years

because the fish frem the draggers were not the high quality

fish needed tor such packs. A packer explai.nf!d that. soft

textured fish was used for cod block and. better quality fish

was used for specific products such AS five pound packs.

However. she saw fewer five pound packs go through the plant

in the last few years before the declaration of the moratorium

in 1992 and connects this to a decrease in the quality of raw

material. Most of the machines required high quality meat,

....ith a firm texture. Soft textured fish was unable to go

through the machines. A decrease in the quality of incoming

fish meant that less fisb went through the machines, and thus.

less of these products were produced. women attributed the

decrease in the quality of fish texture to both changes in the

raw material itself and to IllAchine processing.

Women supplied a variety of reasons to explain the soft

texture of fish: texture was thought to be linked. to the size

of the fish, as well to the length of time fish spent on the

trawlers and in smaller boats, especially with increased

effort tilne: over the years, and to using suction to remove the

fish from trawlers. Boxi.ng fish on trawlers was introduced in
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the early 19705 in order to preserve t8)¢ure (Fishery Research

Group. 1986)." Softer texture was also connected with trucking

fish either from other fish processing plants that bad more

fish than they could haDdl.. or fraa their 0I0ID trawlers that

bad landed their catch elsewhere due to ice conditions in the

bay. Both the inshore and offshore plant workers noticed this

with trucked fisb. Soft fish was difficult to do anything with

by hand or by machine. women who worked in the inshore fish

plant linked t:he texture of the fish to the weather and the

time of the year. Fish was more likely to be soft in hol:

weather and in mild seasons.

size of fish also liJllited products at the cat:a1ioa

plant. Instead of producing a prime cut which wu five or six

inches in length. workers began producing mini-cuts two and a

half inches long. Usually five or six people were employed

cutt.ing prime cut.s. but by the early 1990s only two or three

people were doing the job because of a shortage of large fish.

According to wc:men workers. sma.11 fish ended up in block

unnecessarily because people did not take the axtra time and

attention required when working with SIMller fish. to get

particular cuts. It was harder to get a mini cut or prime cut

.. However. in the 1~70s boxi.n9 did rlOt beeoille • r~ar feAture at
proces.ing plants. 8oxi.ng was reintroduced 1n the laid-USas (Fhbary
Research Group. 1986).
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from smaller fish. on the other band. very large fish were

equally difficult to work with. and time consuming.

New machines and technology at the catalina plant. such

as quick freeze technology. vacuum pack IIIollchines. a cheek

machine (introduced in the mid-1980s). and machines for

packaging tails. allowed for the production of new products,

new cuts and different sizes of cuts. In the last 4 or 5 years

before the plant closed. it appears that FPI began processing

fish parts, such as cheeks. tongues and cod beads. previously

discarded or used for fish me&!. workers tried t.o save more

fish and fish parts that would have been considerQd rejects a

couple of years earlier in order to get more hours. One woman

noticed this because she found this work pa.rt:icularly t.iring.

She also noticed a cbange in terms of weekly pay. However.

this production was Slll&ll and did very little in terms of

creating work. Was this interut in these products because of

concern over wasting food. market demand, or & way t.o

compensate for lost protit due to changes in the raw material.

stock decline and quota cuts? These changes may indicate that

the corrpany was trying to offset the profit lost due to a

decrease in the numbers and quality of fish by producing parts

once used for fish meal. WOIl'I8l1 generally viewed the production

of these products as an improvement because they decreased

wastage from the cod fish, as edible parts were now sold as
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food inst.ead of fertilber or simply dumped. Bones, spoiled

fisb. and whatever was not used for block vent into fish meal.

Some of the women I spoke with who worked at the Bonavi.sta and

catalina planes did not consider it a waste when fisb went

into fish meal even if it was edible. At least it was being

used for fertilizer.

Just as c~es in gear and in the resource may have

affected the work of maki.ng salt fish including the fish

available for eatiDq and its quaHty. similarly these changed

the work in fish processing plants. The inshore plant workers

did not notice changes i.Jl texture. In the years before the

moratorium. rather. they related texture. in terms of the

softness or stiffness of the fish to gear type, time of year

and the weather. Inshore plant workers were more aware of

changes in gear and the effects it had on the quality of fish

than offshore plant workers perhaps because ebere was more

diverse gear used in the inshore fishery. However. tbe women,

like fishers (Hutchings, Neis and Ripley, 1995; Neis, Felt,

Haedrich. Hutchings and Schneider. 1995 l. did not always agree

on which gear type more adversely affected die texture of the

fish. SUch contradictory findings may be related to spousal
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relations. gear chosen by family Il*Dbers or s~ly not paying

attention to the details of the texture of the fish.

Women blamed both trap gear and gill nets tor making

fish softer and bruising the fish. Gill nets left fish tangled

and dead and trap fish were SOIII8timeS left for days. According

to the women. the longer fish were left. the worse the

qua.1.ity. According to vtlIlleZl who worked in the inshore plant.

fisb caught in the fall as opposed to swraer was better

quality because the weather was cooler and usua.11y fall fish

was caught using handline or trawls. Gear used and the time

of year\weather were the reasons offered to explain this

difference. With the introduction of longliners in the 19505

and 19608 (Sinclai.r. 1987). the coqK)sition of the catches

changed as lkIre. larger fish were available. This knowledge

closely resembles the s....ona.l information gathered from the

women who made fish. One inshore plant worker noticed thAt the

size of fish the workers processed was smal.ler in later years

but that fisb bad. a.lways been smaller in traps. There was a

general consensus that fish got smaller over the years,

matter what gear was used.

During the 1980s and early 19908, fish was trucked in

from other fishing cOlIIllUnities and from other plants,

especially when those plants had more fish than their workers

could handle. if the catalina or Bonavista plants did not have
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enough fish froc local boaes for full production. Fish had

always been trucked into the catalina plant when its draggers

had to port elsewhere due to ice conditions. The Booavista and

Catalina plants also trucked fish out to other plants when

their boats supplied more than the plant and. workers could

handle.

In general. trucked Ush was softer in texture, probably

due to delays in processing and the travel. 'I'be texture of

trucked fish ftI&de plant work difficult because the fish fell

apart. The management took the texture of trucked fish into

account when designing the performance requirements. The

minimum requirements were not set as high when workers

processed trucked fisb. In addition. the texture and quality

of the fisb trucked also restricted which products could be

processed. According to the women with wbom I spoke. this fish

usually went into block which was considered to be a low

qua.lity product.

The women I spoke with said truck:ing in fish increased

in both the Catalina and the Bonavista. plants in the 1980. and

19905 indicating ecological changes. Interestingly. a woman

who worked in the Bonavista fish plant in the 1950s and 1960s

suggested that ve%Y little trucking, if any, occurred in those

years. According to her, there was l ••s technology at the

plant at that time and thus the fisb did not go througb the
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plant as ciuickly as in later years. The local fishers

sustained the plant and whatever was not processed was salted.

However, another worker remarked that the plant's own boats

harvested. more fish than it could handle in the 19805 and so

management trucked the fish elsewhere. This may indicate an

increase in fishing _ttort over time and increased fishing

technology in the 1980s. It may also indicate the effects of

increased production of crab at the Bonavista plant. In the

years imlDediately before the IllOratorium. fish was trucked in

more often because its draggers did not bring in enough fish

to keep the plant operating with two shifts working'. Workers

linked an increase in delays in their \frIOrk while they waited

far trucks to dAeliver fish to changes in the health of the! cod

stocks and to quota cuts. Trucki.ng fisb in could have masked a

decline in caech rates of cCIq)iU1y trawlers in catalina.

Some C&ta..H..na workers noticed that scmetimes the quality

of the incOCDing fish varied according to which dragger brought

in the fish. Some of the workers who bad experience IIrIOrkinq in

inshore plants, or were otherwise involved in the inshore

fishery AS wives of fishers, held additional fisheries

knowledge in terms of gear and its effects on fish. Women at

the Catalina plant could see distinct differElOCes in fish from

year to year in the 1980. and 19905 and between inshore and

offshore fish. The texture of inshore fish was described as
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rubbery, stitf, and fi.rm. One WClIIWlD. said that inshore fish bad

a glassy appearance, as if you could see through it. Women

often described the texture in tenbS of bow it affected their

work. For example, a. packer told me that it was harder to roll

inshore fish for particular packs because of its stiff

texture. A worker bad to take more tiJll,e when working' with

inshore fish. Boners found. it JIlClre laborious to get the knife

through an inshore fish. slowing down their work. Other

workers stated that inshore fish was harder to work with

because it was smaller. while others preferred working with

smaller fish, depending on their job. Offshore fish was

generally softer than inshore fish. This may be because

offshore fish was removed by suction. It also remained on the

boats for many days before it reached the plants. Sometimes

dragger fish was too big to hand.1e. Offshore fish was oft.en

frozen when it came into the plant. which made band work

difficult. Some women considered inshore fish to be better

quality fisb. partly because of the texture. but one woman

whose father was a ret.ired trawlerman stated that offshore

fish was better quality fish. Since workers did not want to

suggest that they produced poor quality fish, many workers

added that dragger fish was ·still good fish.· In general,

unlike those in Bonavista, women who worked in the Catalina

plant did not notice seasonal changes in the fish.
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5.10 WUu.- at. tbe~

Because of women' s place inside the plant many were

uncertain if fish was discarded at any time before processing.

but many suspected as .Ja.lcb:

At that time nobody Jcnew the difference ... they
thought they were too S:Ila.1.1 t.o process ... A lot of
people are blaari..cg tverythi..ng on the draggers and
the different c~es and that but there wu; a
lot of wastage going on in the inshore indust.ry
too. A lot of small fish were dumped.

Some women believe the plant owners d~ fish or fish parts

before the introduction of the fish meal plant. Women voiced

concerns about. dumping fish and spoilage on trawlers due to

longer t'ishinq times. According to scme women plane work&rs.

more fish spoiled OD trawlers and was rejected in the late

19805 and early 1990s due to longer harvesting efforts. This

fish went into the fisb meal plant. If the draggers brought in

more fisb than the plane could handle it lIIolly have been dwq;led.

Draggers also needed adequate supplies of ice for fish on

draggers, which they often lacked. thus CAusing fish'spoilage

and wastage.

Booavista plant workers suggested that in the sUImler.

fishers or c~es may bave dumped fish because it. soured. in
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the heat, especially if left in the trap for a couple of days

when fishers could not haul their traps because wind and

weather conditions were unsuitable. Sour fish was probably

dumped into fish meal. Some WCldIen doubted that fish was duIrped

often because of the profit it generated. As one woman put it:

-they'd knit it if they could.' meaning that fish was such a

valued cOllllllOdity for the fish plant owners, as well as for the

fishers and plant workers. that none would be unnecessarily

wasted. Other women suggested that buyers larvely detennined

the definition of fisb quality in tezms of how fish looked.

Fish that was edible, but did not look particularly good. was

used for block.

Women suggested that in the early years of operation the

fish plants produced a lot of block and that fish parts

unnecessarily went into block. By t.his they mean that these

parts are considered high quality cuts and portions in today's

market. In general, workers perceived less wastage at the

plant over the years. especially with the increase in products

processed. at the plant and stricter control measures. The

plant processed more parts and DIOst everything in later years

as the fish got smaller and scarcer. women also added that FPI

maintained. standards in terms of qual.ity and food products

because it served international Illllrkets.
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5.11 --". 1oc&1 ecoJ.ocrica1 kBow~

Women's knowledge is derived. fran their labour process.

New technologies and managerial strategies introduc@d in the

1970s and 1980s had an impact on their work. the quality of

the food produced and ....st.ge. They also indicated to the

women various changes in the resource itself. In ei..mes of

increasing resource scarcity, fish processing workerli noticed

changes in t.he raw material as they producld changes in their

work. There was a general consensus among those interviewed

that t.he amount and the size of the cod decreased and the

texture of the fish got softer in both plants, esp@Cia.lly in

the mid 1980s and the early 19905. Workers related changes in

technology, ability to make bonus, and changes in particular

produces processed to changes in raw material. WOmen pointed

to unsustainable practices At the processing level, such as

wasting fish to get bonus pay. and to mismatches be~ raw

material and market demand, and raw Illaterial and technologies

and managerial. strategies. CAuses and trends Are difficult to

discern because of the multitude ot factors that mediAte their

knowledge.

Women were not actively looking for changes in the raw

material and often they were too busy to be concerned with

anything other than meeting' managerial requirements. However.
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changes in the raw flla.t.erial and the amount of fish that

entered t:he plant became obvious when they affected their work

and pay. some wcnen stated that the qualiey of the fish

decreased over time because the fish were smaller, thinner and

softer. They defined quality in tUDlS of size and texture. As

one woman put it., there was -noe. much to a fillet.· One woman

said that she saw fish ccme into the plant with more bruises,

black pecks. and worms over thE! )"@&rs.

Workers noticed increased harvesting effort and longer

harvesting times for fishers. Some workers linked increased

lay offs to a decrease in the amount of fish coming into the

plant. Trawlers that once brought in full loads \lrleXe coming in

with hardly anyt.h.inq in the late 1980s and early 1990$.

Trawlers usual.ly scayed at sea for seven to ten days. This

later increased to ewelve and fourteen days.

. .. the first year I went there, when you went you
could see fish piled up everywhere right. but then
the last couple of years you worked you were
waiting around tor fish and it slowed right down.

Workers became aware of changes in the size and texture

of fish in a number of ways. First, fish were not always able

to go through certain machines like they had in the past.

MAchines required & firm texture and a certain siz:e fish.

Second, workers were not able to produce particular
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specialized products because of the poor quality and small

size of incoming fish. This indicated to the women changes in

t.he resource itself but also increased fishing times on the

part of the fishers or the trawlers. Women linked increased

fishing time to fish with softer textures. Third, workers were

sometimes unable to meet performance requirements because of

the size or texture of the fish. Fourth. the pace of work

slowed down substantially in the late 19805 and early 19905.

Fifth, the production of new products, and the introduction of

new machines to produce new products, indicated to the workers

an increased concern on the part of the company for utilizing

all of the fish. even parts previously discarded. This

suggested that something was happening both economically and

ecologically. Finally. trucking in fish increased in the last

few years before the moratorium. This suggested that local

fishers or company trawlers were unable to catch their quotas.

Women who worked in the inshore plant linked changes in

the texture of fish to weather. gear and time. of year. These

workers knew more about gear types. and their impact on

quality. than offshore workers. This may be due to the fact

that the inshore fishery used more diverse gear. but it may

also be due to the fact that women inshore plant workers were

more likely to be married to a fisher. Their knowledge was

similar to that of the salt fish makers. In addition, women
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who were related to trawlermen were more inclined to defend

the qualitY of offshore fish.

It seems that the offshore plant workers did not feel

the effects of resource shortages u early as inshore plant

workers because tiwy depended on a year-round supply of fish.

The inshore plant wa5 especially V\J.lJ:l.erable to fluctuations in

stocks because it depended. on a seasonal supply of fish from

inshore fishers. However. wc:men working in both planes

experienced. changes in their hours of work. Women' s local

knowledge not only informs us about the changes in raw

material and their work over the years. but also about the

quality of food. products in relation to ecological change and

capitalism's response to such. They knew ways in which

different IDachines and the incentive system affected the

quality of the products and encouraged the wastage of fish. In

this way. women's local ecological knowledge links the natural

world to the social and economic Iil/Orld.

These themes reflect some of the findings on fishers'

ecological knowledge. Like the wallen I spoke with. fisbers

noticed decreases in the amount and size of fish over the

years. Neis (1992) found that in the 1980s fishers increased

fishing effort by purchasing more gear and experienced longer

fishing days and increased coq;>etition for berths because fish

was scarcer. In addition, they noticed. that the SiZ8 of fish
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was decreasing because they bad to catch more fish to make

poundage (Neis, 1992:163-41. An iJrp:>rtant difference between

fisbers' and plant workers' ecological knowledge is that plant

workers have less QPlX)rt.uni t:y than fishers to test their

knowledge because of the constraints of IMnAge.rial strateqies

and surveillance within the plant and. lack of ownership. 'l"his

!My explain why women Art!! sometimes uncertain ab;,ut their

knowledge.
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Although the crab fishery does Dot appear to be in

imnediate danger of collapse, shifts in harvesting and

processing effort DlaY change this in the future (Neis. Felt.

Haedricb, HUtchings and SChneider. 1995). Below I explore some

of the potential dangers. as articulated by wcmen. to the

sustainability of this resource. I begin with a description of

the crab processing area in the Bonavista plant and workers'

performance requirements. 'nUs is followed by a discussion of

women's work hours at the plant. technologies and raw

Dlaterial. and the mismatch between products produced at the

plant and cbanqes at work. Next. I describe women's knowledge

concerning the link between the quality and the harvesting

location of crab. yearly and seasonal changes in crab, and

wastage at the plant. I conclude with a description of women's

local ecological knowledge.
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The crab plant was added. to the Bonavista plane in 1969,

years after the fish plant cClllDenCed op!%"ations. The plant.

unionized ...-ith PFAW. ~loyed up to 200 workers. The fish

processing area closed in 1992 and bas since been transformed

into II. crab area. In the original crab plane, the crab went

through a longer process that entailed producing claws and

meat. In more recent years, more crab is semi-processed into

shell-on sections.

Before the conversion of the fisb processing area. from

time to time. the crab plant workers would work in the fish

plant if there was an influx of fish and if there was not

enough crab to keep them employed. Management could

temporarily move crab workers. who were also trained to

process fish, to the fish plant and vice versa.. Usually this

transfer lasted a day or so but sometimes crab workers stayed

in the fish plant for II. few months. Most of the crab workers

preferred. and felt more comfortable working' with crab" as

opposed to fish. The crab plant ~loyed primarily women. Hen

filled positioDS on dischArge and freezing jobs. Hen were also

in charge of the cookers and worked as but.chers. since 1992.

some of the Bonavista fish processing workers have been given
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work in crab processing'. Some cata.lina. fish plant. workers have

Also acquired. work in crab processing at. Bonavisea.

Management. did not:. ~lement an incentive system at

either the crab or the fish plant in Bonavista. But similar to

fish plant workers. crab plant workers had to meet the

performance requirements set by management. Each worker had to

process so many pounds of crab; otherwise they were

reprimanded, which usually entailed an oral warning. In

addition. the quality of work was monitored. When the crab

plant first opened, each individual worker's performance was

monitored and recorded in terms of poundage. Management.

displayed the performance wscores· on a bulletin board for all

of the workers to see.

'.4.~ .iA __'. hcNn of WIl:lIdl

In the 1970s work started at the plane in March or

April, when the ice conditions were clear and fishers could

harvest crab, and finished in OCtober or November. In later

years. the crab season was split. It started in Hay or June

and ended in July or August.. when the crab changed its shell.
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and started again in september for II couple more weeks.

Workers would no:naally get anywhere from 15 to 26 or st~s.

depending on seniority. Access to un~loyment insurance

usually not II problem. because there was plenty of work and

plenty of crab.

Accordinq to the workers. the length of the operating

season at the crab plant decreased in recent years and most

have had a difficult time working enough weeks to qualify for

01. Qualifying has been especially bard since the

implementation of new or regulations (Rowe. 19911. In 1995,

the SUlZIDI!r I interviewed these women. most did not qua1ify for

unemployment insurance and there were fewer calls to work.

Many workers bad hopes that they would get some additional

work if new types of crab were introduced to the plant for

processing .

I Iaww you sbouldn' t be worrying akout. getting your
st~s. but when you live in II SlII&11 cCdlll.l.D.ity like
this and the fishery is only seasonal., you get in
and you try to get what you can.... It's an
industry where our workers should be getting at
least 15 weeks. but we're down to 10 or 12.

When the Bonavista crab plant first opened for

operation. there was one shift thaI: worked long hours. Over

the years taana9ement hired more workers. brought in

machinery. and processed more crab. The plant management
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introduced the night shift: in the crab plane in the late

19805. :no

Like I said. there five years ago I suppose now. we
didn't know what it was to have shifts. we done it
all. all day long and if they asked us to come
back. probably after supper, we'd be there probably
until ten or half past ten in the night. But it's
not that way no more. When you gets your 8 hours
now, out the door you goes. and some days you don' t
get your eight bours. and then anot.he.r shift takes
it over because they got to leave this much crab
for the other shift to get the same amount of work
as you got, right? That's the way they goes now.

one shift was filled wi.th the most senior crab workers; the

other with less senior workers. Shifts rotated. working a week

of days, then nights. At the end of the season, when there was

not enough crab to keep two shifts working. management would

cut back to one shift. filled with the most senior workers.

It seems that hours were &1ways uncertain at the crab

plant. However. in the early and later years this uncertainty

was particularly great. Crab processing is intense work

because crab uuse be processed as ie enters the plane; ie must

be alive when cooked. WOrkers usually work 5 days a week.

However. whlm the plane was in full swing with an influx of

crab. women could work 7 days a week. Obviously. the number of

days of work per week varied with the amount of crab that came

into the plane. Workers began worki.ng on Sunday in the last 5

" At. chi. t.i.JIlII. there _re four .bifu .. t. t.be BoDollvi.c.a. plant.. cwo for
the erab processing' &r." and. two for t.be fi.h proc::•••in9 &r_.
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or 6 years because of the increased amount of crab coming into

the plant. The average day lasted 8 or 9 hours. although there

were times when workers might get 4 or 6" hours a day.'·

The plant processed more crab at a quicker pace in

recent years and more people were hired to do this work. While

more workers may bave been hired and the senior workers may

have worked up to seven days a week. the season lasted for a

shorter period of time. WOrkers suggested a variety of reasons

for the lack of work at the plant in recent years. Women

linked this primarily to changes in processing and the

introduction of automation and Deo.' technologies:

. .. plenty of crab but what I tnIIan to say with the
way it's being processed you got to bave a lot of
crab to be able to give you your time for the
workers. you know.

When the crab plant first opened. it appears that it was

an experimental project, where management and workers learned

as they went along. Fishers brought in less crab in those

early years and processing was very time consuming because

.. Kanagement. at. the Bonaviat.& plant, like the C4u,lina plant. did not
call in workers for le•• than four~ bec:&u.e. ac:cording to their
c:ont.u.c:t, if. worker -.. c:alled in .be received pay for at 1e_t four
hours. This __ .till the -=-e 4t the tiJIA I spoke with the•• ~.
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most of the work was done by hand and because of the products

they produced.

In the original crab plant, they process the crab meat

as they did in the past, except hand work bas been nearly

coaplete1y replaced by machinery. The legs are removed from

the crab. The crab is cooked live in the same cookers. The

crab legs are separated from the bodies and cut into sections.

The butcher knife that used to be used to chop the crab has

been replaced with saws. Rollers. like mini wringers from a

wringer washer. were brought in during the first year of

operation to remove meat from the tips. Later they began

removing the meat from. the legs with roller~ as well. The

roller catches a bit of exposed meat and hauls it out. Later

management introduced another method to remove the meat from

the tips by dumping them into a large machine which squeezed

out the meat.

Eventually. meat wa.s removed from the shell Wling a drum

and by wash.i.nq it with water. According to one woman this last

process changed the quality of the crab. Excessive washing

dampened the smell of the crab. In the pase, barrels with

holes were used to shake out the meat. The shell remained

inside the barrel and the meat came out. Today the bodies go

through a ·syst_·, a mince machine of sorts, to separate the

shell frOCll the meat using a screen. The crab is washed. wil:h
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....ater constantly running through the meat. WODen worked under

black ligbt picking out any shell fragment.s left in the: meat.

When the plant first opened, there were approximately 2S to 30

women worJtinq under the black light. At prestUl.t there are not

nearly as many because the meat is cleaner, i.e. there are

fewer shell fragments left in the meat by the time it goes

through t.b& machinery and the entire process at the plant. In

that way, the IIlAchinery bas i..qlroved the quality of the meat

and decreased the amount of meat wasted. It has also

eliminated positions. Then the meat is weighed. brined with a

salt mixture to preserve it. and packed in boxes.

In 1969, crab meat was shaken out of the bodies and legs

by hand.

like first when we started ... stuff would be
all band work. like knocJti.ng crab out with your
hand and stuff like that. Then it advanced, as time
went on, in the future like. . .. more machinery
came in and then it took over a lot of things doing
with crab. so you wererl.' t using your haDds so much
as you were bttfore and machinery was taking over a
little bit right.

Machines made some of the work at the plant easier for the

workers. Hand work, shak.ing and mocking the crab out of the

shell was strenuous work and the women injured their hands.

Despite the fact they wore gloves, ehey cut and bruised. their

bands,
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... like you know •cause it was slavery in a sense
what we did before. I mean. everyeh.ing was done in
bands. I mean you come home and people have their
hands torn up trying to get the crab out of the
bodies and stuff right, the meat out of the crab.
But with the machinery, I mean no jobs were lost,
but I mean still people had to run those machines.

However. machinery accelerated the pace of work and allowed

more crab to go through the plant. It enabled the company to

increase productivity. Most women. but not all. agreed that

the machines set a faster pace for the workers. Sometimes crab

piled up in one area of the plant so workers froze it after it

was cooked and put it aside to process later. Increased

machinery and equil,2l\eIlt at the crab plant meant that more

workers were needed to tend machines and to keep up wi th the

increased amount of crab that the plant was able to produce.

The new machinery is sometimes dangerous. What effect does

machinery have on workers' ability to make a living? Are these

t.echnologies encouraging and enabling unsustainable practices?

The company bas introduced a new sanitation program at

the plant in recent years. Workers are obliged to wear a

specific dress and cap and the company has started to clean

the workers' uniforms in the plant. FPI introduced stricter

sanitation regulations in terms of the cleanliness of uniforms

and the work environment. According to one woman, these

changes were the result of pressure from major buyers, such as



the Japanese. The women I spoke with generally felt that this

represented an improvement in both the working environment and

the quality of the food product. In addition. it reduced the

work for the employees who bad previously carried their

uniforms bome to clean. However. one WOIllilll questioned the

level of sanitation of the 1lWlc:b.ines. According to her. the

machines were not cleaned as often as they should bave been.

WOrkers were usua.1ly busy and did not get an opportunity to

clean them during the day. She believed that. as a result, the

crab meat was not as high quality or as clean as it was when

the work was done by band.

The crab plant now produces mostly crab sections instead

of meat. product.s in the fish processing area. This process is

quicker and more crab is processed this way. Workers relate a

decrease in work in recent years to harvesting quotasu •

machinery and producing sections.

Today, there is a big demand. for sections. especially

from the Japanese market.. This recent market. demand has

altered the labour experience for workers. Producing sections

" Crab quou. _re introduced in 1985. ~r. quou. have i.Dc:r~ed
siDee 1992-3 (Neb. Felt. Haedrieh. Hutebi..ng. ~ Schneider. 19951_
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simply entails bringing the crab into the plant, butchering it

in half. cooking it. cleaning it, cute1ng it and packing it in

boxes. Producing sections bas substantially increased the

amount of crab that is able to go through the plant in a day.

They are both easier to produce and consume substantia11y less

time than removing the meat trom the shell. Por example. one

woman rmnembers when 200 boxes of crab was a day's work at the

plant. Today. with two shifts workinq. the plant workers

could potentially process up to 4000 boxes of crab a day.

Workers attribute the fact that there is less work at the

plant to the second shift. but also to the process the crab

goes through. MOre crab is entering the plant now but it goes

through the plant quicker:

... one tiJne. in the crab pla::t, you would go in
that crab plant and you wouldn' t know what it was
to have a bit of crab with a shell on it. Every bit
of the meat bad to come out of the shell. But now
. .. takes it. directly right fran the water and just
washes •em in the plant and they sends tham right
on. So this is why the work is cut .

. . _ by being able to do it. in sections the plants
are able to take IDOre crab. If we were only doing
the finished product, well the IDOSt. we could handle
would be about 1600 boxes. 2000 boxes a day you
know, but now you're almost 3000 boxes a day.

In this way, the quotas CAught are processed more

quickly when producing sections. This procedure, combined with
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the quickened pace due to techDology. bas reduced the work

time at the plant:

[C]rab processing bas been automa.ted in many plants
because of the cClDbined impact of lower prices due
to competition from surimi and 1llOre limited
supplies of suitable raW' Il\iJ.teria! forced cccpanies
eo process larger voll.mes more quickly. CCII!IPlU1ies
are now competinq aggres.ively for crab quotas and
through a variety of mechaniSlllS. including
increasing their ownership in crab vessels. are
att~tinq to keep their technology working by
concentrating crab processing in fewer plants
(Rowe. 1991:21).

In addi tion. fewer workers are needed to produce sections chan

to produce the finisbed product. There seems to be a mismatch

between markets, processing and the sustllinabiliey of people

in fishing corrmunities.

The crab coming into the plant is graded and any crab

that is Dot suitable for seceions is considered a reject and

designated to be processed as meat product. Combo packs and

layered. meat and legs are sold to restaurants. Tbe best

quality crab goes into sections aDd is sold. The workers say

that the shell of crab suitable for sectioDlil can not. have a

dark colour or any other visible defect. If the crab body is

dark coloured, it goes through the full process of removing

the shell to be: sold as the final product.. ~... like it's not

very appetizing ... a black section on your plate as opposed

to a nice brigbt orange one.·
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Local. fishers barves~ed crab and sold it to the

Bonavista crab plant.. The plant also received crab trucked in

from other cClllllllUnities. such as TwilliDqate and St. Anthony.

According to the workers. crab was trucked in for a number of

reasons. First. some fishers preferrad to deal with la.rqer

companies. Second. it kept the plant running when the

Bonavista fishers had caught !:heir quotas. Third. fishers in

coamunities where there was no crab plant or the plane was

closed sold their crab to the Booavista plant. In addition.

sometimes another crab plant would receive more crab than it

could handle and truck the excess crab elsewhere. The

Bonavista plant O'A'J'lers also trucked out crab to other plants.

such as the. one in Trouty. when they received more crab than

the plant workers could manage.

Crab plant workers identified the harvesting location of

the crab as a llWljor indicator of quality, which in cum

determined whether or not the crab would be sold as sections

or finished product. Apparently this fluctuated from year to

year, as one year the crab harvested in the Bonavista Bay area

could be higb quality and in Trinity Bay that year the crab

might be poorer quality; but the next year the crab harvested

in Bonavista Bay llligbt be consistently poorer quality and that
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from Trinity Bay might be consistently higher. The size of the

crab changed from year to year and varied with the location in

which it was harvested. "Bad" quality crab generally did Dot

mean that the crab could not. be processed. but that it was not

sui~le for sections and that it would go through the longer

process to produce the meat products. In addition. whether or

not the crab ~s 'clean" in terms ot being covered with leach

eggs or black specks also depended on where the crab was

harvested in a particular year. Women also noticed that

particular boats consistently brought in the best quality

crab.

WOmen noticed variations in the texture of crab meat

depending on the size of the crab and where it was harvested

in a particular year. Large adult crab contained a lot of meat

and had thick leg meat which was considered good quality. The

company preferred crab with lots of meat and thick legs in

order to get certain packs which sold for higher prices. Poor

quality crab was crab that was full of water. usually a sign

the crab was sheddinq its shell and developing a new one.

Because of stricter quality control at the crab plant.

introduced about 10 years ago. crab does not enter the plant

if it has a soft shell or if it does not meet a minimum size

requirement. The best quality crab was used for sections.
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These women seem to have adopted the ~y's definitions of

quality.

When the plant first opened. fishers and plant managers

did not understand the seasonal changes in the crab. In later

years the harvesting season was split to accommodate these

changes. Thus. in July or August, the crab shell becomes

softer and the bodies of the crab are watery instead of being

filled with meat. When the plant started to get mostly soft

shelled crab the workers were laid off each year until

september. when the crab bad developed a new bard shell. some

workers said that it was difficult to notice certain changes

or particularities with the crab because of the division of

labour at. the plant. However. many WClIIIen noticed changes in

the size and colour of the crab and the amount processed.

The size of the crab changed over the years. According

to the women with whom I spoke. when the plant first, opened

for operation in 1969, the crab were buge. The legs.measur@d

five or six inches in length. Over the years workers noticed a

decrease in the length and thickness of the legs:

You don' t get the same from them like you did
before. like the legs you get before, they were
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thick crab. But I think. they're SlDllller crab now
than what they were before.

In addition, the colour of the crab has also changed in recent

years. Leg meat used to be a bright. rich red. In recent

years the colour is a pale pink. WOrkers who have worked at

the plant for many years believe thu"e is more crab being

processed at the plant t.b.an in the early years. This ll'Wly be

due to an increase in quotas and in fishers who bave licenses

to harvest crab. This has been encouraged by the closure of

the groundfishery.

5.9 ..1:.... at: ~ arab plant

Woman at the crab plant suggested that very little was

wasted, especia11y in recent years. crab had to be a certain

size to enter the plant and wanen were uncertain about what

happened to crab that did not meet these requir-.nts.

However, at first. when the crab plant opened, t.h&re were few

restrictions concerning harvesting and processing crab. Quota

restriceions came into effect in the 1980•• Women who worked

at:. the crab plant when it first opened reported that a lot of

crab was dumped. In the early years fishers harvested watery

crab with soft shells that could not be processed. Other women

suggested that. when the crab work was done by hand there was
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wastage because the workers could not get 411 of the _at out

of the shell. This may have been one reason the drum and

rollers were introduced at the plant. If the crab died before

it was cooked it was d~. Crab processed during the sU1mIer

mont.hs. in hot weather, often died before it was cooked and

had to be~.

'.10 --.a.• ecol.ogic:al kDoIrl..sg.

Crab plant workers depend on the successful management

of the crab fishery for their livelihood. Women voiced a

number of concerns about the bealth of the crab stocks. These

women have indicated tllat they are aware of the varying

qual.ity of crab dependinq on where and when it bAs been

harvested. They have noticed a decrease in the size and

quality of crab in recent years. as well as changes in its

colour. This knowledge might indicate SOllIe ecological changes

tbat should be considered in fisheries managf!lDent policies.

According to Neis and Pelt. fishers in the Bona,vista region

suggest that the snow crab has increased its spatial

distribution, as well as its numbers. Fishers believe this is

because there are no longer any larger. olde;c groundfish

4round to consume the smaller female snow crab (1995:71. All
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of these concerns indicate ecological changes. aome of which

lllAy be a responstl to the collapse of the ground fishery.

Wc:aen also expressed concerns about the production of

crab. especially as it relates eo less work at the plant.

While women felt that machi.nes decreased. the wastage of crab

by effectively removing IllOre meal:. than l7:f band. they blamed

new technology and changes in processing for decreasing' the

available hours of work and maJd.ng it more difficult to

qualify for ut. These women linked the iq)ortance of

processing and technology to the livelihoods and survival of

fishing conmunieies aDd their households. crab harvesting and

processing must work in the lives of people who depend on the

I believe these concerns warrant further investigation

before a situation develops with the crab similar to that

associated \rich cod resources. WOrkers are experiencing

uncertainties at work. increased difficulty qualifying for tII.

and changes in their hours which resemble those experienced by

fish plant workers.
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1.1 '!be~ of rillh ... 80azce oJ: Poo4

Families that depended on the sal t fishery ate some type

of fish, usually cod or capli..n. nearly every day, sc:meeimes

every meal of the day. women I spoke with said that in the

fishing season, their families ate fresh tish every day and

women would scmeti.mes dry some fish for their husband' S

lunches. They said fish was relatively easy to prepare for

meals while they worked on the flakes. some of the fish that

....as caught late in the fall of the year was salt dried for

winter family meals. This was high qualiey Usb because it was

caught using hook and line or trawl and because the weather

conditions were especially conducive for dryi..ng fish in the

fall. In this way. these families ate salted cod fish or

salted caplin even in the winter months. Fish was supplemented

wi th an OCCASional animal. killed in t:l1Q 8UJIIDU and vegetables

grown in t.he garden.

Cod fish continued to be an important meal to

Newfoundland families in fishing c:orrrnunities after the dt!cline

of the sal t fishery and bas been ~rtant in terms of

economics at the household level. As one woman put it. sbe was

-brought up on fish.· Fish was inexpensive in Chat it was
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caught by a family IMIllber for personal cons~tion and it

increased the nutritional value of family meals. with the

current cod moratorium. people do not have as easy access to

the resource. one wcman said. -I mean fish now is like gold

around here right.· Even though they can still buy fish in

st.ores. it is ott.en too expensive in caaparison to other meat

products. especially when living on & fixed income.

7.2 aat:iJIg pat:a.n..

Whether or not a family ate all of the parts of the fish

and what they considered to be discards varied from family to

family and amongst family Il'Iembers. Families engaged in the

salt fishery usually ate or used all of the parts of the fish.

Any part of the cod or caplin that was not eaten. W'OIIlen spread

on the garden for fertilizer. cods' beads were used on turnip.

and. caplin on other vegetables. Wh8n fish was salted only the

fins and the tail were discarded.

Some of the younger women said they ate every part of a

fish including cods' beads. tongues, britches and so forth.

while other women were more selective in which parts they

would and would not. eat. It was a rarity tor younger women to

discuss discards from fish in eerms of fertilizer in gardens.

However, ie is apparent that SaDE! households, perhaps older
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households, continue the tradition of using the discards from

fish 4S fertilizer.

some eating patterns were seasonal.. For example. some

families boiled the sOWld trem the sound booe or ate the

britches or puddocksn in the tall of the year. J:>.1ring the fall

t.hese parts were bard. and. stiff. rn the SIJDIDer the sound and

other parts were softer. some of the women' s busbends would

purposely choose a black cod fish for meals at home. These

eating patterns and knowledge about. the particularities of

fish as food were more cCIlIIlOn amcag older than younger women".

some women fisb makers said that only the best salted fish was

eaeen by their family for IIIeA1s; while others i..n.sisted that

all fish was good once salted. It appears sane families

engaged in the salt fishery ate the fish that were cracked by

the sun and those t.h&t would not get the best grade at the

cull. These families may have done this because of the

iq)ortance of the cull to the family's quality of life during

the winter.

A trend seemed eo develop in my interviews in that each

woman discussed eating and liking fish in relation to their

husband's and father's eating habits. This was true of both

the older and younger women. A younger plant worker said: ·I

:: i:.e:1~:e. older women include -. who worked in the salt
fishery and retired workers.
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mean my father is & lover of fish and therefore we're all

lovers of fish.' It their father ate fish. then ehe family

at.e fish. If a wcaan's husband at.e fish, prepared in a

part.icular way. then his wife prepared the fish this way for

lI'leals, even it this meant abandoning meal preparat.ion

techniques that her mother had taught her. It appears that

ways of prepariDg fish as meals were passed down through the

generations in a patrilineal fashion. One woman lDelltioned that

her mother prepared fish with gravy but because her husband

and his family did not eat fish. like this she did not prepare

or eat that particular meal. Rather. she adopted her mother

in-law's ways of preparing fish. Another WClIIIaD. informed me

that her husband's family ate partS of the fish that her

family discarded. such as the britches and the puddocks. Both

older and younger women also mentioned that they did not like

fish as much as their husbands or fathers. When women left. the

flakes to work in the plant they did not cook meals as often.

especially fish IDeals. because they were not bca'le as mu.cb at

meal time. Women often prepared and preserved fish either in

the freezer or by salting. As one woman put it: - ... without. a

bit of fish ... our deep freeze be empt.y.. Some husbands

salted fish for personal consumpt.ion since the decline of the

sAlt fish@ry. However. salting seems to be decli.ning amongst.

younger women and. younger families.
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1 •3 'fa I:Ny OZ' DOt: t:o bqyt

Families who engaged in the sut fishery usually got

fish for faJllily coasumpcion frca. their husbands. who were

fishers. rf Uleir husbands could no longer fish due to an

extenuaeinq circull'lStance 8uch as illness. then the family

might buy fish from the plant if they could not get it

elsewhere.

Most families continued to get their fish from a fisher.

usually a husband. father or brother if they could until the

moratorium. If women bad no faJllily II'leIIlber who fished ~

often bought fish at the fish plant for family consumption.

Most fishing families did not need an opportunity to buy fish

from the plant because they bad their own fish and the fish at

the plant. of course, costs money. Scme fishers caught fish

for their family using hook and line and not the regular gear

such as traps or gill nets that they used to harvest fisb to

sell to the plant. One wczan mentioned that sbe usual.ly got

fish from a fisher on the local. wharf. However. this became

increasingly difficult to do over the years because fishers

Deeded to sell their entire catch eo the plant because they

experiencing increased difficulty qualifying tor

unemployment insurance b8n.efits. When fish was plentiful.

fishers gave away fish. Getting fish was never a problem.
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In general. the wives of fishers preferred to eat fish

caught by their husbands rather than fisb purchased at the

fish plant. Many women plane workers pr@f@ZYed a. cod fish that

was just taken from the water as opposed to fisb bought at the

store or at the plant. Fish from the plant did not seem to be

as good quality because it was processed. They attributed the

differences between fresh fisb purchased directly from a

fisher and fish that went through the plane to the freezing

techniques and chemicals used at the plant. Fished smelled odd

because of c:helD.icals used in processing. Some women perceived

differences in taste and texture in the fresh fish from a

fisher and that whicb was processed at. the plant. Fresh round

fish was generaUy considered to be better qual.ity because it

was not handled as lIlUch as fish that went through the plant

and because no chemicals were added. In addieion when fish is

frozen at. the plant it becomes tougher and drier. Others

thought that fish lost it.s texture because of handling at the

plant by workers and machines:

. .. if I could have got a fresh one right out of
the water I dare say I would have got it right. but
like the fish that I bought at the plant, it .....as
good fish.
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Nevertheless. wc:aen stated that. the plant: fish was good

quality fish and they often bought it for meals at home. Some

even bragged that the fish produced in • their" plant was the

best around. Some of the women did not think the quality of

the fish processed at the plant was any different fran that of

the fish provided. by a fiaber. As one WOIIIaD put it. -I didn't

even think in them te.rms.· However. a wc:can who bad both made

fish and worked at a fish plant during her life believed that

the quality of the fish processed at the fish plant increased

over the years because of changes in equipment and techniques.

For example. workers no longer use prongs to move the fish in

the plant. She also mentioned that because the Ush goes

through the plant. faster with the new machinery, the quality

of the fish is better. The plants implemented quality control

measures in which the workers bad confidence.

some of the wcmen plant workers said that they would not

buy particular products at the plant, such as minced produces,

because of bow they were handled and the process tb~ went

through. SOme waDeI1 did not eat. roy or prepare much fish

because neither they nor their children liked it, Others

mentioned. that they might buy nuggets and other types of

battered fish at the plant because their children liked fish

in that form. Some of the waaeo chose to buy fish already cut

at the plant because it meant less work for them at home
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preparing the meals. Many WCIIeD preferred inshore fish t.o

offshore fish beca\1.fle an insbore fish had a firm texture

whereas offshore fisb bad a soft texture in part because it

lay around in trawlers for up eo two weeks.

7. 5 Qua1i~ of nail

Women fish lIloIlkers said that skin colour was an ~rtant

indicator of quality of fish. A black skinned cod fish was the

preferred fish for meals. as opposed to a lighter skinned

fish. A dark skinned fish was considered. to be tile best

quality. dry and thick.

Concerns about: quality lllay be possible indicators of

ecological awareness. SolDe women plant workers were concerned

about treating fish and crab &S food. especially in relation

to the incentive system. However. many waDen said that they

did not eat much fisb while they worked at the fish processing

plant and some were offended by what they perceived as

mistreatment in the processing of food. such as the handllng

of the fish and the III&chines' i..mpact on quality. In general •

.....hen women starting working at the plant they cooked less

because they bad less time to cook meals. Women especially

cooked less fish because they worked with fish all day long.
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Most of the women with whcm I spoke all ate and liked

fish. In general. older women felt the quality of todAy's

fisb was lower than t:hat they bad eaten in the past. The fish

today is both smaller and. thinner. One woman linked this to

wider ecological problems, such as polluted oceans. Another

woman made an intereseing point when she noted that more

people may be reaping the nutritional benefits of fish today

because people can. eat fish in a variety of ways and in the

form of many products. as opposed t.o traditional ways of

preparing fish. Older WOlDl!n coamented that their families did

not eat the same species in the past as families today. One

woman explained that fishers would not harvest crab and other

species of fish because they did not think it was edible.

Host of the women plant workers I spoke ....ith agreed that

they do not eat as much fish now as they did in the past

because there is siJr;>ly none around to get. However, many of

these women admitt.ed that they still eat fish regularly
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because they have preserved cod fish from the food fisheryu

but ehey felt that their supply of fish would soon run out;

'We never thought about that. that we wouldn't see any fish."

This is reflected. in Table 1. We can see from the table that

10 out of the 23 women respoadents ate less fish as an adult

than as a child. while 13 of the respondents ate the same

number of meals or more.

Many of the WOD'lell I spoke with said that they were not

eating any more meat products since the moratorium in part

because many still bad fisb left frat! the food fishery.

However. others said tbat they have increased the amount of

meat they actually buy at the store. Women who had engaged in

the salt fishery said that the major change in their eating

patterns in recent years is that they b1y most ot their food

now. whereas one time families produced. much of their own

food. In general people eat IDOre store-bought meat as opposed

to wild meat today. Paced with the fisheries crisis. most see

a time when they will have to buy fish to eat and others have

already boug'be fish fram trucks or the plane. ODe V'CIllan said

that having to buy fish angered ber husband, who is now a

retired fisher .

.. There 1_ a curren!; ban 011 t;be food fi._bery -- fbhing for per_onal
eoftSUIlIPtion.
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7.' CCIIllCIla.ioa

Those families who relied on the inshore family-ba$@(i

operaeion duri.ng the salt fishery could not have survived

without fish in their diets. Xt provided a staple food and

sustenance for their gardens. WCImI!!n' s work in the insbore salt

fishery was especially i.rr;>ortane in terms of reproducing the

household. In terms of _also fresh and preserved cod fish was

an inexpensive nutritional source which women prepared and

processed on shore. In terms of subsistence activities. we:men

were the ones to use fish partS for fl!rtilizer in gardens

which provided additional food for the families. In addition

to their processing work. these women worked in direct contact

wi th their natural environment. using fish as food and

fertilizer. as opposed to plant workers, whose relationship

with their environment is mediated throuqb technology and

managerial straeeqias. DevelopDent scbellles and "lIIOde.rnization

removed women and men from the ocean and land resources that

provided sustenance and. inccme (Antler and Paris. 1979;

wright. 1995a. 1995bJ. Because women are traditionally the

preparers of food in their homes, concerns about nutrition

might have a gender dimension, just as the sexual division of

labour in paid work affects ecological knowledge. Most

interesting is the patrilineal pattern of eating fish in
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families that persists today. In addition. WCIIDl!n possess

considerable knowledge about fish preparation and fish quality

which has been important for the successful reproduction of

the household. Women salt makers' knowledge directly affected

the final product, while plant workers' knowledge is largely

constrained by the assembly line and managerial strategies

and, in this way, of marginal significance to the product.

However. women plant workers, preparing fish at heme. draw on

their own definit.ions of quality and nutrition.

The fresh\frozen fish industry and fisheries management

have robbed people of traditional productive and reproductive

abilities and increased the likelihood of food shortages. Fish

remained an important source of food and income for families

after the decline of the salt fishery. An analysis of the

eating patterns over time of women processing workers have

revealed some of t:be consequences c! =apitalism. war.en linked.

ecological degradat-ion to declining nutrition at the household

level. The fishing industry and its management as currently

constructed bave facilitated the collapse of the ground

fishery which in turn has meant a decrease in the income of

families dependent on the fishery and in fish for food.
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--. or .-aw or n_~ D t'D 8CUIIIB)LD ....~ lIT----. U aaLZl U- n ......
1 EVERY MY EVERY DAY < EVERY DAY
2 2 PER WEEIC 2 PER WEE!< < 2 PER WEEK
3 EVERY DAY EVERY DAY 1 PER WEEK

• 2 PER WEE!< < 2 PER WEEK < 2 PER WEEK
5 2 PER WEEK 1 PER. WEEK < 1 PER WEEK

• 1 OR 2 PER WEEk 1 OR 2 PER WEEK < 1 PER WEEK
7 1 OR :2 PER WEER 1 PER WEEK < 1 PER WEEK
8 1 PER WEEK < 1 PER WEEK < 1 PER WEEK, 2 PER WEE!< 2 PER WEEK 2 PER WEEK,. 3 PER WEE!< 3 PER WEEK 1 PER WEE!<
11 < 1 PER WEEK 1 PER WEEK < 1 PER WEEK

i12 > 1 PER WEEk < 1 PER WEEK < 1 PER WEEK
13 < 3 PER I)K)NTH 3 PER !IJNl'H < ) PER K)NTH,. 2 PER WEEK 1 PER WEEK < 1 PER WEEK i
15 3 PER WEEK 2 OR ) PER WEEK 1 EVERY 2 WK,. 2 PER. WEEK I PER WEEK 1 PER WEEK
17 1 PER. WEEK 1 EVERY 2 WK < 1 EVERY 2 WI<
18 2 PER WEEK 2 PER. WEEK < 2 PER WEEK
19 1 OR 2 PER WEEK 1 PER WEEK 1 PER. WEEK
2. 1 PER WEEK 2 OR 3 PER WEEK 1 PER WEEK
21 3 PER WEEK J PER WEEK < 3 PER WEEK
22 1 PER l«Jm'H 1 OR 2 PER WEEK 3 PER WEEK
23 ) OR 4 PER WEEK 2 PER WEEK 1 PER WEE!<
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'.l~ica

It. seems that WOIlll!D. in fishing coamunities are very much

aware of ecological. change and. that. their definitions of

quality, changes in their work and changes they notice in the

raw material. are all indicators of ecological awareness.

Women's labour process is different from that of men.

especially considering the sexual. divisioo of labour in fish

processing plants, in the familY-based operation of making

fish and in the household. Like men. women's ecological

knowledge is influenced and. defined by their "direct

experience of A labour process~ in particular and local

settings (Kloppenburg, 1991:528). This must be extended to

include their domestic and caring labour. Thus. women fish

processing workers relate to raw material not only as paid

workers. but usa AS IDOtherS. wives. and prepi!Lt'ers of food.

(shiva., 1989; Gerrard. 1995). It is important to recognize

tbat some knowledge systems may be le8s distorted ~ others

(Harding. 1991) and that it is necessary to gather the

perspectives of as many groups as possible to get a

boliseic, overall understanding of our ecosystems and

fisheries.
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The social context particular to waaen fish processing

workers and wcmen who made fisb influence bow they construct

knowledge. My research suggests that factors that shape the

local ecological knowledge of fish processing workers include

age, whether they work in an inshore or an offshore plant.

management strat~ies (for example. whether or not there is an

incentive systeml. length of employment at the plant, the

particular job or jobs they have held at the plant, and

household or spousal relations (for ex&fI)le. female plant

workers who are married to fishers versus plant workers or

c.hose who work ouuide the fishery). These factors influence

their local knowledge but also produce barriers for

transmission of sucb knowledge to policy makers (Felt, 1993J.

In addition, the patrilineal transmission of knowledge and

gender and patriarchal ideologies may exclude women, who are

the majority of plant workers. from certain types of knowledge

(Neis. 1993).

Women who, in the past, -made fish" AS part of the home

based economic venture and today work in the plant seem to

have different perceptions of the health of the stocks than

younger workers. Some W<lIIlen still believe that there is enough

fish for fishers to harvest:
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see there' 5 no one going to make me believe that
there's DO cod fish out there now. I mean there's
cod fish out there because the foreigners are still
out there taking it.

This woman' s father was a trawlermen and her perceptions of

the health of the cod stocb are quite different from most of

the other women I spoke with.

Ecological knowledge has been the preserve of science.

whose job it bas been to study nature. In the case of

fisheries science. this k:D.owledge seemed less accessible to

women in the fishery than to men. Because they work on land.

and not on the water. waDeD. generally felt uncertain about

their knowledge about the fishery and the adequacy of

fisheries science. MAny of the women I spoke with expressed

some concern that I should be speaking with their husbands

about the particularities of fish and the fishing industry as

a whole. This pattern was particularly evident a.mongst older

women. One older woman had who made fish was more willing to

talk about her husband's involvement in the fishery and how

the decline has affected her husband than al:!out her ecological
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knowledge and her experience: -Like I said I'm not a man. A

man understands more about the fish.· However. even younger

women felt saDeWh&t uncerta.in about their ability to answer

some of ray questions, especial.ly 1IIben their husbands were

voluntHring opinions or correcting their wives' statements.

Wives of fishermen seemed more confident than women workers

who were not married. to fishermen.

Women were critical of fisheries management but often

not able to articulate clearly what they thought was wrong.

Like fishers. their local ecological knowledge is not

necessarily quaneifiable or easily orqanized into existing

models of science. They might also. however. based on their

employment, identify ~toms of ecological problems that were

quite clifferent from those identified by fishers and others.

Fisheries science and fishers' ecological knowledge. as

currently constructed, seem to have a message for wanen plant

workers that makes them feel they are not knowledgeable.

sometimes the husband of the interviewee stayed close by while

I spoke to his wife and added to or corrected his wife's

information. SOllIe husbands, who also worked at the fish plant,

insisted that they Icnew ntore about the plant than their wives.

The body language of many of the women suggested that they

were irritated with or intimidated by thair husband's

couments.
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Most of the women I interviewed believed that fishers

should have more input int.o the manaqtlll'lent and regulation of

the fisheries. Fishers understand. through daily and life long

experil!IlCe. the dynamics of fish stocks. One woman ccamented,

-The fishermen knows 1IlOt"E1 about this than the govercment

'cause they're at it all their lifetime... • 'nUs was a typical

comment. Most of these women. however. were rather uncertain

about the need to include plant workers or the wives of

fishers in discussions concerning fisheries management and

regulation. women questioned the va1.ue of the information

that they could provide on such matters since they do not

actually harvest the resource and do not control purc:hasizJ.g or

processing.

It was never up to a plant worker bow much was
brought in or how tllUch should be brought in or
taken ....hatever. It was always the management did
that. anyway right, a.t the plant; the plant workers
had no say in it ...

At the same time. women suggested or hinted that some fishers

were not concerned about preser"nltion and • few women

adamantly believed they should be included in such

discussions. After all, the state of the fishery directly

affects the lives of plant workers aDd fisbers depend on plant

workers to process their fisb for market and to raise and feed

their children.
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A;;)onq the women who worked at both the Bonavista and the

C&tal.ina plants, many did not anticipate the closure of their

plants and the declaration of the moratorium ~ite observed

changes in their hours. work, income. and the raw material. A

typical response was:

At the time [wban) it (the. fish plant) was shut
down. for a while, ""'d always say give the fish a
chance to build up agai.D. now • •• Took it for
granted. I guess. that it was, you know. it [the
fishery) was always going' to be there.

According to one wanan, PPI' s prediction for the

Catalina plant for 1992 was to operate for 48 weeks. When the

moratorium was announced. it came as a surprise .

...we use to say that it wouldn't going to last the
way the fish was cOllli.ng in, I mean steady go all
the time. right'? ... But then again everybody was
listening to the scientists •cause the scientists
was saying there was lots of fish out there and you
knew that was their job, everybody believed it.
right?

Women were uncerta!.n whether or not decline. in supplies of

raw material were due t.o quota cuts or actual resource

scarcities.

like even though we knew I suppose deep down that
it was eventually going to come, ... it seemed like
instead of just flowing into the moratorium. [it I
just chopped right. all of a sudden. cut off.
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These CCIIlIIleD.ts demonstrate a gap b!tWl!en FPI' s pe.rcQPtioos or

presentation of plans to workers and the workers' perceptions

and what actually bapp!med. This sugvests a lack of

communication between workers and manag-.nt or deception on

the part of management. and/or a failure of coumunicaeion

between scientific fisheries management and processing

companies.

The ecological knowledge of plant workers may not be

holistic as the knowledge of the women who cured fish in the

past and saw the fisb go ehrough every step of the processing

procedure. 5al.t makers knowledge directly affected the final

product, whereas the knowledge of processing workers who work

in modern fish plants is mediated by t:he s8XUAl division of

labour, managerial serateqies and proper~ ownership. salt

makers worked in small-scale family-based units. This cohesion

is lacking in the modern fishing industry in the second half

of this century. However. getting the perspectives of all

those involved with the fishery will provide a more holistic

and less partial understanding of what is necessary to manage

our fishery sustai.nably. We need to include the views of
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women, who have been marqinal.ized in the literature on the

fishery.

Arguably. WOlDen in Newfoundland have not been excluded

from fishery production. However. their relationsbip to

production bas changed in the post World war I:I period. with

the onset of lbOde:cnizatioD and industrialism. the work process

became mediated. by technology (!lercbant. 1980). Historically.

women in Newfoundland did not ~manage· the ocean resource.

However. they managed gardens and other subsistence activities

that depended on the ocean resource itI. the form of caplin and

perhaps other fish offal and fertilizer. They also managed

households. ate fish and. depended on its sale. More recently,

they have been affected by resource decline. They and their

husbands have lost fisheries related jobs in the processing

and harvesting sectors.

Women have some understanding ab:Iut household incomes

and household investments. In this way, they may understand

the interconnectedness of daily sustenance and. their

environment so that, although they m&y have been hesie.ant to

express their opinions. they may have tried to. persuade

husbands to take particular actions so as to influence their

sit.uation. What concerns do women express about protecting

nature and the way they conceptualize nature? Do they use

images and personification to describe nature? Do they appear
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to share the mechanistic view of nature? What fOnl does the

lneCbanistic view take in the case of fisheries science? Are

chese wcaen "vitalists·. believing all life is sacred? Indeed

literature has recorded that some fishers see cod as smart and

sometimes refer to nature .s an active and life-giving force

(Neis. 19921. Based on my interviews with women processing

workers. there seems to be a high level of concern about the

environment aDd the fishery in particular. In addition. I

believe that th@se concerns were conceptualized in a way that

connects the local to the global situation. Instead of

suggesting problems and solutions on a local level, most of

these women recognized the interconnectedness of the world's

ecosystems. PreliJll.inary analysis S4MIllS to suggest at this

point that women's location in cannunities/bouseholds might

provide a basis tor a more ecological versus mechanistic view

of nat-ure and society. They experience ineerconnectedness in

their daily lives but !:his experience does not necessarily

translate into a particular view of nature.

My work suggests that managerial strategies may have

partly shaped how women approached processing fish. women who

had worked at the inshore plant. especially in the early
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years. or on the flakes expressed concerns akout. -getting the

fish done.· Workers did not screech out the work because

processing the fish was top priority. According to one woman.

when she worked at the Bonavista plant, it did not operate on

SUnday. If the women did not get the fish processed saturday

night. they went to work on SUnday. It was bet.ter to work

SUnday than to waste the fish. 'I'here seemed to be a respect

for the fish as food:

We got to work at the fish 'cause we ... can' t.
throw it away and it.'s • bigger sin ... to throw it
away and we got to work to put it away. So it
\IRlS better eo work than to throw it away.

workers in the offshore Catalina. plant generally agreed. that

the amount of fish that fmtered the plant bad relatively

little impact on the pace of work because people worked for

the bonus pay and were not particularly interested. in "geteing

the fish done.· One worker said· if I knev that I on1y bad to

get me 100 I'd be just taJciJ::l,g me time," However, some workers

found the effects on the pace of work minimal, "people would

still do an honest day's work. - However, others related

working speed to experience, - I guess after so many years of

experience it just cocnes natural anyway rigbt?-

workers generally liked the incentive syst8lfl at the

Catalina plant because the bonus pay added substantially to
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their week1y earnin9s and it made the day pass quicker when

there was enough fish to keep work constant. In general,

workers eventually becaIDe accustomed to the pace of work and

most found it r_laeively easy to reach the mi.ni.mu:ms. Then

again. if a worker could cot. reach management's requirements,

she could lose her job and 80 woul.d not work at the plant. At

the same time. the work was bard and rusbed. Many workers

experienced extreme pressure @Very day trying eo meet the

llLinimum or acquire bonus pay. One woman explained. •. you

bad to work bard in order to gain anything out of the

incentive system because the harder you worked the IIlOre money

you earned.· However. women pointed to the fact that it was a

worker's decision whether or not to try to get bonus pay. and

in that way workers had some control over their pace of work.

Women who reached top performance before the shift ended

would slow down their pace substantially. ODee a worker

reached top performance, -well you were just doing for the

company, which most of us did aDY'R'y. worked meself out of a

job.· Instead they might help a co-worker by putting their co

workers' numbers in the pans of fish that they processed.

These pans of fish were tallied into the co-workers' work

performance requirements. However. the company prohibited this

type of activity and a worker was rarely in the position to

offer such ASsistance. Of course this did cot occur when raw
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material was sbort. Tensions between the pressures to st.retch

work and the pressure to get a good bonus (collective versus

individual goals) might have reflected underlying ecological

changes or changes in raw material supply caused by

overfishi.ng'. Workers preferred to help a co-worker rather than

process more for the c~ in part because they feared that

if they consistently performed better than. the top

requirements. management might conduct a tittle study and raise

the requirements for the incentive system.

It appears that work sharing' was unCaImOQ at the

Catalina plant mostly because work and fish were both

plentiful. However. lMIlY women expressed a willingness to

take a layoff if someone required work to qualify for

unemployment insurance benefits. Work sharing and stretching

out work seemed almost. impossible because the incentive system

individualized work: • . .. everybody was worlting for their

incentive so like there was no way of stretchi.ng' it out. what

was there was there. and what wasn't there wasn't."

women found. it difficult to secure bonuses for many

reasons. When the fish entering the plant was 900<1 quality.

workers had to produce more to get the minimum requirements.

Seasonal workers sometimes found it. difficult. to meet. the

requirements. They sometimes found it more difficult. to become

accust.omed t.o t.he pace again. plant. work is boring and
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monotonous. sc:meti.mes discouraging concentraeion on the task

at hand. Age aDd length of time At. the plant affect a worker's

performance because of work-related injuries acquired over the

years (Neis and Williams, 19931. women cCBllplained about

difficulties in distingubb.ing between bones and ice when fish

entered the plant frozen. '1'be plant was cold. especia.lly

during winter mont.hs. making the work particularly trying. One

woman explained that in the: last couple of years workers found

meeting top performance increasingly deawlnding because the

company bad raised t.he standards. MaJtinq bonus ,slso depended

on the size of the fish and a worker's position a.t tile plant.

Scrappy fish or fish with a soft texture and the amoWlt. of

fish entering the plant in part det.ermined if a worker could

meet the requirements. All of these difficulties were

exacerbated when workers tried to meet managerial demands in

the face of resource shonages and reduced quaIl ty of raw

mat.erial. These added to the stress experienced by these

workers.

Some of the women at the BonAvista fish plant did not.

want an incentive system introduced. They worried. about having

to increase their pace of work. the work becoming harder. and

the impact it would have on the quality of the products.

Workers also voiced concerns about an increase in managerial
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a:won.i.eoring. Some wanted to avoid incrC!!4Sed ccxapecition amongst:.

workers and bad beard catalina plant workU"s c~lain about

the incentive system. WOrker opposition and the fact that the

plant was always seasonal in operation (and. hence management

felt an incentive system was not fe4jJible) were two reasons

workers offered as to why the ll'lllI1&gllllleI1t at the Bonavista

plant did not implement an incentive system.. one woman would

have liked to have an incentive system because sbe regularly

met and someti.mes passed the minimum. performance requirements

and would have liked to earn. the extra lIk>oey.

No because. I mean. you know I've never. I' ve never
worked in a plant where they bad that. rigbt? Now
we did have it in the fish plant but I mean we
MelD.' t get paid any IIlOre for like, whatever. like
in the catalina plant they did that ... I don' t
think I would want that, you know. They would reach
what they were supposed to do. you know. They could
feel that they dido' t want to work. but I I'IMt&D they
had their work done for the day. SO I don't think I
would want that. it I just work at a steady pace
and keep doing what I was doing you know.

Work sharing occurred at the Bonavista crab plant. In

order to qualify tor stamps the foremen might ilsk workers who

already had their stamps to take a layoff to allow another

worker to qualify tor unemployment insurance benefits. "r

always took my layoff for somebody else to get their stamps."

Some workers said that they did not try to stretch out the

work because they respected. the company. Others spoke about
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stretching out work. In the last couple of years it seems that

none of the crab plant workers r interviewed were able to

qualify for unemployment insurance so there was no job

sbarinq. Even the more senior workers experieaced increased

difficulCy qualifying for t1I.

It appears that the work environment was more relaxed in

the crab plant than the fish plant:

Yeah at one point you know I think we did (have to
reach a certain pertonlallCel but we don' t bother to
any more because we've been told that we, we're up
to standa.rd. we're doing what we're supposed to be
doing and unlike the fish processing we weren' t
under a lot of pressure in the crab plant.

Some plant workers who bad worked at ~th the Caealina

and the Bona-vista plants described the pace of work in the

latter as much slower than in the former:

In Bonavista. they have no incentive. right? I can
remember coming baae and saying ... to X how do
they do it down there? They don't work, you know to
lIIe I t.houvbt. it's not that they didn' t work
obviously or. the plant wouldn' t be open if people
didn' t work, but I vaa so used to everybody work..ing
like I worked or you Jc:now you got into that little
mode. no one spoke to anyone because well we' 11 get
our incentive and then we'll go out to the wash:c;oom
and we'll have our little chat or smoke tor some
people right, or a glass of coke or whatever it
was, right? So everybody went in and put their
head down and worked, whereas down here it was more
relaxed ... So I thi.nk I preferred the work with
the incentive or maybe I ". just got accustomed to
working that way _ Like I said, when I went down
here you know I found it kind of strange that
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people were just, you know. chatting and ... it was
much more relaxed.
WOrkers still had to meet mana~ial requirements at the

crab plant and do quality work. Accordinq to one worker. each

shift was t.ryincJ to surpass the other. all in the name of fun.

Was ehis encouraged by IIllI.J:)Ag..ent? It is bard to say. It

appears that although lJWUUlgement did not introduce a formal

incentive systeZI'L. management did encourage fast and quality

work through praise, "well tbe more you got the better praises

you got.·

sometimes workers' performance was monitored. This

depended on the individual foreman. However, it appears that

in ehe last. four or five years of operation the workers were

not monitored unless an individual worker abused the rules.

such as taking wmecessary washroom breaks, or talking to co-

workers and interfering with worker performance:

No. I mean we did our ~ things and the
supervisors. they didn't know wbat we were doing
anyways. balf the time. You know. they look at us
and say "What are you doing now?· I mean once you
show them bow to do samething it· s up to us. 'I1le
management said we are the people that know what
we're doing in the plant, right?

Most of these women felt that management treated both

the men and women plant workers equally. Individual foremen

sometimes showed favouritism to male friends. one \IIOIMD.

explained that there are obvious plant jobs that a woman would
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find difficult. because of the physical demands. Nonetheless.

sometimes foremen used this as an excuse to choose a male

friend instead of the VClI!l&D. who was next in line for a

particular job that either a waaan or man wa5 capable of

doing. A \oICmlI.n bad to question a for8ll!l&D' s decision scmetimes

when she was overlooked for particular jobs that eitht!r a man

or woman was capable of doing.

In sum, managerial strategies affect women' s work

experiences and their knowledge about their environment.

Different strateg~es. such as strategies that encourage

individualized as opposed eo collective goals. influence

women' 5 perceptions differently. WaDen' s goals and knowledge

are influenced by organizational goals and contexts.

The understandings of plant workers may differ somewhat.

from those of fishers and plant workers themselves do not all

agree. If so. this bas i.D:I>lications for policy maJeinq. As

Felt (1993) has shown, we must understand the social processes

through which people construct knowledge to determine the

utility and accuracy of such knowledqe. How migbt fishers

respond to plant workers' local knowledge? Would they see it

as a legitimate form of la:J.awledge? Based on the dynamics
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between husband and wife that I saw during my interviews. it

seems that women' s local ecological Imowledge will meet

resistance by both male fishers and plant. workers. Is the

knowledge of plant workers influenced by fishers. or is their

knowledge confined to the knowledge transmitted through the

technology of. and. the relations within the plant? My analysis

has shown that women do not acquire knowledge in isolation

from their husbands. fathers or sons. It is necessary to

consider the points of view of plant workers versus

management. As well. perhaps one' s particular role or

occupation in the plant limits or alters one's ecological

knowledge. An investigation into the process and context of

how plant workers acquire knowledge, combined with the

information ret.rieved OD fishers TEK. will provide some

insights as t.o the extent of and reasons for differing

opinions concerning the health of the ecosystem and resource.

and highlight barriers to sustainable fishers.

'.7 ...... WOX'It -- A bouaehol4 .tza~egy

The single enterprise town context of these communities

seems to shape workers' perceptions of the environment or at

least what they will say about their work (McFarland, 1980).

The fish processing plants were the major sources of
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employment in these coalllW1ities. Thus, workers lIWly have feared

managerial reprimands if they spoke up concerning their own

observat.iona about the health of tbe stocks. In this way.

women' 5 decision to keep quiet about any ecological concerns

may be based. on their i.Jaawdiate CODCe.rn.s ~ut reproducing and

supportinq the.ir households. One woman believed that plant:

workers might be seen as having played a role in resource

degradation because they saw changes in the amount of fish and

raw material, but did not speak up. Silence on this. however.

is rational in the context of these cOll'lftUllities where there

are little or no alternative means of .aployment. The plant

provided workers with what they considered to be ~good money"

for their labour. especially in corrprison to the other

limited employment opportunities in their cOUllll.lni.ties.

especially for WOIDeO. and particularly for those with low

levels of education.

I think I knew it was in trouble, but like a lot of
people who didn't really know what to do about it
and like everyone who ki.nd of feared. like ...
every time ... I bear people say this about Ottawa
llti.smanaged the fish, I know to A certain extent we
were just as much to blame because I saw what. was
happening ... I don't. knOlof if it. was l!Ver really
talked. about., but. I'm Bure it I SAW, A lot. of ot.her
people saw what. wu happening. but. st.il! we either
didn't. know what to do about. it. or we didn't want.
t.o do anything about it because we didn't want to
accept it. you know? ••• It tak.-s a pretty, you
know, a pretty tough person to stand up and say.
well, 'I don't care. I don't mind my job being
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lost. I don't want the fish stocks depleeed'. You
know. who's going to stand up and say that?

In this way. their babaviour aDd decisions may have been

influenced by econc:aics and iJl:med.iate need at the household

level. WClIlleD.'s decisions to work at the plant vere laIllely

limited by their child care responsibilities. WOIIlen usUAlly

went to work only when they had arranged suitable alternative

child care, such as having an older daughter or mother to care

for the younger children. Many W'ClmeD. regarded the plant as the

most accoa:mod&ting ~loye.r in terms of child care. Someeimes.

if both wife and husband worked at the plant. they worked

opposite shifts for the purposes of child care. One woman with

whom I spoke explained that her husband worked in the

Bonavista plant during the swrmer and sbe worked at the

Catalina. plant during the winter in order to accommodate child

care needs by always having one parent at. home: • As a mother I

always wanted to put the kids first.· I do not mean here that

men played an equal. role in child care because for the flK)st

part they did not (Porter, 1993). Many women found work at the

plant very difficult because they had another day's work at

home in terms ot child care and domestic duties (CIbOsa, 1992;

Sunny, 1992; MAckenzie, 1993). One woman describes -getting

on-at the plant:
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Yeah I qot. out and I said I was going to get out to
work you know. Well IllY. the youngut girl. I think.
I don't know if she was four or she was five. Maybe
she was older than that, and. I bad other girls was
old enough to look after h2r. So tiDally. I just
said, well, I'll going eo go to work. So. I marches
up t:o the plant and puts my name down and that was
sometime in April. Maybe, like :I said. around the
sixth or the 8evel:lth of April that year and a
couple days they called me, just like that.

Women who worked. at the Bonavista and Catalina fish

plants offered a number ot reasons why they ·chose- to work in

the processing sector. Their other roles placed limits on

women's options, and their decision to work outside of the

home was often part of a. household strategy. women stated that

the fish plant provided an opportuniCy to llIoIlke their own money

for their children and themselves. Fish processing plants were

the ll'lajor eraployu-s in the area and offered the best money in

comparison to other labour jobs especially when considering

families could remain in their own home town in rural

Newfoundland. Getting one's staq)s seeDed to provide a huge

motivation to procure work at the plant. Some women said that

they had little chance of work.i.ng anywhere else because they

had little education. Other women, especially younqer women

with a higb scbool education and\or a trade, could not find

work in their area of training and when they did, these jobs

did not offer as llIUch IDOney. An interesting point that many
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made _s that working' at; the plant was not .. choice as such,

but something into which a lot of peopb simply fell:

This was a fishicq cOll'lllUnir;y rig-ht. mat everyone,
that was the main thing in Bona.vista. fishery,
that's all was here. right? You go up in the
barbour. the barbour be right filled up with teats
and longliners ...

Families often worJced at the plane: ·You'll find that in the

plant there's .. lot of families in ehere ... there' s not a lot

of jobs for people like, say. outsiders.·

Some women enjQY*1 the seasonal nature of the work at

the Bonavista plant because it offered some sort of economic

independence while also allowing time to perforlll. seasonal

household duties and allowing them to hire a local girl to

babysit during the s1JllImer IDOntbs. Women usually spoke about

preferring either day shift or night shift in terms of child

caring and domestic respondbilities. one WIOIII&D expla.i..ned:

• It's harder you know for a WOIll&D. ••• than for a man . cause I

mean •cause you got to get up and en.n do another day' s work

before you go back to work again.·
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Wcmen at. the catalina and Bonavista plants offered mixed

assessments of their contentment at work . .some workers did not

enjoy the work at the plant aDd it was the pay check.

l!specially if the job paid incentive. that IlIAde it worthwhile .

... Well. when I was younger, it wasn't so bad. I
mean I bad a pay check coming in every other week
. .. but when I got older and got married.. I mean
there was times I' d get up in the morning and I'd
wish I had II. job that I liked to go to. right. but
there wouldn't. I can't say it was all that bad.

Younger women. especially those with trades. did not enjoy

plant work. Plant work is physica11y d8mand.ing: "there wasn't

one day I really liked going to work.' Other women enjoyed

plant work and the opportunity it provided for sociali:t:i..nq:

'You didn' t realize ... the interaction or the social benefits

chat: you got frall working until it's gone.' These women were

accust.omed to the work, "it's the only job that I know,' and

took pride in their workmanship. These W'OI'Oen have missed their

work and co-workers greatly since the plant closed. The plant

was a place of social interaction outside the home for these

women in a context where there is little other opportunity and

little spare time for socializing because of child care

responsibilities. Since the moratorium. most women only see

these friends when they are out shopping at the local store or
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running other errands outside the home. Women who have started

doing different things. sueh as retraining, find they have

little in coamon with co-workers any lIIOre.

Accordinq to one worker. it. sM!lDl!d that ~le bad more

time to ta1k in the last few years at the plant because work

was slower. As the c~sition of fish cb&nqed and work

slowed. workers grew concerned about being reprimanded more

frequently for not meeting the performance requirements. The

incentive system. divided workers and iJrpeded conmmication

between workers. 'l'hose who worked on incentive paying jobs

were less eager to ta.l.k than those who did not work for bonus

pay. COUIlIUllication between workers also depended on where in

the plant one worked and bow the lines were set up. Some

lines were especially noisy and set up in a way that

discouraged chatting .

•• t DG8 .... VI

Some of the \oIIOmen I spoke with who were presently on

TAGS also worked at the crab plant to try to qualify for

unemployment insurance. They felt better ·about collecting ur

than TAGS: -at least you say I'm working.· Before the

moratorium. if crab workers did not work enough weeks to

qualify for unflq)loylDent insurance benefits. then they could
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t.urn to the fish plant for a few weeks to get their st<UllpS. An

important source of supplementary work has disappeared for the

crab workers.

SaDe fish plant workers went to work at the crab plant

after the fisb plants closed. one worker explai.ned that she

felt t.remendous social pressure at the crab plant to take a

layoff. to give somebody else a chance to qualify for

unemployment insurance. since she had already worked enough

weeks to qualify for unemployment insurance. These fish plant

workers usuall.y took work at the crab plant. even when they

would not get thf!i.r stamps. because it was an opportunity to

get out of the house. a chance to earn a little exera money.

and some feared declining an offer of work would result in

their being cut from the TAGS program. However, these workers

gained little financially by doing this because of extra

expenditures such as travel costs and lunches. one woman told

me that she made $8.12 per week more than she would have if

she had stayed at home and collected her TAGS check.

The c~ation packages issued by the government in

response to the l'IlOratorium. have cruted a lot of tension

between groups of people and have divided people i.e. these

communities. Plant workers are pitted against fishers:

fisheries workers i.e. general against Don-fisheries related

workers. People who work outside the tisb.e%y resent the fact
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that fisheries workers are gettinq • free- money. Plant workers

believe fishers are better cared for than plant workers. one

woman said: -Fishennen 18 getting ehe better end of the stick

fish plant workers is dirt. treated. like dirt as far as

I'rn concerned.· one woman noted that the Dedia portrayed

fishers AS the ones hurt by the fisheries crisis, while giving

plant workers little coverage.

under both the TAGS and NCARP programs, women were more

likely than men to collect the Illini.mum payments and women' s

incomes were reduced more than men's when TAGS replaced. NCARP.

These payments are based on past fisbe%y-work earnings.

Because plane workers earn less than fishers and female plant

workers earn less than male plant workers. the sexual division

of labour is perpetuated (Williams. 1996).

Tensions run deep. especially wben coamunities compete

for remaining fisheries resources. Wc:men brought up the fact

that there have been talks about moving the crab plant from

Bonavista to the Catalina plant. Of course the catalina

workers thought it was a great idea. but the Bonavisca workers

did not want the plant to luve their ca:rmunity even it their

jobs and seniority were guaranteed. in the move. Would this be
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an ecologically sound move? Processing crab at the Catalina

plant might mean that even more crab could go through the

plant, because of its size and modern equiPD&11t, in a shorter

time. 'l'tds migbt increase the difficulties workers experience

qualifying for unemploymant. insurance. What would this mean

for the WCllI'lel1 at the crab plant? It appears that there were

very few men working at the Bonavista crab plant. Wi th a

scarcity of jobs. would this move from Bonavista to Catalina

initiate a removal of women from the plant and more men moving

into crab processing?

women sometimes seemed hesitant to coament on qua.1ity.

often insisting that their plant produced the best fish

around.. This may be because they took pride in their work. or

that. they feared repercussions for criticizing the plant and

its products. especial.ly in times of scarce employment.

opportunities. Coq:M!tition between plants may also have

prompted women to defend their plant, especially in the area

where FPI is decid.i.nq which plant to sbut down and which to

keep open.

If women do not. see a viable future in their cotmnmi.ty.

especially for their children. they may not think in t.erms of
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conservation. Most of the women voiced concerns about the

fueure of their coamunities and the quality of their

children's lives without a. fishery. ~(Wle'll miss the

fishery ... it's missed nov isn't it?~ -That was the backbone

of this place.· However. SOllMt of the WOlDen statt!d that they

discouraged their sons and especially daughters from entering

the fishery, encouraging them to get their education. It

appears that younger people in fishing connunities are not

interested in traditional ways of life but I also suggest.

from personal experience. that they bave been discouraged from

getting involved in those traditional ways. Most of the women

....ith whom I spoke beli~ the cod fishery will lIlake a come

back but never on the scale that it was. Some women fear that

the crab fishery is headed in the same direction as the cod..

especially in light of fishers shifting harvesting effort to

crab and increased crab licences issued by the government.

The moratorium has changed the lives of the!!e women.

Financially. families have been hit hard. Woznen miss the

social and psychological benefits they got from working at the

plant. Women mentioned the ove.rwbelJlli.nq feeling of uncertainty

in their lives and. their families' lives. Host though, said
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that they were better off than a lot of people around them.

Those whose husbands .....xe working'. especially in a noo-

fisheries-related job, felt especia.lly lucky. Many wanen

ment.ioned. the fact that ID&nY families are having problems.

including splitting up. since the moratorium. women also

mentioned that now. with their husbands at home IllOre often.

they get. on each others' nerves. Hen have invaded traditional

women's spaces. Some mentioned that they would try to suggest

tasks for eheir husbands to do to keep them occupied:

'" (Y]ou know like you got families that's
fighting OVll%" this aDd well they says, when poverty
comes in the door love goes out the window and you
know SOIllil!!Ith.ing. it's true. It's true because when
you were work.i..Dq. like especially if you bad a man
and wife you bad the man on one shift and the wife
on the other. because of babysitting reasons you
always have somebody home that· s the way it· s set
up right. and I mean they work in the plant 15 and
20 years like this and all of a sudden two of them
are threw out of worle and tiley're just getting on
each others' nerves.

some families. especially young families, have decided

pick up and leave because of the lack of empl~Dt

opportunities in their coamunities. The moratorium has

affected the work opportunities for those outside the fishery

as ....ell.

[L) ike I said, ... once they finished school if
they couldn' t get anything else the plant was
always there to kinda like to tall ~k on right?
But now there's really nothing, if you don't want
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to work in a fast food place or a store you haven't
got any more choices.

Another waaan expressed concern about her children' s future in

a fishing cOUlDUnity: "It kills IIle to move. I mean this is home

right? But what can you do. there's no future here for the

kids. nothing rigbt?"

Some families who own their own homes do not see the

point in moving. One woman pointed to the fact that if worse

comes to worse at least you can live off the land in rural

Newfoundland. Some. of the women with whom I spoke like rural

communiey life and do not want to leave it, or their families.

r can' t see it. I mean .cause I don' t even see !:he
point in like me packing up and moving on. I !Dean.

I got fl!Y heme, I owns fl¥ own home and I mean Itt'f
husband. is 50 years old now. I DIiH.D., be's working
but you just can' t pack up and move and leave
everythi..nq .

••13~

Many women I spoke with bad. been or were involved in the

retraining and upgrading opportunities tor fisheries workers.

Some thought that retraining programs were a great.

opportunity, especially for younger workers, to do something

they had wanted but were never able to do. In general. older

women did not want to be in school. Those who did go back to

school usually did upgradi.ng and realised that it would not
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help IZIUch in terms of ~ting with educated and younger

people in the work force. 5aDe waren considered salle of the

programs to be a waste of tiJlle and IDOn~. especially when

funds for TAGS were beinq cut. In addition, many of these

programs are designed with the ass~tiol1 that women are

unskilled 'IrtOrkers. perpetuating negative stereotypes. Some

particular programs were criticized because they had no impact

on employment opportunities. some of the wanen thought the

funds for retraining progrUtS could have been better spent if

their designers had consulted with the people for whom. the

programs were intended. This includes recognizing that women

fisheries workers may bave different interests from maJ.e

fisheries workers (Robinson, 1995; Davis. 1995). Kany women in

these programs sa.id they would bave preferred IIIIOre access to

Adult Basic Education progyUlS instead of the IIIIOney being

pumped into programs that did little in terms of malting people

more employable:

But you know ... we bad another program here a few
months ago ... yeah. that was ... a lot better than
• Improving Your Odds·. The reason why. we had
people involved in the industry that sat down with
those people and sa.id look this is what we want. we
want prografM. Those are the people 1oI'e want there
doing those programs. . .. and if workers had some.
had representa.tion there they'd have some input in
choosing what you have That program went very
well.

Because what they were teachi.ng us was all about
the ground fishery and. the dragvers and stuff like
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tha:.. I mean. vb:y would 1IrII'e be intereseed as WCIIll!I1

in that you know? The only tb..ing I found we got out
of it was. well. we bad health and suety and we
all needed. that. but I mean we got first aid.
that's the only thing I found. out of it..

Host of the women I spoke with felt forced to retrain

enroll in SOlDe type of educational program in order to ensure

they would not be cut from the TAGS program. one woman said•

• [T] hey said it' S up to you, but I mean you got no choice

really. they're forcing you I think.· The.. women feared the

repercussions of not being defined as -active" by policy

makers.

Women' 5 retrai.ning options are limited because of their

domestic and child care duties. women cannot easily leave the

corrmunity to do a proqram even if it is someth.i.ng they have

"""ced do. because of household and family

responsibilities. In the meantime. husbands often left the

corrmunities for tIOnChs at. a time to retrain and look for work

in another area of the province or outside Newfoundland.

leaving women to bear the ent.ire burden at home. When I asked

one woman how she fel t about beinq left at home a lot while

her husband went away to work she said ·you know you gets used.

to it. when you marry a man who loves the water yeah .•

Some retraini.ng programs have been designed. without

adequate research into actual employment opportunities. For
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~le the government bas offered prograaa in areas where

there are a1raady a glut of trained people. such as

cosmetology.

. . . Like. I think. ... before you should put people
into trai..ni.nq you should look At what are their
opportunities of getting a job after the training
is done ...

Women offered a variety of reasons to explain why the

fishery is in the shape it is today. Women base their

conclusions on their experiences in their paid and unpaid

work. carmunity life. discussions with fishers. friends and

family. contact with government representatives and. the media.

Most of the inshore plant workers and salt makars blamed the

technology and offshore fishery and. in particular. draggers.

fisbing year round includinq during the spawning season, and

dragging the spawning grounds. Offshore plant workers.

recognizing these problems, tended to defend the offshore

fishery. Many also voiced concerns about the amount of fish

that seals eat. Host agreed that overfishing. both local and

foreign, were primarily responsible for the collapse of the

Northern Cod stocks. They blamed the government and scientists

for mismanagement and not recognizing fishers' ecological
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knowledge. Others felt uncertain about the role of scientists

and the government in fisheries managl!lDl!Dt. Greed and a market

driven. rather than preservationist. industry were other

suggested explanations.

I have to blame the government. :If you got to point
a finger, right. especially the scientists coming
out and talking about all this fish and when there
was a lot of fisb there. Lord Jas' ..... were giving
out permits. The government was putting plants on
every little crook and corner on the island.
Right, stamp factories that· s what it was. you work
10. 12 weeks and like I said, th@y put plants
everywhere because it was lots of fish right. But
ah it's gone DOW •••

'.15 Viol-.ce~ II&bani -- Yial-=e~~

Bringing tecbnolO9Y and machines into a cc:mmmi ty. i. e.

a processiDq plant, affects a variety of things. These

machines determine what is and is not fish, what is and is not

waste, and these definitions chanqe over time. Macb.ines affect

how local people look at the environment. Technology helps

fishers continue to get high catches, despite declining

stocks. marginalizing nature's role in the reproduction of

itself and its natural patterns. Technology is applied

science. Technological change has different implications for

men and women in fishing households. This may, in turn, affect
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their perceptions and knowledge about developments in the

fishery (Merchant, 1980J.

Governmental policies concerning the fishery and fishery

dependent households are gendered. Government policies might

also bias their perceptions of what is happ8ni.ng, as well as

colouring views on the resource and local nature. Indeed,

their commitment to conservation might be influenced by their

fears or perceptions concerning the repercussions of future

policies for their esrployment. The decline of the salt fishery

and gender ideology were encouraged by "modernization" and

"rationalization" policies (Wright. 1995a). The Federal and

Provincial governments tried to modernize an "inefficient"

inshore fishery that relied heavily on women' s participation

in processing the fish. Premier smallwood was recorded as

saying that the absence of women and children from the stages

was a sign of progress (Neis. 1993; wright, 1995a). This was

based on certain assumptions al::xlUt the role of women. In this

way, the dominant knowledge systems have been violent to

nature and to women by depleting the fish as a resource and

oppressing women through modernization and scientific. schemes

(Merchant, ~980; Shiva, 1989).

Processing plants were a part of the rational plan to

modernize Newfoundland's fishery. Women have indicated areas

of plant management and technologies that have promoted
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unsustainable practices. Development schemes and fisheries

policies have been informed by -rational- scientific

approaches that have been violent towards nature and women -

violent in terms of environmental degradation, occupational

health, unemployment., and uncertainty, especially in times of

resource declines.

Women have been relatively uninvolved in shaping the

directions of policies dealing with the present situation in

Newfoundland. Women possess knowledge about the survival of

families in outport Newfoundland and need to voice their ideas

so that policy-makers can effectively deal with our fisheries

crisis. Women must draw on their organizational skills,

derived from their local organizations and as managers of

households. and traditional activities and roles and put forth

their ideas. Women's knowledge and efforts may have few

immediate effects on the direction of policy. as was the case

in Norway. This may be partly due to the faet that women's

kno ledge is different from the bureaucratic. scientific

kno ledge used by policy-makers. However, women need· to

legitimize their ideas and knowledge and challenge the power

and prestige of dominant ways of knowing (Gerrard, 1995;

Williams, 1996). Additional research must be done in this area

so that we can gain a fuller understanding of the link between

women and the environment.
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'.11 Ccac1uaic-.

The social constructivist. and feminist theoretical

perspectives indicate the iqxlrtance of including women in the

literature on ecological knowledg'e in order to avoid partial

descriptions and interpretations of the environment. Working

through the standpoint of women is useful in understanding

women's knowledge and how they articulate it. as well as

underst.anding bow social institut.ions and ideoloqies work in

their lives (Har~g. 1991). Women's knowledge is a product of

their daily experience and int.eraction with others and nature.

and of the division of lalxlur (Gerrard. 1995). WOmen's

fisheries knowledge is shaped by their work experience and

their dynamic roles in the household. at work. in the

cocrmunity and. ",ieb. gOV4!rtllDeIlt. Women' s perceptions of the

fishery reflect their embeddedD.ess within their families and

comnunities. This embeddedness caused. them. t.o experience

contradictions between raw material supply, the organizat.ion

of work, and t.he rt!qUirement.s ot their families and

conmunities. Understanding these relations mean more reliable

interpret.ations and descriptions of the natural and social

worlds.

Women processing workers transform raw materials into

profitable coamodities. Their jobs are located mid-way between
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harvesting and marketing and their knowledge reflects this

position. As my research bas shown. WOlDen processing workers

indicate tensions at the processing level. such as mismatches

between raw lII&terial and technology. associaeed. with resource

decline. These women not only possess extensive ecological

knowledge about fish ecology, but usa about how capitalism.

in this case. the fisb.iDg 1.ndustry. responded to ecological

crisis and bow these responses Affected. workers. families and

cOlmlUnities. They know .tout the qual.iey of food. and link. fish

ecology to the market. place. Their knowledge indicates how

capitalism and patriarchy respond to resource shortages.

Women's processing work and knowledge are mediated by

relationships of ownership, technologies and managerial

st.rategies. These social relationships shape women's knowledge

and link the social and natura.! worlds.
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This study is part of a II'lUch larver project that is gathering
fishers' ecological krl.owledge and studying the impact of the
fishery crisis on health, cOldllUD.ities, and education. My
particular part of the project is looking at the way changes
in fisheries affected the work and the families of fish
processing workers -- in the past and in more recent years up
to and including the IllOratorium.

When were you born? Where?
Where are you curently living?
Father's occupation? Mother' a occupation?
Karital status? Spouse's occupation?
Number of children? Age of children? Children' a occupation?
Formal education level?

---.-.
How long bas your family been involved in the fishery?
Husband's family? Where?
How old were you when you first started working with
fish/crab? Where did you first start working with fish/crab?
Where have you worked with fish/crab? plant? in what
ccmaunities? malting fish?
When did you first start getting paid for this work?
What were the different jobs you held over your career?
Were there years when you didn't work with crab/fisb? Why?
Are you still working for pay processing' fisb/crab? If DO,
when did you stop and why?

Was your mother, father etc. involved in the fishery/fish
processing? How? were you as a child involved in the fish-eLY?
In what way?

When did you marry? Did you 1'llOve to & different cOlmlUD.ity when
you married? Is/was your husband a fisher?/plant worker? Did
you continue to make fiah/ work in the plant when married? In
the same corrmuni ty?
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When did you begin making fish? Mlo participat.ed in ~e

curing? What kind of fishing/curing operation was it?
family/household salt fish operation? salt fish plant? How
many people were at work in this operation? How were these
fish being caught? Describe the operation and your job(sj
within it (include meal preparartion. child care, gardening,
etc.)

I want you to talk about a season at the tishazy when you were
work.inq in this operation.

When would the fish firsc. begin to arrive? When would you
start to work at it? What did you do? Did the fish change
through the season? If so, wben. bow did it chaoge and why?
For each change: bov did your work change? hours? had to watch
more closely? turn it more? more sa.lting? trap glut? change in
the cure?

Change in where this fiah came from? Where was it caught? How
was it caught? Who brought it in? Did the crew working at the
fish change? If so, when? Why?

What would this new fish be like at the beginning of the
season? size. colour. fatness. thickness? (same? different?)
How easy to split? quality. texture, etc.? HOW' easy to keep?
What type of cure did you make frail it and why? -qualif;y.
weather, time? What did this fish look like After it was 1IlAde?
colour, hardness, smell (blackberry)?

How long would you work at the fish when you first started?
good year and DOt so good year -- based on weather. fisb
availability. kids going back to school. etc?

Could you tell the fisb caught early in the season from other
fish caught later in the year? or fran fish caught in
different locations? or with different types of gear. ego.
could you distinguish sunner trap fish frOlll SWlIl'er trawl fish?
summer handline fish? or fish caught on grounds furthar out?
or summer fish from spring fish or fall fish? How would they
be different?

Did the type of cure vary with the type of fish? with the time
of year? How? Why? Could you get as high grade from the fish
you worked with earlier in the season as you would from fish
that came later in the season? Did the kind of fish caught
affect the grade? Did the process of llIIlki.ng fish mask
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differences in caught. fish of different times of the year and
different places?

was there much interaction between WClIDm1 working on the
flakes! salting' the fish? Were children involved? boys? girls?
men? was there lllUCh interaction between fishermen and those
who cured the fish? Only if you were married to a fisherman?
Or father was a fisbermaJ:1? If there was interaction. when did
it happen and. what was it about?

WhAt cod livers would be used? For what purposes? Did livers
change through the year in size. colour. texture? Over the
years? Did certain Ush have better liver for oil? Were larger
livers better? How? Which?

Did your work at the fish start: to change? amount of work.
type of fish produced, time spent at it? If yes. why? - small
children? family allowance? started to sell fresh? change in
the fish, smaller? change in the gear? - small changes? big
changes? Did you give up making salt fish? It yes. when and
why? Did you start selling fresh to the plant? When? Why?

Did you notice a decline in landings? Shorter seasons? cbanqe
in the weather? $Ill&Uer fisb? Did it take fishermen longer to
bring in the fish. indicating they bad trouble getting a good
cat.ch? How did you notice? oid your family have to st.art
buying more gear?

Did changes in the gear that fishermen used and changes in the
resource itself affect your work makiDg salt fish?

When did you get involved in plant work? Why? How? Did you
work at the plant when it opened? Oid you take work
irrmediately when it beame available? How did you get your job?
What were you paid? What did you do? Who owned the plant?
Section working through career at the plant:
Describe the plant when you first started working there? size
of the plant? different jobs? who did what jobs? species
processed? products produced? technology? hours? number of
days a week? shifts? length of season? was the plant
unionized?

Did the origin of the fish/crab change throughout the season?
If so. how did this affect your work? hours of work? what you
produced? how it was produced?
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Did you ~end to do the same job all of the time or did you
move around? How much control did you have over your work? Was
there much interaction or coumunication between workers and
the owners and. managers?

What. was tha pace of work? What influenced. the pace of work? 
pace of landing crab/fish? quota system? Did the time of yera
affect your job? How? - type of fish? ADOunt. of fish? was your
individual production monitored? If 50 when did this start?
Were you repri.maDded for missing work? for your pace of work?
initially? did this change?

Were plant workers eligible for UI when you first started? How
many weeks did you need to be eligible? were you generally
able to get enough weeks? If so, how did this happen? there
was enough work? there vas a sharing of work? were there years
when you did not get enough work to qualify when you first
started? If so. why dido't you get enough work? How certain
were the hours? were you paid if there was fish/crab to
process?

How did you arrange child care? How did you deal with
uncertain hours?

Was there much interaction between workers? Did you work with
mostly women? men?

Changes in the plant: type, timing, reasons for changes,
impact. describe changes? discuss how aDd why they happened?
change in volume of fisb/crab? type of fish/species processed?
change in scale of production at plant? introduction of
draggers? loogliners? trucld.ng? new offloading? processing
technologies? - if new, describe.

If changes occurred, why do yOU think they occurred? CDqlallY
expanding? changes in raw material, shortage of fish/crab.
smaller fish/crab? new markets? What do you think was .
happening?

For each change, how did these affect your work? hours?,
nature of job, pace, suparvision, comfort at the job,
steadiness of work? Did the bringing in of new technology
affect your job? How? (Ex4q)les: fish plant: cutting machines.
individual work stations; crab: drum, saws, rollars, tip
rollars, black light, diffe.r@Qt types of cookers?) If there
were individual work stations, bow did you feel about them?
Why? - link to incentiV'lli!l and to possible cQll1;)et.ition for good
fish?
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Did you start getting a lot ot overtime? Working more days?
Did you start to try to stretch out your work? If yes, bow and
why? Did it become difficult to get tha bours you needed? If
yes. why? Did they beqin to monitor production $Ore closely?
Describe.

Was an incentive system put in place? If so, when? Why in your
opinion was it introduced? How did this work when it was first
introduced (1lli..ni.1mJm quantity/quality?)? Did the UWJnitoringl
incentive system change? If so bow and. in your opinion. why?

When did the plant unionize? How? Why. in your opinion. did it
unionize when it did? were you involved in the uni.onizatiOD?
How did unionization affect your work? inccae? production?
pace? supervision? the gender division of labour? Before
unionization. did you speak out about changes in income.
bours? If not. why not? Did you fear it would affect your
work, ie less hours. losing your job? Did this change with
unionization?

Do you think. the changes discussed above bad anything to do
with changes in the fishery resource? Explai.n. (resource
decline and change, technological change). Changes in raw
material - quantity, type, quality and i.llpact on work?

Did you feel you bad time to pay close attention to the work
process and the particularities of fish? Were there times when
you became more aware of changes -- because of effect on
incentive, on how tired you felt, hours, work? Perhaps when it
was difficult to m&ke poundage due to smaller fish/crab?

na PLAIIO

What was the fish like when you first started at the plant?
Did you notice changes in t:he quality and quantity of fish
over time? If $0. what did you associate these changes with?
changes in stocks? in gear? changes in location fish caught?
truckinq? processing?

Where did the fish come frOlft when you first started working
there? Where was it caught? How was it caught? Who brought it
in? (locally, trucked in from?) Did the origin of the fisb
change during the years you were at the plant? If yes, explain
(vessel type, location caught, location l~?).

How did the introduction of lonqliners affect work at the
plant? affect your own job(1arqer fish? different species?
gluts?)? Did this affect hours and condi.tions of plant work?
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Did this affect jobs (types/numbers)? Did this make it
difficult to &!tect if there were changes in the stocks?

Did you process gillnet fish? If yes. when did this start?
WhAt was this fish like? c~ed to other fish? What impact
did qillnets have on work at U1e plant?

Did you process dragger fish? If yes. when did this start?
What WAS this fish like? c~e to other fish? What impact
did draggers have on work at the plant?

Did they start processing other species at some point? If so.
when and why? Did you notice changes in the quantity, size,
quality of cod around the time when plant started doing other
species? Did you seep processing some species/products? If so,
why? Did the market disappear? species disappear? Did they get
too small for certain packs? Were large fish processC!d into
particular products? Did the disappearance of large fish
contribute to the elimination of specific products?

Was there more competition for fish? Did companies start:
trucking fish away? Did fisherlDen start selling to other
companies? If so. bow did this affect your work?

Was work reorganized in terms of the gendered division of
labour? Did people move frem job to job? were women shifted to
other typeS of work? If so. when did this happen? Why. in your
opinion, did it happen? - as a result of economic change?
technological change? c:banqes in the resource?

Did they bring in new machines to process small fish when they
realised that large fish were decreasing in. number? Did they
start processing fish they used to refuse (ie. small fish)?
What used to happen to the fish they refused?

Did you notice- a reduction in ca1.ls to work and in the length
of the plant· s operatinq season? When? Were there fewer night
shifts? Were shifts cancelled abrupt.ly. later starting times
scheduled. shorter notices given? Did it become difficult to
qualify for UI? Did the plant close earlier? When did you
notice these changes?

CIWI ......

What was the crab like when you started at the plant? Did it
change? If so. bow? - abundance? size? colour? dirtiness?
smell? texture? When? significance for your work -- hours of
work. type of jobs?
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Any technological changes? What were they? -- changes in
discharge, butchering, cooki.ng, SAWS, rollars, drum, shaker.
black.l.ight. freed,ng. packi..nq? When did changes occur? Did
these cbanges seem to be associated with changes in the crab.
ie. abundance? If yes. explain. If no. why do they think these
were introduced?

When first started doing crab. were they processing' fish? Did
this change? If so, how and when? What significance did this
have for your work?

Did they bring in new machines to process 8DI&l1 crab when they
realised that large crab were decreasing in number? Did they
start processing crab they used to refuse? When? Why? Iq>act
on your work?

Did you notice a reduction in calls to work and in the length
of the plant' s operaeing season? When? were there less night
shifts? were shifts cancelled abruptly. later starting times
scheduled. shorter notices given? Did it become difficult to
qualify for un Did the plant close earlier? When did you
notice these changes?

Was there more coape.tition for crab? Did caapanies start
t.rucki.Dg crab away? Did fisbel:men start selling to other
cocrpa.nies? If so, bow did this affect yOur work?

Was work reorganized in terms of the gendered division of
labour, did people IIlOve from job to job? Were women shifted to
other typeS of work? If so, when did this happen? Why, in your
opinion, did it happen? As a result of economic change?
technological c.b.anqe? change in the resource?

Were there times wben you felt you were too busy to be
concerned about the particularities of the crab you were
working with?

Do you like fish? certain types of fish? What types do y.ou
prefer? Are you eating the fish that you like? Or do you eat
it even if you do not like it? It so, what species of fish do
you eat? When do you eat them? How often do you eat them? -
on ill daily basis? weekly? may be seasonal so during the
season? how frequently? How many meals ill day/week/month?
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What. parts of the fish were eaten? At any t.i.me of the year for
any specific parts? Or only at particular times? Livers.
spawn. beads. sounds? What was a good fiU.e.?

Where do you gt!t the !ish you eat? Do you eat the fish that
was processed at the plant? Why or why not.? If DO. where do
you get it? What. is the difference between the fish you eat
and the fish processed at the plant? Did it look different?
taste? How? What do you think of the fish/crab products
produced at. the plant?

If you do not get fish at the store or plant: 00 you preserve
fish for the winter -- frozen/salt? If so, do you prefer fish
from a particular part of the season/gear, ie. fall? spring?
trap? handline? 00 you keep the best fish for yourself? Or
would that be sold? Did fishennen. those who made fish. put
aside the best fish to eat for themselves? were fishermen more
likely to bleed fish at sea to eat at boDe than to sell
cOUID8rcially? Do you eat the discards? Why? -- for econcmic
reasons? There was no other fish to eat? When?

Did you eat more fish in the past? If so. how much? -
daily/weekly? If • change, why bas the cbange occurred? When
did it occur? Was it related to the decli.ni.ng stocks? the
moratorium? changed quality? If a change, wbat significance
has reduced access to fisb or whatever bad for your family
budget? for the diet of your family? What do you eat instead
of fish? -- birds, moose, chicken?

In the family fishery;
With the move from the baIIe based salt fishery to salt fish
plants, and later fresh fish plants, was there more waste? Was
there a change in the nutritionAl value, quality of food?

For salt fish;
Quality of the fisb? What causes ·soft· fish? Poor quality
fish? -- weather, exposure to the sun, gear types (eg. traps),
larger catches, mistreatment at the salt fish plant? When
making salt fish, what was "waste- from the fish? -- beads,
guts, sizes, bycatcb species, soft or spelied fisb, maggoty?
Did you eat beads? sounds? tongues? any other parts? What was
generally done with the waste/discarded fisb? Durrped? Garden?
Animal feed? What pares?

Plant workers:
Truckers/those who worked on the wharf, receiving, unloading,
gutting, fHetting fish on the wharf -- did you see or
practice discarding fish?
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When you first started at the plant, was there much waste? If
so, how much? What was wasted? Did wastage cbanqe over time? 
increase? decrease? type of wastage? If so. why did these
changes occur in your opinion? Did a shift in mult.iple-species
based processing involve II'IOre waste? Can you think of some
ways to reduce waste in fisb processing?

What do you think affects the quality of fish produced? Can
you influence the qualiey of the fish produced at your
workplace? Can you t:h.ink of aome ways to improve t:he quality
of fisb produced in your plant?........-
How do you t:hi.nk we got to where we are today? How bas the
moratorium affected yow: life? the lives of your family
members?
What do you think are the key problems in the industry? Did
you think the fish stocks were in trouble? If yes, when did
you start to think this and why? If yea, did you feel that
there was anything you could do to stop the decline of the
stocks? Did you do anything? Why? What do you believe caused
the resource decline? draggers? gill nets? demand? poor
management? cold water? Do you believe the resource was
wrongly exploited? Do you connect other government policies
(ie. resettlement) to fisheries policies and/or resource
decline?

Should th4! industry be managed dJ.ffuently? Do you think the
fishery can be managed/regulated by govertllllent/scientists? Is
there a need for more input from fisbers? Do you think plant
workers. W'ClDel1 have enough say in the management at the
industry? can you think of ways that they might have more say?

What do you think the future fisbexy will look like? Do you
think that you will be a part of the i..ndustry? Husbands? Sons?
Daughters?
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